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Preface

This preface presents the typgraphic and syntax conventions used in this book, and 
other general information.
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About this Guide
This book is a guide for anyone who uses Orchestrate to create parallel 
applications using the Orchestrate Shell (osh), the UNIX command-line interface 
to Orchestrate. It is assumed you have used shell scripts to build UNIX 
applications.
xvii
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The Orchestrate Documentation Set
These documents are available in online PDF format in $APT_ORCHHOME/doc/pdf. 

• Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide

• Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference

• Orchestrate 7.0 Installation and Administration Manual

• Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide

• Orchestrate 7.0  WebHouse User Guide

• Orchestrate 7.0 Record Schema

• Orchestrate 7.0 C++ Classes and Macros Sorted by Header File

• Orchestrate 7.0 C++ Classes and Macros Sorted by Name 

Typographic Conventions

Typographic Formats
Table 1 Typographic Formats

Format Term Examples

bold serif Orchestrate-defined terms 
including class and function 
names, data types, and default 
field names.

APT_Operator
runLocally()
APT_Operator::runLocally()
cluster_predicted
uint64

Orchestrate-defined macros APT_DECLARE_PERSISTENT

Orchestrate-defined operators, 
operator options, and collection 
and partition methods

The clusterquality operator takes the 
results and flatten options.

Use the any or round robin collection 
method.

bold italic serif Orchestrate technical terms 
within the text that defines them

In pipeline parallelism, each operation 
runs when it has input data available.

sans serif Orchestrate menus and other 
GUI elements

Tools > Check Config
xviii Orchestrate 7.0 User GuideOrchestrate 7.0 User Guide
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Cross-References
Most cross-references indicate sections located in this book. They are hotspots and 
appear in blue typeface in the online version of the document. When there are 
references to other books in the documentation set, their names appear in italics.

Syntax Conventions
Operator syntax is presented as you would enter it as part of an osh command. 
For a description of the general syntax of an osh command, refer to the Orchestrate 
7.0 User Guide.

The following syntax conventions are used throughout this book:

• A vertical bar (|) separates mutually exclusive alternatives.

• Braces ({ }) are used with vertical bars (|) to indicate that one of several 
mutually exclusive alternatives are required, for example {a | b} indicates that 
a or b is required.

• If one or more items are enclosed in braces ({ }) and separated by commas the 
items are synonymous. Thus {a , b} indicates that a and b have exactly the 
same effect.

• Brackets ([ ])indicate that the item(s) inside are optional. For example, [a | b] 
indicates a, or b, or neither. Occasionally, brackets do not indicate optional 

fixed width C++ code return APT_StatusOk;

operating-system commands $ cd $APT_ORCHHOME/bin
$ rm aptserv2

osh commands $ osh "clusterquality < kmeans.ds”

non-Orchestrate-defined C++ 
functions

sprintf()

italic user-defined classes, functions, 
and field names

MyOperator
selectState()
MyOperator::selectState()
Price

Orchestrate variables Specify an insert_statement

Table 1 Typographic Formats (continued)

Format Term Examples
xixOrchestrate 7.0 User Guide
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items but are part of the syntax. In these cases, the special nature of the 
brackets will be explicitly stated.

• Ellipsis (...) indicates that the preceding item occurs zero or more times. If a 
user-provided string is indicated, it may represent a different item in each 
occurrence. For example:

– [-key field ...] means zero or more occurrences of -key field, where field 
may be a different string in each occurrence.

– To indicate one or more occurrences of an item, the item occurs first 
without brackets and ellipsis and then with, for example
-key field [-key field ...]

Using the Adobe Acrobat Reader
To read the document set online, you need the Adobe Acrobat Reader. If you 
already have Adobe Acrobat Reader installed, make sure it is version 4.05 or later 
and is the version of Reader with Search. If your version of Reader does not have 
Search, you will not be able to search across all the documents in the Orchestrate 
set.

To see if your copy of Reader has Search, look for the Search icon:  on the 
Reader toolbar, and make sure it is present and not dimmed. The Search icon 
should be located alongside the somewhat similar Find icon: .

If you do not have the appropriate version of Acrobat installed, you may use the 
Acrobat Reader 4.05 included with Orchestrate. Find the version you need in one 
of the following platform-specific directories:

$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/acroread-sun-405.tar.gz

$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/acroread-aix-405.tar.gz

$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/acroread-osf1-405.tar.gz

$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/acroread-hpux-405.tar.gz

Use the UNIX gunzip and tar commands to unpack the files. Then cd to the 
directory *.install (where * contains an abbreviation of your platform name) 
and follow the instructions in the INSTGUID.TXT file.

The Orchestrate online documentation set and the full-text search index is located 
in $APT_ORCHHOME/doc.
xx Orchestrate 7.0 User GuideOrchestrate 7.0 User Guide
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Searching for Text in Orchestrate Documents
You can find specific words or phrases in this Guide and across all Orchestrate 
online documents using the Adobe Acrobat Reader.

! To find text in a single document:

1 Open the document in the Adobe Acrobat Reader.

2 Choose Edit > Find
or
Click Find on the Adobe Toolbar

3 Enter the text you want to find in the Find What field and click Find.

4 Use Ctrl+G to find the next occurrence of the text.

! To find text across all documents:

1 Choose Edit > Search > Query
or
Click Search  on the Acrobat toolbar

2 In the Adobe Acrobat Search window, type the text you want to find in the Find 
Results Containing Text box, then click Search.

a If the following message appears at the bottom of the Adobe Acrobat Search 
window:
No selected indexes are available for search

Click Indexes... to bring up the Index Selection window.

b Click Add, then navigate the Add Index window to find the full-text search 
index, Orchestrate.pdx, located in $APT_ORCHHOME/doc.

c Select the index, then click OK on the Index Selection window.

3 The Search Results window lists the documents that contain your search text, 
ordered according to the number of search hits.

4 Select a book in the list.

5 Use the Previous Highlight and Next Highlight buttons  to move to the 
previous or next instances of your search text.

Assistance and Additional Information
If you require assistance or have questions about Orchestrate, you can contact 
Ascential Customer Support by:

• Calling (866) INFONOW
xxiOrchestrate 7.0 User Guide
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• Writing support@ascential.com for any Ascential Software product
or orch-support@ascential.com for Orchestrate-specific help.

• Logging onto the Ascential Support e.Service Web site at:

www.ascentialsoftware.com:8080/eservice/index.html

For current information about Ascential and its products log onto: 

http://www.ascential.com/ 
xxii Orchestrate 7.0 User GuideOrchestrate 7.0 User Guide
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1

Introduction to Orchestrate
This chapter introduces the concepts and methods of parallel processing and how 
Orchestrate helps you to develop parallel data-processing applications efficiently 
and easily.

Creating Orchestrate Applications 1 2

Parallelism Types 1 3
Pipeline Parallelism 1 3
Partition Parallelism 1 4

Parallel-Processing Environments: SMP and MPP 1 4

The Orchestrate Configuration File 1 5

Introduction to Orchestrate Application Components 1 6
Orchestrate Operators 1 6

Operator Execution 1 7
Prebuilt and Custom Operators 1 7

Orchestrate Data Sets 1 9
Flat Data Files 1 9
RDBMS Tables 1 9
Orchestrate Data Sets 1 10

Orchestrate Steps 1 10
Orchestrate Data Set Format 1 11
Orchestrate Schemas 1 12
Partitioning Data Sets 1 13

Orchestrate allows you to develop parallel applications using standard sequential 
programming models while it handles the underlying parallelism for you. 
1 1



Chapter 1 Introduction to Orchestrate Creating Orchestrate Applications
Orchestrate processes record-based data used in relational database management 
systems (RDBMS) such as DB2, INFORMIX, Teradata, or Oracle. In addition, 
Orchestrate can store the results from your parallel process into the RDBMS for 
further analysis.

You create your applications using the Orchestrate Shell (osh); a UNIX command-
line interface. The osh interface lets you build a complete parallel application with 
a single UNIX command line or a UNIX shell script.

Creating Orchestrate Applications
This Guide provides the information you need to build an Orchestrate 
application. Before you begin, it is strongly suggested that you read this Chapter 
and Chapter 3, “Using the Orchestrate Shell” on page 3-1 for important 
conceptual information and definitions of terminology. Also see the
Orchestrate 7.0 Installation and Administration Manual for information on 
configuration files.

! To develop an Orchestrate application:

1 Create a data-flow model of your application. Data-flow models are 
introduced in “Data-Flow Models for osh Commands” on page 3-53. 

2 Create any custom operators required by your application. Custom operators 
are described in detail in Chapter 5, “Orchestrate Operators”.

3 Develop your application using the Orchestrate Shell as described in these 
chapters:

• Chapter 3, “Using the Orchestrate Shell” on page 3-1

• Chapter 5, “Orchestrate Operators” on page 5-1

• Chapter 4, “Orchestrate Data Sets” on page 4-1

• Chapter 6, “Orchestrate Data Types” on page 6-1

4 Create a test data set. Because many Orchestrate applications process huge 
amounts of data, to simplify and speed debugging you will probably want to 
test your application first on a subset of your data.

5 Run and debug your application in sequential execution mode. Sequential 
mode executes your application on a single processing node. The 
configuration file is used only to determine the number of partitions into 
which data sets are divided for parallel operators. You can start by using only 
a single partition as you concentrate on testing and debugging your main 
program and operators. Later, you can use a different configuration file (or 
edit your original configuration file) to increase the number of partitions and, 
if applicable, to test your custom partitioning. Partitioning is described in 
1 2 Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide



Chapter 1 Introduction to Orchestrate Parallelism Types
Chapter 8, “Partitioning in Orchestrate”, and the debugging process is 
described in “Debugging Shell Scripts” on page 11-2.

6 Run and debug your application in parallel execution mode. Parallel 
execution mode enables the full functionality of Orchestrate. You can start by 
running in parallel on a single node, then on a few nodes, and complete 
testing by running on the full parallel system.

7 Setup a monitoring environment for your application. Orchestrate lets you 
monitor the performance of your jobs and receive XML output describing the 
performance upon request. See Chapter 13, “Orchestrate Job Monitoring” for 
information on this facility.

For information about installation and administration tasks such as setting 
environment variables and maintaining a configuration file, see the Orchestrate 7.0 
Installation and Administration Manual.

For an overview of the features that support internationalization in Orchestrate, 
see Chapter 7, National Language Support, in this guide.

Parallelism Types
Orchestrate applications use these two basic types of parallelism:

• Pipeline parallelism

• Partition parallelism

Pipeline Parallelism
In pipeline parallelism, each operation runs when it has input data available to 
process. All processes run simultaneously. Each process may stop running at the 
beginning of the job as the pipeline fills, or at the end as it empties. 

In contrast, a sequential application executes its operations in sequence. The 
following figure depicts a sample sequential application that imports data, then 
performs a clean operation on the data (perhaps removing duplicate records), and 
then performs some kind of analysis:

Orchestrate enables an application such as this one to concurrently run the 
import, clean, and analyze operations in separate operating-system processes, 
using shared memory to pass data among the processes. Each operation runs 
when it has input data available to process.

The theoretical limit to the efficiency gain using a parallel pipeline is limited by 
the number of operations in your application and by the size of your input data 

import clean analyze
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files. However, efficiency can be increased without limit by the use of partition 
parallelism, as described in the next section.

Partition Parallelism
Orchestrate enables you to go beyond the limitations of pipeline parallelism by 
employing partition parallelism, which distributes an operation over multiple 
processing nodes in the system, allowing multiple CPUs to work simultaneously 
on one operation. Partition parallelism lets you divide your input data into 
multiple data partitions, each of which can be individually processed on a node. 

Partitioning of both processing and data applies the “divide and conquer” aspect 
of parallel processing to its utmost. The following figure is a data-flow diagram 
for the same application example given for pipeline parallelism. In this diagram, 
the operations run in parallel on four processing nodes.

Because each node in the parallel system processes a partition of a data set rather 
than all of it, your system can produce much higher throughput than with a 
single-processor system. Also, your applications can be more easily scaled as you 
add new operations and/or increase data file size.

Parallel-Processing Environments: SMP and 
MPP

The environment in which you run your Orchestrate applications is defined by 
your system’s architecture and hardware resources. All parallel-processing 
environments are categorized as one of the following:

• SMP (symmetric multiprocessing), is the processing of programs by multiple 
processors that share a common operating system and memory. A single copy 
of the operating system is in charge of all the processors. In SMP, hardware 
resources are usually shared among processors

• MPP (massively parallel processing), is the coordinated processing of a 
program by multiple processors that work on different parts of the program, 
with each processor using its own operating system and memory. Typically, 
MPP processors communicate using some messaging interface. An 
"interconnect" arrangement of data paths allows messages to be sent between 

import clean analyze
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processors. Typically, each processor has exclusive access to hardware 
resources.

For more information about the types of parallel processing environments that 
Orchestrate supports, see the Overview chapter in the Orchestrate 7.0 Installation 
and Administration Manual.

The Orchestrate Configuration File
Every MPP or SMP environment has characteristics that define the overall system. 
Orchestrate’s view of the system is determined by the contents of the Orchestrate 
configuration file. 

This file defines the processing nodes and disk space connected to each node that 
are allocated for use by Orchestrate. When invoking an application, Orchestrate 
first reads the configuration file to determine what system resources are allocated 
to it, then distributes the application to those resources.

Processing nodes are the nodes on your system on which Orchestrate will run 
applications. Orchestrate processing nodes are a logical rather than a physical 
construct. The number of processing nodes does not necessarily correspond to the 
number of CPUs in your system. Your configuration file can define one 
Orchestrate processing node for each physical node in your system, or multiple 
Orchestrate processing nodes for each physical node.

To optimize Orchestrate for your system, you edit and modify the Orchestrate 
configuration file. The configuration file describes every processing node that 
Orchestrate will use to run your application. When you invoke an Orchestrate 
application, Orchestrate first reads the configuration file to determine the 
available system resources. 

Using Orchestrate configuration files offers these benefits to your parallel-
processing application:

• Lets you modify your system by adding, removing, or reconfiguring 
processing nodes without having to recode or recompile your Orchestrate 
application. Instead, you need only edit the configuration file. 

• Gives you control over the parallelization of your application during the 
development cycle. For example, by editing the configuration file, you can 
first execute your application on a single processing node, then on two nodes, 
then four, then eight, and so forth. 

• Lets you measure system performance and scalability without modifying 
your application code.

For complete information on configuration files, see the Orchestrate 7.0 Installation 
and Administration Manual.
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Introduction to Orchestrate Application 
Components

Before you begin to build your Orchestrate application, you must understand the 
three basic components you will be using: 

• Operators: Basic functional units of an Orchestrate application

• Data sets: Sets of data processed by the Orchestrate application

• Steps: Groups of Orchestrate operators that process the application data

The following sections describe these components.

Orchestrate Operators
Orchestrate operators, which process or analyze data, are the basic functional 
units of an Orchestrate application. An operator can take data sets, RDBMS tables, 
or flat files as input, and can produce data sets, RDBMS tables, or flat files as 
output. The following figure represents an Orchestrate operator in a data-flow 
diagram:

The operators in your Orchestrate application pass data records from one 
operator to the next, in pipeline fashion. For example, the operators in an 
application step might start with an import operator, which reads data from a file 
and converts it to an Orchestrate data set. Subsequent operators in the sequence 
could perform various processing and analysis tasks. 

The processing power of Orchestrate derives largely from its ability to execute 
operators in parallel on multiple processing nodes. You will likely use parallel 
operators for most processing in your Orchestrate applications. Orchestrate also 
supports sequential operators, which execute on a single processing node. 
Orchestrate provides libraries of general-purpose operators, and it also lets you 
create custom operators (see “Prebuilt and Custom Operators” on page 1-7).

...

...

input data sets

Operator

output data sets
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Operator Execution
By default, Orchestrate operators execute on all processing nodes in your system. 
Orchestrate dynamically scales your application up or down in response to 
system configuration changes, without requiring you to modify your application. 
Changes to the environment are redfined in the Orchestrate configuration file. 
This capability means that if you develop parallel applications for a small system 
and later increase your system’s processing power, Orchestrate will automatically 
scale up those applications to take advantage of your new system configuration.

The following figure shows two Orchestrate operators connected by a single data 
set: 

The left side of this figure shows the operators in an Orchestrate data-flow model. 
The right side of the figure shows the operators as executed by Orchestrate. 
Records from any node that executes Operator1 may be processed by any node 
that executes Operator2. Orchestrate coordinates the multiple nodes that execute 
one operator, and Orchestrate also manages the data flow among nodes executing 
different operators. 

Orchestrate allows you to limit, or constrain, execution of an operator to particular 
nodes on your system. For example, an operator may use system resources, such 
as a tape drive, not available to all nodes. Another case is a memory-intensive 
operation, which you want to run only on nodes with ample memory. 

Prebuilt and Custom Operators
Orchestrate supplies libraries of operators that perform general-purpose tasks in 
parallel, including the following:

• Import and export data

• Copy, merge, sort, and split data sets

Operator1

data set

Operator2

data-flow model

record data flow

processing nodes

Orchestrate execution
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• Summarize, encode, and calculate statistics on a data set

• Perform data mining operations

See the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference for information on these prebuilt 
operators.

In addition to the Orchestrate operators, your application may require other 
operators for specific data-processing tasks. Orchestrate allows you to develop 
custom operators and execute them in parallel or sequentially, as you execute the 
prebuilt operators. For example, the following diagram shows two Orchestrate 
operators, import and sample. Then, the data is passed to a custom operator that 
you have created:

You can create custom operators in the following three ways:

• Create an operator from UNIX commands or utilities, such as grep or awk. To 
create a UNIX operator, you encapsulate a UNIX command or utility in an 
Orchestrate wrapper file.

• Use the Orchestrate operator builder, buildop, to build an operator from code 
in C or C++. This utility allows you to conveniently develop your own 
operators to implement logic specific to your application. Chapter 14, “The 
Orchestrate Operator Builder” describes buildop.

• Derive an operator from the Orchestrate C++ class library. The operator can 
execute in parallel or sequentially. See the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide for 
information.

import

sample

your custom operator

Note You can also execute UNIX commands and utilities without wrapper files. 
You create a wrapper file only when you want to control the execution 
characteristics of the UNIX command. See Chapter 16, “UNIX Commands 
from osh” for more information.
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Orchestrate Data Sets
Orchestrate applications process three basic kinds of data:

• Flat Files

• RDBMS Tables

• Orchestrate Data Sets

Flat Data Files
Orchestrate can read from and write to data from a flat file (sometimes referred to 
as a UNIX file), represented by the following symbol:

In reading from and writing to flat files, Orchestrate performs implicit import and 
export operations. See “Implicit Import and Export” on page 4-8.

A file can contain data stored as newline-delimited records, fixed-length or 
variable-length records, binary streams, or a custom format. You use an 
Orchestrate schema to describe the layout of imported data (described in 
“Orchestrate Schemas” on page 1-12). You can specify the schema explicitly in an 
Orchestrate Shell command, or point to a file that contains the schema. 

Flat file data that is input to or output from an application is called persistent; that 
is, it is saved to disk. 

RDBMS Tables
Orchestrate can also read and write an RDBMS table from DB2, Oracle, Teradata, 
or INFORMIX. In an Orchestrate data-flow diagram, an RDBMS table is 
represented by the following symbol:

When Orchestrate reads an RDBMS table, Orchestrate translates the table into an 
Orchestrate data set. When it writes a data set to an RDBMS, Orchestrate 
translates the data set to the table format of the destination RDBMS. See the 
Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference for information on reading and writing tables.

Orchestrate supports direct access of Oracle, DB2, Teradata, and INFORMIX 
tables for both reading and writing. In this case, the data layout is derived from 
the database.

RDBMS table data that is input to or output from an application, like flat file data, 
is persistent data. 

a flat file

an RDBMS table
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Orchestrate Data Sets 
An Orchestrate data set is the body of data that is processed by operators in an 
Orchestrate set. Orchestrate data sets always have a record format (see 
“Orchestrate Data Set Format” on page 1-11). Orchestrate’s record-based 
processing is similar to the processing performed by an RDBMS, such as DB2, 
Oracle, Teradata, or INFORMIX. An Orchestrate data set includes its data layout 
information called an Orchestrate schema (see “Orchestrate Schemas” on page 1-
12).

As data from the data sets are passed from one operator to another in a step, 
Orchestrate handles the data as a virtual data set, which exists only during the 
step’s processing. Unlike persistent data, a virtual data set is not saved to disk. 

In data-flow diagrams, Orchestrate data sets are represented by the following 
symbols. Persistent data set files have a .ds extension. Virtual data set files have a 
.vs extension.

For more information about Orchestrate data sets, see Chapter 4, “Orchestrate 
Data Sets” on page 4-1. For more information about data modeling, see “Data-
Flow Models for osh Commands” on page 3-53.

Orchestrate Steps
An Orchestrate application consists of at least one step, in which one or more 
Orchestrate operators (see “Orchestrate Operators” on page 1-6) process the 
application data (see “Orchestrate Data Sets” on page 1-9).

A step is a data flow, with its input consisting of persistent data in the form of a 
flat file or RDBMS data. 

Steps act as structural units for Orchestrate application development, because 
each step executes as a discrete unit. Often, the operators in a step execute 

Output Data File.ds
(persistant)

Orchestrate Data Set File.v 
(virtual)

Operator 1

Operator 2

Input Data File.ds
(persistant)
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simultaneously, but a step cannot begin execution until the preceding step is 
complete.

Within a step, data is passed from one operator to the next in virtual data sets.

As output, a step produces persistent data in the form of a flat file or RDBMS 
data. This persistent data may be the input for another step.

In the following figure, the final operator in Step 1 writes its resulting data to two 
persistent data sets. Operators in Step 2 read these data sets as input.

A step is also the unit of error handling in an Orchestrate application. All 
operators within a step succeed or fail as a unit, allowing you to conditionalize 
application execution based on the results of a step. In the event of a failure 
during step execution, the Orchestrate framework performs all necessary clean up 
of your system. This includes deleting any files used for temporary storage and 
the freeing of any system resources used by the step. 

For more information about steps, see Chapter 11, “Shell Programming and 
Debugging Procedures”.

Orchestrate Data Set Format
Orchestrate data sets are record-based; that is, data is structured as rows, each of 
which represents a record. Records are further divided into fields, where a field is 
defined by a field identifier, or name, and a field data type. 

step 1

step 2

Operator

Operator 

Operator

Operator 

virtual data set

persistent data sets
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As an example, the following figure shows a record-based data set:

In the figure above, a data set is represented by a table with multiple rows, 
representing records. Each record has five data fields, represented by columns. 
All fields are of fixed length, so that the records are all the same length.

See Chapter 4, “Orchestrate Data Sets” on page 4-1 and Chapter 6, “Orchestrate 
Data Types” on page 6-1 for more information about the structure and contents of 
Orchestrate data sets.

Orchestrate Schemas
The record structure of an input data set, such as a flat file or RDBMS, is defined 
by an Orchestrate record schema, or schema for short, which is a form of 
metadata. 

A central feature of schemas is flexibility. With schemas, you can create a range of 
record layouts as well as support existing database table standards. You can use 
schemas to represent existing data formats for RDBMS data tables, COBOL data 
files, and UNIX data files. Schema flexibility is also very advantageous when you 
read (import) external data into an Orchestrate application, or write (export) 
Orchestrate data to an external format.

Orchestrate supports several types of schemas:

Record schemas allow you to fully define the layout of data including the 
position and type of each field. An Orchestrate data set always includes a record 
schema.

Interface schemas are connected with operators. They define the explicitly-
named fields expected or produced by operator inputs and outputs, not 
necessarily all fields in a record.

columns represent fields

rows represent records

table of fixed-length records

a record

int32int32 int16 sfloat string[10]
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"Format" schemas are used to import, export and generate data. These schemas 
are used to define the format of data fields: that is, the order, name, and attributes 
of the fields.

In this Guide, the word “schema” without qualification means record schema. To 
refer to other types of schemas, the word “schema” will be qualified.

For details on Orchestrate schema capabilities and usage, see “Defining a 
Schema” on page 4-18.

Partitioning Data Sets
The benefits of partitioning your data sets were introduced in “Partition 
Parallelism” on page 1-4. Orchestrate allows you to control how your data is 
partitioned. For example, you may want to partition your data in a particular way 
to perform an operation such as a sort. On the other hand, you may have an 
application that partitions data solely to optimize the speed of your application. 
See  for more information.
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The Orchestrate Shell and Data 
Flow
This chapter gives a basic introduction to the Orchestrate Shell (osh) syntax and 
information on modeling the data flow of an Orchestrate application.
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What Is the Orchestrate Shell (osh)?
The Orchestrate Shell, called osh, is a UNIX command-line interface that allows 
you to create a complete parallel application with a single command. The osh 
interface is based on familiar concepts of UNIX shell programming. 
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Using osh, you can:

• Combine Orchestrate operators in a single osh command

• Combine, in a single command, Orchestrate operators and UNIX commands 
for standard UNIX utilities and third-party applications

• Execute parallel and sequential operators in a single command

• Control data partitioning

• Control the processing nodes on which each Orchestrate operator executes

• Define the format of imported and exported data 

• Read from and write to RDBMS tables

Basic osh Syntax
An osh command script is essentially a series of operator names and options, with 
some additional syntax to define the order in which operators are invoked and 
how data sets flow between operators. 

The script is a quoted string which specifies the operators and connections of a 
single Orchestrate step, also called an Orchestrate data flow. The syntax for this 
step specification strongly resembles bsh/ksh script syntax. In its simplest form, it 
is: 

osh “op < in.ds > out.ds”

Where:

• op is an Orchestrate operator

• in.ds is the input data set 

• out.ds is the output data set 

You can link operators in the script using the pipe symbol. For example:
 osh “op1 < in.ds | op2 | op3 > out.ds”

This command line runs a simple osh data flow consisting of three operators (op1, 
op2, and op3), an input data set (in.ds), and an output data set (out.ds).

osh Guidelines
• Whitespace is not significant in an osh script. 

• A script specification can contain newlines, and can occupy as many lines as 
necessary.

• Names of operators (and filenames, on systems where it matters) are 
case-sensitive. All other syntax elements are non-case-sensitive.
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Notational Conventions in Command Examples
In some of the osh command examples in this manual, an ellipsis (...) is shown 
as a substitute for one or more words or symbols. The ellipsis symbol itself is not a 
valid option to an osh command. For example, the following sample command 
uses an ellipsis to stand in for material before op1 and another ellipsis to stand in 
for material after op2:

$ osh " ... op1 | op2 ... "

Also used in some sample osh commands are placeholders, in italics, for which 
you substitute actual elements of the command. For example, options often 
appears as a placeholder for one or more command options.

A complete list of syntax conventions is given in the Preface. 

Modeling Your Orchestrate Application
Before you begin building an Orchestrate application, it is strongly suggested that 
you create a data-flow model. Data-flow models can help you with planning and 
debugging your Orchestrate application. Figure 1 shows a data-flow model for an 
Orchestrate step that contains two Orchestrate operators:

The osh command for this data-flow diagram is
osh “op1 options < inData.ds | op2 options > outData.ds”

You can use either a horizontal or a vertical layout for data-flow models, to best fit 
your drawing space. 

This Guide also uses data models such as this one to illustrate Orchestrate 
processing. Most data-flow models are represented vertically.

Figure 1 A Simple Data Flow Diagram

input data set 
inData.ds

output data set 
outData.ds

step virtual data set

op1

op2
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Using Steps in Your Application
In the data-flow model of your application, a step is bounded by the input and 
output of persistent data, which can be flat files or persistent Orchestrate data 
sets. Because disk I/O consumes resources and time, it is advantageous to use as 
few steps as possible to perform your application processing.

The following section further describes the kinds of data flows you can use in a 
step.

The Flow of Data in a Step
To create a step, you connect multiple operators in a data-flow model. The data 
flow for a step must be a directed acyclic graph, which allows multiple inputs and 
outputs but in which data can flow in only one direction. You cannot use a loop 
(reverse-direction data flow) in a step. You are, however, allowed to use a 
fork-join, a data flow that forks and then rejoins itself much the way a river 
divides to flow around an island. See Figure 6 for an example.

Valid Step: Multiple Inputs and Outputs
Figure 2 shows the data-flow model of a valid step that includes multiple outputs 
(from Operator 1) and multiple inputs (to Operator 4).

Figure 2 Step with Multiple Inputs and Multiple Outputs

step

Operator 1

Operator 2

Operator 3

Operator 4
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Invalid Step: Data Flow Loop
Figure 3 shows a data-flow model of an invalid step, containing a loop.

If you attempt to run a step that includes a loop, Orchestrate terminates execution 
and issues an error message. In order to reiterate an operation on a data set, you 
must create another step.

Branching Data Flow
You can use branching operations within a step. Figure 4 shows an operator that 
produces two output data sets, each of which is used by a separate operator.

In this example, op1 branches, to create two virtual data sets as output. In 
Orchestrate terminology, a branch is a fork in the data flow that occurs when an 
operator outputs more than one data set. Using a semicolon to separate the 
branches, you write the osh command for this step as follows:

Figure 3 Invalid Data Flow Model with Loop

Operator 1

Operator 2

Step

Loop - not allowed

Figure 4 Step with Branching

tempDS.v
virtual data set 0

inDS.ds

outDS4.ds

virtual data set 0

op1

op3

op4op2

step with 
branching
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$ osh "op1 < inDS.ds 1> tempDS.v 0 | 
op2 | op3 ...; 
op4 < tempDS.v > outDS4.ds "

This command writes the output data set 1 from op1 to tempDS.v, and it writes 
output data set 0 directly to op2. It then continues with the branch of the step 
containing op2 and op3 until completion. In order to continue the step definition at 
op4, you use the virtual data set, tempDS.v, as input to the branch containing op4. 
Recall that a named virtual data set must end in the extension .v. 

Branching Data Flow in Two Steps
Figure 5 shows an Orchestrate application consisting of two steps. This 
application uses Orchestrate data sets to send the results of Step 1 to Step 2.

Here are the osh commands for Step 1 and Step 2:
$ osh "op1 < inDS1.ds > outDS1.ds > outDS2.ds"
$ osh "op2 < outDS1.ds > temp1.v; 

op3 < outDS2.ds > temp2.v;
op4 < temp2.v < temp1.v > outDS3.ds"

Figure 5 A Two-Step Data Flow

inDS1.ds

temp1.v

op1

op4

op2 op3

step 1

step 2

outDS3.ds

outDS2.dsoutDS1.ds

temp2.v
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In the first step of the example, op1 writes its output to two data sets, outDS1.ds 
and outDS2.ds, creating a branch. Branches can occur entirely within one step or, 
as in this example, can extend beyond one step.

In the second step of this example, in the first flow (up to the first semicolon), op2 
redirects its output to a virtual data set named temp1.v. In the second branch (to 
the second semicolon), op3 directs its output to a virtual data set named temp2.v. 
In the third branch, op4 reads the two virtual data sets and writes the resulting 
output to data set outDS3.ds. 

See “Shell Programming and Debugging Procedures” on page 11-1 for more 
information on designing and writing commands for complex steps.

Fork-Join Data Flow
Figure 6 illustrates a data-flow with a fork-join. While at first glance it might 
appear to have a loop, in fact the data flow never loops back on itself, and the data 
flow is valid.

The osh script for this dataflow is:
op1 <src | op2 1> out1.v | op3 | op5 <out2.v >dst ; op4 <out1.v >out2.v

Figure 6 Data Flow with Fork-Join
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op4op3
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The fork, or branch, occurs with the outputs from op2. The first (0) output is piped 
to op3, while the second (1) output is redirected as virtual data set out1.v, from 
where it is redirected to op4. The join occurs with the inputs to op5. The first (0) 
input is piped from the output of op3. The second (1) input is redirected from op4 
using the virtual data set out2.v.

Designing a Single-Step Application
Figure 7 shows the data-flow model of a single-step application which sorts data. 
The step uses the predefined Orchestrate operators import, tsort, and export.

The following sample osh command creates the application in the model. It 
demonstrates all three Orchestrate components: data sets, operators, and steps: 

$ osh "import -f inFile.data | 
tsort | 
export > out.ds"

In this sample application osh executes one step, which consists of one or more 
commands enclosed in quotation marks.

The step:

1 Uses the Orchestrate import operator to create an input data set from external 
data in file inFile.data. 

2 Pipes the imported data to the tsort operator, which performs a sort. 

Figure 7 A Simple Single-Step Application

virtual data set

virtual data set
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3 Exports the sorted data to disk as an output data set named out.ds. Output 
data can also be exported to flat files.

As explained in Chapter 4, “Orchestrate Data Sets”, if the input or output of an 
operator is not a data set, Orchestrate automatically (implicitly) runs the import 
and export operators as needed. Therefore, you could eliminate those two 
operators from the osh command for this step.

Designing a Multiple-Step Application
Many applications, however, have conditions that require you to divide 
processing into two or more steps. The following two conditions require a 
multiple-step application design:

• The application’s processing includes one operator that outputs a persistent 
data set and another operator that inputs that data set.

If two operators need to input from and output to the same persistent data set, 
they cannot run in the same step. For example, suppose in your application 
you need to use the transform operator to output a persistent data set, and 
then need to input that data to the statistics operator. The transform and 
statistics operators must run in separate steps.

• The application must reiterate an action, so that an operator processes the 
same data more than once.

Looping (reversing the data flow) is not allowed in a step, as described on 
“Invalid Step: Data Flow Loop” on page 2-5. Therefore, each iteration must be 
performed in a separate step.

Other conditions in which you should use multiple-step processing:

• You are conditionalizing application execution. For instance, based on the 
result of one step, application execution branches to one of several other steps. 
The condition can be the return value from a step, such as a step failure, or the 
output from processing performed in the step.

• You are calculating statistics using the statistics operator, you can only 
examine the results of the operator until the step containing the operator 
completes. 

• You are using the Orchestrate analytic tools, which require that you train and 
apply an analytic model in separate steps. 

Multi-Step Application Example
In the sample “A Simple Single-Step Application” on page 2-8, the step takes an 
input file, performs operations on it, and stores the result in a file on disk, 
possibly to be used as input to another step. Storing the output of a step in a 
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persistent data set allows you to create a data set in one step and process the data 
set in a second step. 

In Figure 8, Step 1 performs a preprocessing action, such as sort, on a data set that 
Step 2 also requires. By performing the preprocessing in Step 1 and saving the 
result to a persistent data set, Step 2 can input the preprocessed data set.

You cannot use a persistent data set both for input and for output within one step. 
However, as described in Chapter 4, “Orchestrate Data Sets”, you can use the 
Orchestrate copy operator to create two copies of a virtual data set, one of which 
can be saved to disk as a persistent data set. The other can be input to the next 
operator in the step.

Figure 8 A Two-Step Application

copy
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Operator3
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As stated in the previous chapter, an osh script is a quoted string which specifies 
the operators and connections of a single Orchestrate step, also called an 
Orchestrate data flow. In its simplest form, it is: 

osh “op < in.ds > out.ds”

Where:

• op is an Orchestrate operator

• in.ds is the input data set 

• out.ds is the output data set 

The remainder of the chapter describes how to invoke osh and access the exit 
status of an osh command. Also described are the components that comprise an 
osh script; namely, operators and data sets, and other components that control the 
script’s behavior.

Invoking osh
An osh script is invoked by running the osh command and passing it optional 
top-level options and a step specification in any of these ways:

osh [top-level-options] “step-spec-string”
osh [top-level-options] -f step-spec-file-path
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osh [top-level-options] -f - (Orchestrate reads the step-spec from stdin)

Top-level options are command-line options that act as defaults for the script. See 
the “Command-Line Options” on page 3-4 for more information. 

The input character set determines the character encoding of osh scripts and 
commands. You use the -input_charset top-level option or the 
APT_INPUT_CHARSET environment variable to specify the setting. The default 
value is UTF-8. See “Specifying Character Sets” on page 7-5 for more information.

Accessing the Exit Status from osh
osh returns an exit status upon completion. The following table lists the possible 
values of the exit status:  

In order to access the exit status on the command line or within a shell script, you 
use the $? shell variable. The value of $? is the exit status of the last executed 
command. 

For example, the following statements save the exit status of an osh command in a 
shell variable for further evaluation:

$ osh " ... "
$ status=$?

Operator Types
Operators in an Orchestrate step define the processing actions during the data 
flow. An operator name in a step specification can be of these types:

Note osh keywords, operator names, and operator option names cannot contain 
multi-byte Unicode characters.

Table 2 osh Exit Status Values

Exit Status Value Use

0 osh command executed successfully

nonzero osh command failed

Table 3 Operator Types

Operator Types For More Information See

Predefined Orchestrate operator 
such as copy, peek, or tsort

Chapter 5, “Orchestrate Operators” on 
page 5-1
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Command-Line Options
You can specify command-line options at the top level of the osh script as 
described previously, or within the body of the script ("step-spec-string"). Options 

Partitioner (part pname args...) Chapter 8, “Partitioning in Orchestrate” 
on page 8-1

Collector (coll cname args...) Chapter 9, “Collectors in Orchestrate” on 
page 9-1

Modify adapter
(modify ‘adapter-spec...’)

“modify Operator” on page 3-13

UNIX command, which may be 
either a single-in, single-out filter 
UNIX command, or a "wrapped" 
UNIX command which can have 
multiple inputs or outputs

Chapter 11, “Shell Programming and 
Debugging Procedures” on page 11-1 and 
Chapter 16, “UNIX Commands from osh” 
on page 16-1

Custom operator that you write, 
either generated using buildop or 
written using the Orchestrate C++ 
API classes

Chapter 14, “The Orchestrate Operator 
Builder” and the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer 
Guide.

Table 3 Operator Types (continued)

Operator Types For More Information See
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specified within the body of the script override default behavior. Your option 
values may contain multi-byte Unicode characters.

Top-Level osh Command-Line Options
Table 4 Top-Level osh Command-Line Options

Option Brief Description

-check The step is examined for errors, but not run.

-collation_seq file Specifies the full path name for the file containing 
a collation sequence.

-default_date_format uformat
-default_time_format uformat

These options provide support for international 
components in date and time fields. 

uformat syntax is:

 String%macroString%macroString%macroString

where %macro is a formatting macro such as %hh 
for a two-digit hour. 

The String components of date and time fields can 
be string or ustring values. 

-default_decimal_separator 

ASCII_character
Specifies a decimal separator. The default is '.'.

-dump A verbose description of the step is echoed before 
the step is run.

-echo The step specification is echoed to stderr.

-errorconfig string Specifies the display format of Orchestrate 
messages.

-escaped Allows escaped Unicode code points on the osh 
command line. Orchestrate interprets the 
command-line options in invariant-ASCII and 
escaped Unicode. These character encodings are 
described in “-escaped Option Character 
Encodings” on page 3-6.

-explain A terse description of the step is echoed before 
the step is run.

-jobid jobid Specifies a unique integer for the step.
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Using Escaped Unicode on the osh Command Line
When you specify the -escaped top-level osh option, Orchestrate interprets your 
command-line options in escaped Unicode code points and invariant-ASCII. This option 
is useful when you find it difficult to input Unicode characters. Orchestrate converts your 
escaped Unicode code-point character encodings to Unicode characters. 

Escaped Unicode Characters
An escaped Unicode code point has these forms: \uhhhh or \Uhhhhhhhh. There are 
four or eight hexidecimal digits. 

An example is \u00E2 which is â, a lowercase a with a circumflex. Here it is used 
in an osh command line:

osh -escaped -f “g\u00E2teau.osh”

Orchestrate converts \u00E2 to â.

Use \\u to include \u in a string literal. For example, “hel\\u006Co” inserts an 
escaped Unicode character for a lower case Latin l.

Invariant-ASCII Characters
These are the invariant-ASCII characters:

• uppercase Latin letters: A-Z

-monitorport monitor-port Specifies a port by which job processing 
information is communicated to the Job Monitor

-nomonitor Disables Orchestrate job monitoring activities.

-nopartinsertion Disables automatic insertion of partitioners.

-nosortinsertion Disables automatic sort insertion.

-params parameter-string Specifies parameter definitions you can use in 
step components.

-pf parameter-file Specifies a path to a file containing parameter 
definitions you can use in step components.

-schema Prints the schema of all data sets and the interface 
schema of all operators.

Table 4 Top-Level osh Command-Line Options (continued)

Option Brief Description
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• lowercase Latin letters: a-z

• digits: 0-9

• these punctuation characters: 
SPACE " %  &amp; ' ( ) * +  ,  - . /  :  ; < =  >  ?  _

These 7-bit ASCII characters may not be safely accessible:

• backslash: \

• left bracket: [

• right bracket: ]

• left brace: {

• right brace: }

• circumflex: ^

• tilde: ~

• exclamation mark: !

• number sign: #

• vertical line: |

• dollar sign: $

• commercial at: @

• grave accent: `

Special-purpose osh Commands
There are several special-purpose osh commands. 

• These commands display the usage string for an operator:
osh -usage operator-name
osh -fullusage operator-name

• These commands control the checkpointing facility:
osh -status [-jobid jobid] [-checkpointdir dir]
osh -resume [-jobid jobid] [-checkpointdir dir]
osh -abandon [-jobid jobid] [-checkpointdir dir]

For an up-to-date list of osh options, run the command
osh -usage
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Environment Variables
osh also recognizes several environment variables, which are listed in the 
following table:

Data Sets, Files and File Sets
The inputs and outputs of an operator can be:

• virtual data sets (name.v)

• persistent data sets (name.ds or [ds] name)

• file sets (name.fs or [fs] name)

• external files (name or "[file] name")

• stdin or stdout for osh (-)

See Chapter 4, “Orchestrate Data Sets” on page 4-1 for more information on data 
sets and Chapter 6, “Orchestrate Data Types” on page 6-1 for information on data 
types used in data sets.

Note the following guidelines:

• Virtual data sets (*.v) must appear twice: once as the input of an operator and 
once as the output of an operator.

• Persistent data sets (*.ds) or file sets (*.fs) must appear exactly once: as the 
input of an operator or as the output of an operator.

• External files function like persistent data sets, with special handling 
described in “Import/Export of External Files” on page 3-9.

Table 5 osh Environment Variables

Environment Variable Use

OSH_DUMP If set, causes osh to execute as if the -dump option 
is specified.

OSH_ECHO If set, causes osh to execute as if the -echo option 
is specified.

OSH_EXPLAIN If set, causes osh to execute as if the -explain 
option is specified.

OSH_PRINT_SCHEMAS If set, causes osh to execute as if the -schema 
option is specified.
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• Stdin and stdout can each be referenced at most once in the entire osh 
expression.

Import/Export of External Files
When you reference an external file (or standard input or output) in a redirection, 
Orchestrate makes an implicit call to the import or export operator:

• op <name is the same as import -file name | op

• op >name is the same as op | export -file name

If no import or export schema specification is provided for the redirection (as 
described in “osh Specifications” on page 3-13) a default schema similar to the 
following is used:

record {record_format={type=delimited,delim='\\n'}}
(rec:string{delim=end};)

In other words, the file is assumed to consist of newline-delimited text records 
with a single field in each record that extends to the end of the line.

Node Name Qualification of UNIX Files
When you reference a UNIX file, you may precede its name by a node name:

op < node1:myfile.bar

The implicit import operator is then invoked on the specified node. You may 
supply an asterisk (*) instead of a node name, in which case the file is imported 
separately (in parallel) on all nodes:

op < *:/data/myfile.bar

File Sets
When you reference a file set (*.fs) in a redirection, an implicit call to the import 
or export operator is done:

• op <name.fs is the same as import -fileset name.fs | op

• op >name.fs is the same as op | export -fileset name.fs

An exception to this is when the file set redirection is associated with a UNIX 
operator (wrapped or autowrapped) whose port schema is identical to the file set 
schema, and for which there are no complicating factors such as partitioner, 
collector, or constraints. In such cases, the UNIX operator is tied directly to the 
file(s) of the file set, eliminating the extra process normally associated with an 
import or export, and allowing the UNIX program to perform direct file-based 
operations such as seeks.
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Schemas
Where a schema must be specified literally in an osh script, either as an option to 
an operator or as a specification on a data flow link, the schema is represented 
using the standard schema format:

record {directives...} ( fieldname:type[params] {directives} ; ... )

Schemas can also be specified in an osh script by placing the schema in a file and 
using the following "shortcut" macro:

record@'/directory/filename'

The file you specify must be a text file containing a complete schema specification 
(including the record keyword).

See Chapter 4, “Defining a Schema” on page 4-18 for more information about 
schemas.

Operator Inputs and Outputs
Every operator has inputs numbered sequentially beginning with 0, and outputs 
also numbered sequentially beginning with 0. Standard UNIX redirection 
symbols (<,>) and piping (|) are used to indicate connections, as in the following 
examples:

Input/output numbers are optional and default appropriately, as shown by the 
following examples:

Table 6 Input and Output Connections

Expression Meaning

op1 0> dst output 0 of op1 is directed to file or data set dst

op1 1< src src file or data set is directed to input 1 of op1

op1 1|2 op2 output 1 of op1 is connected to input 2 of op2

Table 7 Input and Output Number Defaults

Expression Is the Same As

op1 | op2 op1 0|0 op2

op < src op 0< src

op > dst op 0> dst
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More generally, input and output numbers default to the next available input or 
output number of the operator, skipping over any inputs or outputs that have 
been explicitly defined. So for example:

Redirection and Connection Variants
The > redirection symbol causes an error to be generated if the destination exists. 
If you want to overwrite any existing file or data set, use >| instead of >. If you 
want to append output to an existing file or data set, use >>.

Instead of using piping (|) you can establish a connection between operators by 
using virtual data sets (with the extension ".v"). You use a semicolon to delimit the 
parts of the data flow. For example, in place of

op1 <src | op2 >dst

you can write
src <op1 >dst1.v; op2 <dst1.v >dst

Table 8 Defaults with Multiple Inputs or Outputs

Expression Is the Same As

op  < src0 ... < srcn op  0< src0 ... n< srcn

... |  op  < src1 ... < srcn ... |0  op  1< src1 ... n< srcn

op  > dst0 ... > dstn op  0> dst0 ... n< dstn

op  > dst0 ... > dstn | ... op  0> dst0 ... n> dstn (n+1)| ...
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The use of virtual data sets in the previous example is unnecessary. However, 
data flows containing operators with multiple inputs or outputs usually require 
the use of virtual data sets, as shown in the next example, Figure 9:

op1 <src | op2 1> out1.v | op3 | op5 <out2.v >dst ; op4 <out1.v >out2.v

You are not required to use | in flows. A step specification can be defined entirely 
using < and > redirections and virtual data sets. This can improve readability in 
more complex data flows.

Partitioners and Collectors
You specify partitioners and collectors as if they were operators, although they 
are actually modifiers applied to the following operator in the flow.

A partitioner can only be applied to an input of a parallel operator.

A collector can only be applied to an input of a sequential operator.

Figure 9 Data Flow with Virtual Data Set
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Many operators may be either parallel or sequential. By specifying a partitioner or 
collector you will induce the appropriate parallel or sequential behavior on the 
downstream operator, if it is possible to do so. If not, an error is displayed.

The following examples show the use of a partitioner pname and a collector 
cname.

osh "... | part pname args... | op ..."
osh "... | coll cname args... | op ..."

See Chapter 8, “Partitioning in Orchestrate” on page 8-1 and Chapter 9, 
“Collectors in Orchestrate” on page 9-1.

modify Operator
The modify operator is actually an adapter, but it acts like an operator in an osh 
flow:

osh "op ... | modify 'modify-spec' > out.ds"

The modify-spec argument is a semicolon-separated list of field modifications. See 
the “modify Operator” chapter in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference for details 
on modify and modify-spec. The following table indicates some of the more 
important field modifications.

osh Specifications
You can annotate operators and data flow connections with additional 
specifications, enclosed in brackets ([]), that modify how the flow is executed.

There are three levels of specifications:

• Operator

• Interface

Table 9 Field Modifications for modify

Modification Description

dsfield{:type} = opfield; Rename and possibly retype opfield.

dsfield{:type} = 
conversion[params](opfield);

Rename and possibly retype opfield and 
apply the specified conversion.

drop opfield1, opfield2... ; Drop the specified fields from the input.

keep opfield1, opfield2... ; Keep the specified fields and drop the others.

Note osh specifications can contain multi-byte Unicode characters.
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• Global

These specification types that pertain to each level are defined in detail in 
“Specification Types” on page 3-15.

Operator Specification
An operator specification can follow the argument list of an operator (preceding 
any input or output redirections) to specify operator constraints:

op ... [args] ... [ spec; ... ] [redirections]

The operator specification can include:

• Node resource constraints

• Combine/nocombine flag

• Sequential/parallel execution flag

• Identifier tag

• Job monitoring

Interface Specification
An interface specification of the form

[ spec { ; spec ... } ]

can be included with any redirection or pipe to specify details of the connection 
such as adapters or schemas:

op  > [ spec... ] dst
op  < [ spec... ] src
op1 | [ spec... ] op2

The interface specification can include:

• Node resource constraints

• Combine/nocombine flag

• Identifier tag

• Schema specification

• Buffering controls

• Discard policy selector (for output data sets)

• Consumption policy selector (for segmented input data sets)

• Preserve partitioning flag

• File type override
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Global Specification
A global specification can precede the entire osh expression, in which case it 
provides default specifications for all operators, for example:

[ default-spec; ... ] op1 < src1 | op2 > dst1 | op3 > dst2 ...

The default interface specification can include:

• Schema specification

• Node resource constraints

• Buffering controls

Specification Types
Node Resource Constraints
Node resource constraints place restrictions on which nodes an operator executes 
or what nodes a given data set is stored on. The types of node resource constraints 
include:
• nodepool (poolname,...)
• diskpool (poolname,...)
• resources (poolname,...)

The names specified by these constraints are pool names defined by the system 
administrator in the Orchestrate configuration file.

Constraints are additive. If multiple constraints are specified, the minimal set of 
nodes that satisfy all specified constraints will be used. For more information 
about constraints, see “Using the Command Line to Specify Constraints with 
Operators and Steps” on page 10-6.

Node Map
A node map is a special kind of node constraint, and specifies the exact nodes, by 
name, to be used by an operator:

nodemap (name,...)

The number of node names defines the degree of parallelism (the number of 
partitions) that the operator will have.

Job Monitoring
If you have not included the -nomonitor option in your osh script, you can 
specify which specific operators you want the Job Monitor to generate processing 
information for. Use this jobmon_ident syntax:

[jobmon_ident('component_name')]
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Orchestrate does not generate processing information for operators that do not 
have a jobmon_ident associated with them. In the following sample script, 
Orchestrate generates job processing information for the generator operator, but 
not for the peek operator:

osh "generator -schema record(a:int32) [jobmon_ident('generator')] |
peek -all -dataset >| output.ds"

Chapter 13, “Orchestrate Job Monitoring” on page 13-1 describes this facility.

Sequential/Parallel Execution Mode Flag
The execution mode flag requests parallel or sequential execution mode for the 
operator, and is honored unless the operator allows only a particular execution 
mode. The flag has two possible values:

• par requests parallel execution; for example grep "name" [par]

• seq requests sequential execution; for example tsort -key a [seq]

Most predefined operators default to parallel execution mode. Unwrapped UNIX 
commands default to sequential execution mode.

Combine/Nocombine flag
The combine/nocombine flag can be used to selectively enable/disable 
combination of neighboring operators. Operator combination allows the 
combined operators to run in the same process, increasing performance. The flag 
has two possible values:

• combine (the default) requests that neighboring operators combine

• nocombine disables operator combining

The combine/nocombine flag can be applied either to an operator, to constrain 
combination with all neighboring operators, or to an operator input or output, to 
constrain combination of the two operators attached via that input or output.

Identifier Tag
An identifier is used to uniquely tag each instance of an operator, partitioner or 
collector within a step. These tags are used by the error system to indicate the 
component instance which has emitted an error message. They are specified as:

ident(name)

You can specify only one identifier for a given instance of a component.

Schema Specification
As noted previously, the schema for an input/output link can be specified via a 
literal schema description:

record {directives...} ( fieldname:type[params] {directives...} ; ... )
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Buffering Controls
You can control buffering of virtual data sets either globally or on a per virtual 
data set basis. There are three types of buffer directives:

• autobuffer (params) specifies buffering if needed to prevent deadlock

• buffer (params) specifies buffering

• nobuffer specifies no buffering

The optional (params) portion takes the form of a name=value property list.

Specify buffer directives on a virtual data set via either the input port parameters 
or the output port parameters, but not both.

Discard Policy Selector
The discard policy selector applies only to output data sets.

For output to an existing persistent data set (which maintains schema 
information), you can implicitly select the discard policy via the redirection 
symbol you use:

• > indicates an error if the data set already exists

• >| indicates that the data and schema of an existing data set should be 
discarded

You can also specify the discard policy explicitly by using the following 
specifications: 

• -dr indicates that Orchestrate discards the original records, but retains the 
original schema and partitioning

• -dsr indicates that Orchestrate discards both the original records and original 
schema, but retains the original partitioning

Consumption Policy Selector
The consumption policy selector applies only to segmented input data sets.

When reading from a segmented data set in checkpoint mode, the default 
behavior is that the receiving operator should read the segment designated for 
that iteration. You can specify instead that the receiving operator should read the 
entire data set with the specification readall.

Preserve Partitioning Flag
Specify the preserve partitioning flag as follows:

• +pp specifies that preserve partitioning is on

• -pp specifies that preserve partitioning is off
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For information on the preserve partitioning flag, see “The Preserve-Partitioning 
Flag” on page 8-13.

File Type Override
Use this specification to indicate that the name of an operator input or output is to 
be treated as a file, file set, or data set (even if the name indicates that the input 
would by default be treated otherwise).

• ds indicates that input or output is to be treated as a data set

• fs indicates that input or output is to be treated as a file set

• file indicates that input or output is to be treated as an external file

Parameterizing a Data Flow
The parameterization option allows you to specify a set of parameter definitions 
at the beginning of your osh script and reference them in every component of 
your step specification. 

Format
The format of a parameter definition is: 

name=value 

where name starts with a letter and contains only alphanumeric and underscore 
characters. Both the name and value components of a parameter definition can 
contain multi-byte Unicode characters.

Parameterization Options
You specify parameter definitions by including either the -params or the -pf 
option of the osh command. 

The -params option takes a string of one or more parameter definitions separated 
by semicolons. For example:

-params 'SCHEMA3=record (a: int32);Name_Peek=peek -name'

The -pf option takes a path to a file that contains one name=value pair per line. For 
example:

-pf /programs/scripts/peek.txt

where peek.txt contains:
SCHEMA3=record (a: int32)
Name_Peek=peek -name
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Parameter Substitution
You reference a parameter with this syntax:

[&name]

The value component of name replaces the occurrence of [&name] in the osh script.

Examples
Consider the following simple osh command:

osh "generator -schema record (a: int32) | peek -name"

You can use the -params option to write it this way:
osh -params 'SCHEMA3=record (a: int32)' "generator -schema [&SCHEMA3] 

| peek -name"

You can also use the -pf option with the parameter file example.txt containing the 
single line:

named_peek=generator -schema record (a: int32) | peek -name

to write the command this way:
osh -pf /usr/osh/scripts/example.txt "[&named_peek]"
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Orchestrate Data Sets
Data sets are the input and output of Orchestrate operators. This chapter details 
the different types of data sets. It also describes how to specify the structure of data 
sets and how to use them with operators.
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Orchestrate data sets contain the data processed by an Orchestrate application. 
Orchestrate operators take one or more data sets as input, process all records of 
the input data sets, and write their results to output data sets. 

This chapter introduces data sets by defining their structure and the two types of 
data sets used by Orchestrate. It also explains how to use data sets with operators. 

Orchestrate Data Sets
This section covers data set structure, schemas, field data types, use of data sets 
with operators, and the different types of data sets. 

Note To manage Orchestrate persistent data sets, use the Orchestrate administration 
utility orchadmin, which is described in the Orchestrate 7.0 Installation and 
Administration Manual.
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Data Set Structure 
A data set consists of a one-dimensional array (vector) of records. The 
fundamentals of record-based data are described in “Orchestrate Data Sets” on 
page 1-9. As described in that section, fields of some types, such as int8, are of 
fixed length. Fields of other types, such as string and ustring, can be of variable 
length. The string type is for processing single-byte character data, and the 
ustring type is for processing multi-byte Unicode data. “Using Value Data Types 
in Schema Definitions” on page 4-21 describes the field types.

A record that defines one or more variable-length fields is a variable-length 
record.

The following figure shows a sample data set and the format of its variable-length 
record definition, which contains two variable-length fields of type string and 
ustring: 

An example of an appropriate use of this variable-length record format is a 
mailing list. In that case, each record in the data set would hold the data for one 
person. One variable-length string field could contain the person’s name, and the 
second field the address. A 32-bit integer field could contain a key for sorting the 
records. 

Data sets can also have a fixed-length record layout, similar to a normalized table 
in a RDBMS. Normalized tables have a regular row and column layout. In the 
figure below, each row of the table corresponds to a single record, and each 
column corresponds to the same fixed-length field in every record: 

record record record record

variable-length record

string ustring int32

. . .

data set
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Schemas
This section describes the use of schemas in data sets. Schemas were introduced in 
“Orchestrate Schemas” on page 1-12. See Chapter 6, “Orchestrate Data Types” for 
fundamental information on Orchestrate data types.

A data set either includes or must be given a schema. A schema describes the 
prototypical record in a data set or operator interface. A schema consists of a 
record-level property list and a description of each field in the record. Specific 
record-level properties are described in the chapter on import/export properties 
in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference.

The schema describes each field with the following information: 

• An identifier (field name) which may contain Unicode characters

• A data type (for some types, parameterized)

• For string and raw fields, an optional length specification

• For a vector field, an optional length

• Field-level properties, such as the nullability specification (see “Defining Field 
Nullability” on page 4-20)

A fundamental use of a schema is to describe the data for import into an 
Orchestrate data set. Orchestrate’s schema can describe the data layout of any 
RDBMS table, and it supports most COBOL records formats, including repeating 
substructures. See the chapter on the import/export utility in the Orchestrate 7.0 
Operators Reference for more information on import and export.

columns represent fields

data set of fixed-length records

rows represent records
.

.

.
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In the following figure, a data set’s schema is shown in a fragment of a data-flow 
diagram:

In this figure, the schema for the input data set consists of five fields: 

• a: A 32-bit integer

• b: A 10-element vector of 32-bit integers

• c: A nullable 16-bit integer

• d: A single-precision floating point value

• e: A variable-length string

See “Defining a Schema” on page 4-18 for more information on defining schemas. 

Using Data Sets with Operators
Orchestrate operators, introduced in “Orchestrate Operators” on page 1-6, can 
take data sets or data files as input, and can produce data sets or data files as 
output. Some operators can also use RDBMS tables as input or output. For 
extensive information on using Orchestrate operators, see Chapter 5, “Orchestrate 
Operators”.

Some operators can take multiple input and output data sets (n-input, m-output 
operators), as shown in the left-hand data-flow diagram below. Other operators 
are limited in the number of input and/or output data sets they handle; the right-
hand diagram below shows a one-input, one-output operator:

a:int32;
b[10]:int32;
c:nullable int16;
d:sfloat;
e:string

Operator 1
input data set schema

Operator 2

...

...

input data sets input data set

output data sets output data set

n-input, m-output 
operator

one-input, one-output 
operator
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For the number of input and output data sets allowed for each Orchestrate 
operator, see the appropriate chapter in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference.

Using Virtual Data Sets
Orchestrate uses virtual data sets to temporarily store data that is output by an 
operator and input by another operator. Virtual data sets exist only within a step 
to connect the output of one operator to the input of another operator in the step. 
You cannot use virtual data sets to connect operators in different steps. A virtual 
data set does not permanently buffer or store the data to disk. Virtual data sets are 
created and processed by one step and then destroyed when that step terminates.

The following data-flow model shows a step that uses two virtual data sets to 
connect three operators:

The following osh command executes this step:
$ osh " op1 < inFile.data | op2 | op3 > outFile.data "

In the Orchestrate shell, a virtual data set connecting two operators is represented 
by the pipe symbol, |.

Note that for input from or output to a UNIX (flat) file, Orchestrate automatically 
uses the import operator to read the flat file, or the export operator to write to the 
flat file. 

Using Persistent Data Sets
Persistent data sets are stored to a disk file, so that the data processed by a step is 
preserved after the step terminates. You can use persistent data sets to share data 
between two or more steps, as shown below:

step 1

op1

op2

op3

virtual data 
set 1

virtual data 
set 2

inFile.data

outFile.data
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Step 1 saves the data set output from Op2 and uses it as the input to Step 2. These 
two steps could be part of a single executable file, or each could be part of a 
separate executable file. 

The example above uses the Orchestrate copy operator to create two copies of the 
data set output of Op2: a virtual data set passed to Op3 and a persistent data set 
used as input to Op4. The copy operator takes a single data set as input and 
produces any number of copies of the input data set as output.

The following osh commands implement these two steps:
$ osh "op1 < inFile.data | op2 | copy > copyDS.ds | op3 > out3DS.ds"
$ osh "op4 < copyDS.ds | op5 | op6 > out6DS.ds"

Importing Data into a Data Set
In many Orchestrate applications, the first operation is to read data from a disk 
file and to convert the data to an Orchestrate data set. Then, Orchestrate can begin 
processing the data in parallel, including partitioning the data set. When 

copy

Op1

Op2

step 1

Op3

step 2

Op4

Op5

Op6

Virtual 
data set 4

Virtual 
data set 5

virtual data 
set 1

persistent data set 1

persistent data set 2

persistent data set 3

virtual data 
set 2

virtual data 
set 3

inFile.data

copyDS.ds

out3DS.ds
out6DS.ds

Note A persistent data set cannot serve as both an input and an output in a single 
step. The reason for this restriction is that a file cannot be open simultaneously 
for reading and for writing.
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processing is complete, your application can export the data set to a disk file in 
the same format as the input file for the application.

The Orchestrate import/export utility lets you import a data file into Orchestrate 
as a data set and export a data set to a file. See the chapters on the import and 
export operators in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference for more information. 

Implicit Import and Export
When a flat file is specified in an osh command, Orchestrate implicitly 
(automatically) performs an import when it reads from the flat file, or an export 
when it writes to the flat file. For example, the following osh command reads 
from a flat file and writes its results to a flat file:

$ osh "op1 < inFile.data | op2 > outFile.data"

Figure 10 shows the data-flow model for this step:

The left side of this figure shows the step as defined in the osh command line. The 
right side shows how Orchestrate executes the step, implicitly performing the 
import and export operations required to read and to write the flat files.

Orchestrate’s implicit import and export simplifies the modeling and osh 
commands for moving non-Orchestrate data into and out of your Orchestrate 
applications. You can either let Orchestrate use the default schema for implicit 
import or export, or you can optionally specify a schema. For example, in the 

Figure 10 Data Flow Showing Explicit Import and Export

op1

op1

op2

op2

step

step

inFile.data

inFile.data

outFile.data

outFile.data

step as written step as executed by Orchestrate

implicit import

implicit export
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following example, the shell variable $import_schema specifies a schema for the 
implicit import and export:

$ osh "[$import_schema] op1 < inFile.data | op2 > outFile.data"

For details on using default schemas and specifying your own schemas, and on 
other aspects of implicit import and export, see the chapter on the Import/Export 
utility in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference.

Partitioning a Data Set
Partitioning divides a data set into multiple pieces, or partitions. Each processing 
node in your system then performs an operation in parallel on an individual 
partition of the data set rather than on the entire data set, resulting in much higher 
throughput than a sequential-processing system.

To implement partitioning, Orchestrate divides a data set by records. See 
Chapter 8, “Partitioning in Orchestrate” for more information on how Orchestrate 
partitions data sets.

Copying and Deleting Persistent Data Sets
Orchestrate represents a single data set as multiple files on multiple processing 
nodes. Therefore, you cannot use the standard UNIX commands rm to delete or cp 
to copy a persistent data set. See “Representation of Disk Data Sets” on page 4-31 
for more information on data set representation.

Orchestrate provides the orchadmin utility to manipulate data sets. This utility 
recognizes the layout of a persistent data set and accesses all data files to copy or 
delete the persistent data set. See the Orchestrate 7.0 Installation and Administration 
Manual for a detailed discussion of orchadmin.

Using the Orchestrate Shell with Data Sets
As introduced in “Pipes and Redirection in osh Commands” on page 3-55, in osh 
commands you use the pipe symbol | and redirection operators, < and >, to 
specify the use of data sets. The following table describes in detail the various 
ways in which you can use these shell symbols with data sets:
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The following sections discuss the material in Table 10.

Data Set Naming Conventions
As introduced in “Orchestrate Data Sets” on page 1-9, the Orchestrate shell uses 
the following naming conventions for data sets and files:

• File names for persistent data sets end in the extension .ds 

Table 10 Shell Symbol Descriptions and Usage Examples

Symbol Description Usage Example

| A virtual data set, created from the output of 
the left-hand operator and used as input to 
the right-hand operator.

op1 | op2

< Directs the input data set to an operator. op1 < inDS.ds

> Directs operator output to an output data set. 
If the data set does not already exist, 
Orchestrate creates it. If the data set already 
exists, Orchestrate issues an error message. 

op1 > outDS.ds

>> Same as > above, but appends data to the 
existing output data set.

op1 >> outDS.ds

>| Same as > above, but overwrites the existing 
output data set.

op1 >| outDS.ds

> [file]
< [file]

Like > and < above, but writes output to or 
reads input from a UNIX file.

op1 > [file] outFile.ds
op1 < [file] inFile.ds

> [ds]
< [ds]

Like > and < above, explicitly specifying that 
the output or input is a persistent data set. 

op1 > [ds] outDS
op1 < [ds] inDS

> [-dr] Like > above, but overwrites only the records 
of an existing output data set (dr = delete 
records).

op1 > [-dr] outDS.ds

> [-dsr] Like > above, but overwrites the schema and 
records of an existing output data set (dsr = 
delete schema and records) .

op1 > [-dsr] outDS.ds

> [diskpool] Like > above, but specifies a disk pool used to 
store a data set. See Chapter 10, “Constraints” 
for more information.

op1 > [diskpool (pool)] 
outDS.ds
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• Virtual data set file names (used with the redirection operators) end in the 
extension .v 

• UNIX data files use any extension other than .ds and .v

With the exception of the .v extension for virtual data sets, these conventions can 
be overridden using optional command line arguments. See “Redirecting a 
Virtual Data Set” on page 4-15 for more information on the .v extension.

For example, consider the following osh command:
$ osh " ... opN < input "

To determine whether input is a persistent data set, virtual data set, or file, 
Orchestrate uses the following rules:

1 If the file name ends in .ds, Orchestrate treats it as a persistent Orchestrate 
data set.

2 If the file name ends in .v, Orchestrate treats it as a virtual Orchestrate data 
set, which must be written by a single Orchestrate operator and read by a 
single Orchestrate operator in the same step.

3 If the file name does not end in .ds or .v, Orchestrate treats it as a UNIX file.

4 If the file name is preceded by [file], Orchestrate treats it as a UNIX file, 
regardless of its file name extension. In the example below, Orchestrate treats 
inputDS.ds as a UNIX file, even though its file name has a .ds extension:

$ osh " ... opN < [file] inputDS.ds "

5 If the file name is preceded by [ds], Orchestrate treats it as a persistent 
Orchestrate data set, regardless of its extension. In the example below, 
Orchestrate treats input as a persistent Orchestrate data set, even though its 
file name has no extension:

$ osh " ... opN < [ds] input "

Numbering Input and Output Data Sets
Some operators can have multiple input and output data sets. By default, 
Orchestrate numbers the input and output data sets in a step, starting with 0 and 
incrementing in the left-to-right order in which the input or output data sets 
appear on the command line. Orchestrate numbers input and output files 
independently. 

You also have the option of explicitly numbering data sets, according to your own 
numbering scheme. The following two sections on data sets on the osh command 
line include examples with explicit numbering of data sets.
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The Pipe Symbol
As described in “Using Virtual Data Sets” on page 4-6, the UNIX pipe symbol | 
indicates a virtual data set linking two operators. The following osh command 
uses a pipe to specify a virtual data set connecting two operators:

$ osh " ... op1 | op2 ... "

In this example, the pipe symbol represents the first output data set of op1, output 
data set 0, and the first input data set of op2, input data set 0.

If you used explicit file numbering, you could instead write the command as:
$ osh " ... op1 0|0 op2 ... "

No space is allowed between the pipe symbol and the data set number.

The example shown below configures op1, an operator with two output data sets:
$ osh " ... op1 > outDS.ds | op2 ... "

In this case, output data set 0 is written to disk as the persistent data set outDS.ds. 
Output data set 1, a virtual data set, is used as input data set 0 of op2. This 
command could also be written as:

$ osh " ... op1 0> outDS.ds 1|0 op2 ... "

You can override the default Orchestrate numbering order in this example to 
write output data set 1 to outDS.ds and output data set 0 to op2:

$ osh " ... op1 1> outDS.ds 0|0 op2 ... "

The following example is an operator that takes two data sets as input and writes 
two data sets as output:

$ osh " ... op1 < inDS0.ds < inDS1.ds > outDS.ds | op2 ... "

Using explicit data set numbering, you could also write this step as:
$ osh " ... op1 <0 inDS0.ds <1 inDS1.ds 0> outDS.ds 1|0 op2 ... "

Redirection Symbols
You use the redirection symbols to specify input files, using <, or output files, 
using >, for an operator. The files may represent:

• Orchestrate persistent data sets

• Orchestrate virtual data sets

• UNIX data files
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Figure 11 shows a step containing two operators.

The first operator in this example takes a single data set as input; the second 
operator writes its results to a single data set. The following is a possible osh 
command implementing this step:

$ osh " op1 < inDS.ds | op2 > outDS.ds "

If you used explicit file numbering, you could instead write the command as:
$ osh " op1 0< inDS.ds 0|0 op2 0> outDS.ds "

Remember that no spaces are allowed between the file number and the 
redirection symbol.

You can also use the numbering option to override the default Orchestrate 
numbering order. Shown below is an operator that takes two data sets as input:

$ osh " ... op1 1< inDS1.ds 0< inDS0.ds ... "

In this case, you override the default file numbering to explicitly specify the 
inputs to the operator. 

The following is an operator that takes two data sets as input and writes two data 
sets as output:

$ osh " ... op1 < inDS0.ds < inDS1.ds > outDS.ds | op2 ... "

Using explicit data set numbering, you could also write this step as:
$ osh " ... op1 0< inDS0.ds 1< inDS1.ds 0> outDS.ds 1|0 op2 ... "

Figure 11 A Simple Data Flow

inDS.ds

outDS.ds

Step

op1

op2
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Appending to an Existing Persistent Data Set
Orchestrate allows you to append data to an existing data set. The appending 
operator must execute in a step separate from that of the operator that performed 
the write that created the data set. 

For example, the following osh command creates outDS.ds, an output data set:
$ osh " ... op1 > outDS.ds ... "

In order to append data to outDS.ds, you use two output redirection symbols, >>. 
The following osh command appends its results to the persistent data set created 
above:

$ osh " ... op2 >> outDS.ds ... "

Every time you append data to an existing data set, you add a new data segment 
to the data set. See “Representation of Disk Data Sets” on page 4-31 for more 
information on data segments. 

When a persistent data set is created on disk, the number of partitions it contains 
is equal to the number of instances of the operator that creates it. When you later 
append data to the data set, the number of processing nodes on which the 
appending operator executes may be different from the number of partitions in 
the existing data set. In this case, Orchestrate inserts a repartition operator to 
write the appended data to the same number of partitions as are in the existing 
data set. For example, if a data set was originally created with eight partitions, 
and is appended to by an operator executing on four processing nodes, 
Orchestrate repartitions the appending data to store it as eight partitions. 

The state of a data set’s repartitioning flag is saved to disk along with the records 
of the data set. To prevent Orchestrate from repartitioning the data set, you can 
set the repartitioning flag to preserve. Then, when you append data to that data 
set, Orchestrate creates one instance of the appending operator for each partition 
of the data set. You can also set the repartitioning flag for a virtual data set.

You can put the data files holding the records of the data segment on different 
disk drives from the disks holding the original data. To do so, you use constraints, 
explained in Chapter 10, “Constraints”. For example, the following osh command 
creates outDS.ds, an output data set, and uses a disk pool constraint to store the 
data files on those disks in the disk pool small_data:

$ osh " ... op1 > [diskpool (small_data)] outDS.ds ... "

In this example, op1 executes on all processing nodes defined in the default node 
pool of your Orchestrate configuration file.

The next osh command uses op2 to append its results to a persistent data set, but 
writes the data files to disks in a different disk pool:

$ osh " ... op2 >> [diskpool (big_data)] outDS.ds ... "
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The only restriction on the append is that each processing node executing op2 
must have at least one disk in the disk pool big_data.

Overwriting a Persistent Data Set
The following osh command contains an operator that writes its results to a 
persistent data set:

$ osh " ... opN > outDS.ds ... "

By default, if outDS.ds already exists, Orchestrate issues an error message and 
aborts the step. This action prevents you from accidentally overwriting your data.

You can deliberately overwrite a data set by using the output redirection symbol 
>|, as shown in the following partial command:

$ osh " ... opN >| outDS.ds ... "

You use >| to overwrite the data set if it already exists.

You can also cause Orchestrate to overwrite only the records within a data set, but 
retain any schema information, using the [-dr] option as shown below: 

$ osh " ... opN > [-dr] outDS.ds ... "

If you want to overwrite the records and the schema, but retain resource 
assignments such as pools, you use the [-dsr] option: 

$ osh " ... opN > [-dsr] outDS.ds ... "

For both [-dr] and [-dsr], the data set retains any partitioning information or 
pool constraints already imposed on the data set. See “Using the Command Line 
to Specify Constraints with Operators and Steps” on page 10-6 for information on 
node pool and disk pool constraints. See Chapter 8, “Partitioning in Orchestrate” 
for information on partitioning.

Redirecting a Virtual Data Set
As with persistent data sets, you can create osh commands that redirect virtual 
data sets.

Note To remove a data set, you can also use the utility orchadmin, which is described 
in the Orchestrate 7.0 Installation and Administration Manual.
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For example, Figure 12 shows a step with two outputs, both of which output 
virtual data sets.

In this example, op1 creates a branch within a step by creating two virtual data 
sets as output. You can write this step as follows:

$ osh "op1 < inDS.ds 1> tempDS.v 0| op2 > out2DS.ds;
op3 < tempDS.v > out3DS.ds"

As shown, the virtual output data set 1 from op1 is redirected (with symbol >) to 
named virtual data set tempDS.v. In addition, output data set 0 from op1 is written 
directly to op2 (with symbol |), which directs its output to out2DS.ds. In the 
second branch, following the semicolon, op3 inputs virtual data set tempDS.v and 
directs its output to persistent data set out3DS.ds.

Figure 12 Data Flow with Two Output Virtual Data Sets

step

op2

op1

op3

virtual data set 1virtual data set 0

inDS.ds

out3DS.dsout2DS.ds

tempDS.v
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Figure 13 shows a slightly more complex example, built on the previous one. In 
this case, the outputs of op2 and op3 serve as inputs for operator op4, forming a 
fork-join configuration.

$ osh "op1 < inDS.ds 1> tempDS.v 0| op2 |0 op4 > outDS.ds;
op3 < tempDS.v |1 op4"

The data flow is similar to that in Figure 12 except for the part in bold type. At the 
end of the first line, the output from op2 is piped to input 0 of op4 and the output 
of op4 is redirected to outDS.ds. At the end of the second line, the output of op3 is 
pi ped to input 1 of op4.

See Chapter 11, “Shell Programming and Debugging Procedures” for more 
information on branching in a step.

Obtaining the Record Count from a Persistent Data 
Set

You may on occasion need to determine the count of the number of records in a 
persistent data set. Orchestrate provides the UNIX command-line utility 
dsrecords that returns this count. 

Figure 13 Data Flow with a Fork-Join
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You execute dsrecords from the command line, but not as part of an osh 
statement. Shown below is the syntax for dsrecords:

$ dsrecords ds_name 

where ds_name is the name of a persistent data set. 

This output of dsrecords is shown below:
$ dsrecords myDS.ds 
156999 records

Using the -n option to the command lets you omit the string records from the 
output, as shown below: 

$ dsrecords -n myDS.ds 
156999

The -n option is helpful when you want to incorporate the output of dsrecords 
into a shell variable for use as part of a shell script.

Defining a Schema
An Orchestrate schema definition is a string beginning with the key word record 
and consisting of a sequence of field definition statements enclosed in parentheses 
and separated by semicolons.

For example:
record (aField:int32; bField:sfloat; cField:string[];)

This schema defines three-record fields:

• aField: A 32-bit integer field

• bField: A single-precision (32-bit) floating-point field

• cField: A variable-length character string

Schema Definition Files
For use with the import, export, and generator operators, you can create a file 
containing your schema definition. See the chapters for those operators in the 
Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference.

You can include comments in schema definition files. The starting delimiter for a 
comment is a double slash //, and the ending delimiter is a new-line. Note, 
however, that you cannot use comments in schema definitions that you specify on 
the command line.

Note The schema definition is in ASCII characters except for field names which can 
contain Unicode characters.
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The input character set determines the character encoding of schema files. You 
use the -input_charset top-level option or the APT_INPUT_CHARSET 
environment variable to specify the setting. The default value is UTF-8. See 
“Specifying Character Sets” on page 7-5 for more information.

Field Accessors
You can retrieve information about a field, such as whether it is nullable, by 
calling functions on its field accessor. For information on declaring and using 
field accessors, see the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide.

How a Data Set Acquires Its Schema
A data set acquires its record schema in one of the following three ways:

1 Import of the data set from an external representation. Often, the first action of 
an Orchestrate application is to import data and convert it to a data set. You 
define the record schema of the resultant data set at the time of the import. See 
the chapter on import in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference for more 
information. 

2 A write to the data set by an Orchestrate operator. A data set with no schema 
inherits the output interface schema of the operator that writes to it. This is the 
most common way for an output data set to obtain a schema. See “Output 
Data Sets and Operators” on page 5-14 for more information. 

3 A read from an RDBMS table by an RDBMS operator. On a read operation, 
Orchestrate converts the table into an Orchestrate data set by reading both the 
data and the record layout of the table. Orchestrate automatically creates a 
record schema for the new data set, based on the information from the 
RDBMS table.

The following sections describe how to create schemas, name record fields, 
specify nullability, and set schema properties for each Orchestrate data type.

Naming Record Fields
In your Orchestrate schema definition, all field names must conform to the 
following conventions:

• The name must start with a letter or underscore (_) character.

Note On a write operation to an RDBMS table, Orchestrate converts the record 
schema of a data set to the table layout of an RDBMS data set. See the 
Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference for specific information on how your 
RDBMS works with Orchestrate. 
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• The name can contain only alphanumeric and underscore ASCII or Unicode 
characters.

• The name is case insensitive.

Field names can be any length.

Defining Field Nullability
If a field is nullable, it can hold null, which indicates that the field contains no 
data. In processing a record, an operator can detect a null value and take the 
appropriate action, such as omitting the null field from a calculation or signalling 
an error condition. 

This section describes two different methods for representing nulls, and how to 
specify nullability in an Orchestrate schema.

Orchestrate Null Representation
Orchestrate uses a single-bit flag to mark a field as null. If the field is a vector, 
Orchestrate uses a single bit for each element of the vector, so that a nullable 
vector can contain both valid data elements and null elements. This type of null 
support is called an indicated null representation.

Some other software packages implement null support with an in-band 
representation, which designates as null a specific value, such a numeric field’s 
most negative value. The disadvantage of in-band null representation is that it 
requires the user to treat an in-range value as a null. However, Orchestrate does 
allow you to process data that uses in-band null representation, by means of the 
modify operator (see the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference).

Defining Nullability in a Schema
In creating a schema, you mark a field as nullable by inserting the keyword 
nullable immediately before the field’s data type. Any field defined without the 
nullable keyword is by default not nullable. The following sample schema 
defines a nullable int32 and a nullable dfloat vector:

record (n:nullable int32; s[10]:nullable dfloat;)

Even though a field is by default non-nullable, you can use the not_nullable 
keyword to be explicit, as shown below:

record (n:not_nullable int32;)

To make every field in a schema nullable, you can specify nullable at the record 
level, with the following syntax:

record nullable (n:int32; m:int16; f:dfloat;)

Specifying nullability at the record level affects top-level fields only and does not 
affect nested fields.
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Nullability can be overridden for any field in the record by explicit use of 
not_nullable, as shown below: 

record nullable (n:int32; m:not_nullable int16; f:dfloat;)

Nullability of Vectors and Aggregates
Vectors are nullable, and you can check for a null in each element of a nullable 
vector.

An aggregate (tagged or subrecord) is not itself nullable. However, you can 
specify nullability for the fields of an aggregate that have types that are nullable. 
Nullability and aggregates are discussed further in “Vectors and Aggregates in 
Schema Definitions” on page 4-26.

Checking Null and Nullability
To determine whether a field is nullable, you must check its nullability property 
by calling functions on its field accessor. You must first declare an accessor for the 
field. See the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide for information. Field accessors can 
also provide other information, such as the length of a variable-length vector.

Using Value Data Types in Schema Definitions
This section describes how to use the Orchestrate value data types in schema 
definitions, with a section for each data type. Each section includes examples of 
field definitions, and some sections describe required and optional properties for 
fields of the data type. Vectors are further described in “Vectors and Aggregates 
in Schema Definitions” on page 4-26.

For a complete list of record and field properties see Chapter 25: Import/Export 
Properties in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference.

Date Fields
You can include date fields in a schema, as shown in the following examples:

record (dateField1:date;) // single date
record (dateField2[10]:date;) // 10-element date vector
record (dateField3[]:date;) // variable-length date vector
record (dateField4:nullable date;) // nullable date

Decimal Fields
You can include decimal fields in a schema. To define a record field with data 
type decimal, you must specify the field’s precision, and you may optionally 
specify its scale, as follows:

fieldname:decimal[precision, scale];

where:
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• 1 <= precision (no maximum)

• 0 <= scale < precision 

If the scale is not specified, it defaults to zero, indicating an integer value. 

Examples of decimal field definitions:
record (dField1:decimal[12]; ) // 12-digit integer
record (dField2[10]:decimal[15,3]; ) // 10-element decimal vector
record (dField3:nullable decimal[15,3];) // nullable decimal

Floating-Point Fields
You can include floating-point fields in a schema. To define floating-point fields, 
you use the sfloat (single-precision) or dfloat (double-precision) data type, as in 
the following examples: 

record (aSingle:sfloat; aDouble:dfloat;) // float definitions
record (aSingle: nullable sfloat;) // nullable sfloat
record (doubles[5]:dfloat;) // fixed-length vector of dfloats
record (singles[]:sfloat;) // variable-length vector sfloats

Integer Fields
You can include integer fields in a schema. To define integer fields, you use an 8-, 
16-, 32-, or 64-bit integer data type (signed or unsigned), as shown in the 
following examples: 

record (n:int32;) // 32-bit signed integer
record (n:nullable int64;) // nullable, 64-bit signed integer
record (n[10]:int16;) // fixed-length vector of 16-bit signed integer
record (n[]:uint8;) // variable-length vector of 8-bit unsigned int

Raw Fields
You can define a record field that is a collection of untyped bytes, of fixed or 
variable length. You give the field data type raw. You can also specify a byte 
alignment value on a raw field, to satisfy requirements of your system 
architecture or to optimize the speed of data access.

The definition for a raw field is similar to that of a string field, as shown in the 
following examples:

record (var1:raw[];) // variable-length raw field
record (var2:raw;) // variable-length raw field; same as raw[]
record (var3:raw[40];) // fixed-length raw field
record (var4[5]:raw[40];) // fixed-length vector of raw fields
// variable-length raw aligned on 8-byte boundary:
record (var5:raw[align = 8];) 
// vector of fixed-length raw fields aligned on 4-byte boundary:
record (var6[5]:raw[align = 4, length = 20];)
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Variable-Length Raw Fields

When an Orchestrate operator writes to a variable-length raw field, it determines 
the field length and updates the field’s length prefix. When an operator reads 
from a variable-length raw field, it first reads the length prefix to determine the 
field’s length.

You can specify the maximum number of bytes allowed in the raw field with the 
optional property max, as shown in the example below:

record (var7:raw[max=80];)

If an application attempts to write more than max bytes to a raw field, Orchestrate 
writes only the first max bytes.

Fixed-Length Raw Fields

The length of a fixed-length raw field must be at least 1. 

String Fields
There are two string field types: string for processing single-byte character data 
and ustring for processing multi-byte Unicode character data. Both string types 
have the same syntax, but a codepoint is 8 bits for string fields and 16 bits for 
ustring fields. For both string types, the length of a string is the number of code 
points in the string, and indexing returns the codepoint of a single character.

You can define string and ustring fields of fixed or variable length. For variable-
length strings, the string length is stored as part of the string as a hidden integer. 
The storage used to hold the string length is not included in the length of the 
string. 

In a data set with a variable-length string field, each record of the data set can 
contain a different length string. When an operator writes to the field, Orchestrate 
determines the string length and updates the hidden-length integer of the field. 
When an operator reads from a variable-length field, Orchestrate first reads the 
length integer to determine the field’s length.

The following examples show string field definitions: 
record (var1:string[];) // variable-length string
record (var2:string;) // variable-length string; same as string[] 
record (var3:string[80];) // fixed-length string of 80 bytes
record (var4:nullable string[80];) // nullable string
record (var5[10]:string;) // fixed-length vector of strings
record (var6[]:string[80];)// variable-length vector of strings

Note The max_width and width properties of the import and export operators are 
specified in 8-bit bytes, not in codepoint units.
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These examples show ustring field definitions:
record (var1:ustring[];) // variable-length ustring
record (var2:ustring;) // variable-length ustring;

// same as string[] 
record (var3:ustring[80];) // fixed-length ustring of 80 bytes
record (var4:nullable ustring[80];) // nullable ustring
record (var5[10]:ustring;) // fixed-length vector of ustrings
record (var6[]:ustring[80];)// variable-length vector of ustrings

Variable-Length String Fields

For variable-length string fields, you can include the max parameter to specify the 
maximum length of the field in code points. 

Here are examples that use the max parameter:
record (var7:string[max=80];
record (var8:ustring[max=15];

When a record containing a string field with a specified maximum length is 
created, the length of the string is zero, as it is for normal variable-length strings. 
Writing data to the string field with fewer code points than the maximum sets the 
length of the string to the number of code points written. Writing a string longer 
than the maximum code points truncates the string to the maximum length.

It is necessary to use a delimiter to indicate the end of a variable-length ustring.

Fixed-Length String Fields

The number of codepoints for a fixed-length string or ustring field must be at 
least 1. 

When the import operator imports a fixed-length string or ustring that is less 
than, or greater than, the declared schema length specification, an error is 
generated.

You can use the optional property padchar to specify the character for unassigned 
elements in fixed-length string fields. 

The padchar property has the following syntax:

• for string types:
padchar = int_val | 'ASCII_char' | null

where:

– int_val is an integer in the range 0 - 255, that is the ASCII value of the pad 
character. 

– ASCII_char is the pad character as a single ASCII character in single 
quotes.

– null (default) specifies a value of 0 as the pad character (same as 
specifying padchar = 0).
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• for ustring types:
padchar = unicode_val | 'unicode_char' | null

where:

– unicode_val is a value in the range U+0000 to U+10FFFF, that is the 
Unicode value of the pad character. 

– unicode_char is the pad character as a single Unicode character in single 
quotes.

– null (default) specifies a value of U+0000 as the pad character (same as 
specifying padchar = U+0000).

The following examples show the use of padchar in field definitions:
record (var8:string[80, padchar = ' '];) // ASCII space padchar (0x20)
record (var9:ustring[35, padchar = ' '];)// unicode space padchar

(U+0020)

If an application writes fewer than the specified code points to the var8 field 
defined in this example, var8 is padded with the space character to the full length 
of the string.

Time Fields
You can include time fields in a schema. By default, the smallest unit of measure 
for a time value is seconds, but you can instead use microseconds with the 
[microseconds] option. The following are examples of time field definitions:

record (tField1:time; ) // single time field in seconds
record (tField2:time[microseconds];) // time field in microseconds
record (tField3[]:time; ) // variable-length time vector
record (tField4:nullable time;) // nullable time

Timestamp Fields
Timestamp fields contain both time and date information. In the time portion, 
you can use seconds (the default) or microseconds for the smallest unit of 
measure. For example:

record (tsField1:timestamp;) // single timestamp field in seconds
record (tsField2:timestamp[microseconds];)// timestamp in microseconds
record (tsField3[15]:timestamp; )  // fixed-length timestamp vector
record (tsField4:nullable timestamp;)// nullable timestamp

Note The Orchestrate export operator uses the specified padchar to pad a fixed-length 
string that is exported. See the section on the import/export utility in the 
Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference for more information.
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Vectors and Aggregates in Schema Definitions
This section describes how to use the Orchestrate vectors and the two aggregate 
data types, subrecords and tagged aggregates, in schema definitions. It also 
describes how to reference vector elements and fields in aggregates.

Vector Fields
Orchestrate records can contain one-dimensional arrays, or vectors, of fixed or 
variable length. You define a vector field by following the field name with 
brackets []. For a variable-length vector, you leave the brackets empty, and for a 
fixed-length vector you put the number of vector elements in the brackets. For 
example, to define a variable-length vector of int32, you would use a field 
definition such as the following one:

intVec[]:int32;

To define a fixed-length vector of 10 elements of type sfloat, you would use a 
definition such as:

sfloatVec[10]:sfloat;

Data Types for Vectors

You can define a vector of any Orchestrate value data type, including string and 
raw. You cannot define a vector of a vector or tagged aggregate type. For more 
information on defining subrecords, see “Subrecord Fields” on page 4-27.

Numbering of Elements

Orchestrate numbers vector elements from 0. For example, the third element of a 
vector has the index number 2. This numbering scheme applies to variable-length 
and fixed-length vectors.

Referencing Vector Elements

To reference an element of a vector field of fixed or variable length, you use 
indexed addressing of the form vField[eleNum]. Remember that element 
numbering starts with 0. For example, suppose that you have defined the 
following a vector field:

vInt[10]:int32;

To reference the third element of that field, you use vInt[2].

Nullability of Vectors

You can make vector elements nullable, as shown in the following record 
definition:

record (vInt[]:nullable int32;
vDate[6]:nullable date;)

In the example above, every element of the variable-length vector vInt will be 
nullable, as will every element of fixed-length vector vDate.
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To test whether a vector of nullable elements contains no data, you must check 
each element for null.

Subrecord Fields
Schemas let you define nested field definitions, or subrecords, by specifying the 
type subrec. A subrecord itself does not define any storage; instead, the fields of 
the subrecord define storage. The fields in a subrecord can be of any data type, 
including tagged. 

The following example defines a record that contains a subrecord: 
record (intField:int16;

aSubrec:subrec 
( 
aField:int16; 
bField:sfloat; 
); 

) 

In this example, the record contains a 16-bit integer field, intField, and a subrecord 
field, aSubrec. The subrecord includes two fields: a 16-bit integer and a 
single-precision float. 

Referencing Subrecord Fields

To reference fields of a subrecord, you use dot addressing, following the 
subrecord name with a period (.) and the subrecord field name. For example to 
refer to the first field of the aSubrec example shown above, you use aSubrec.aField.

Nullability of Subrecords

Subrecord fields of value data types (including string and raw) can be nullable, 
and subrecord fields of aggregate types can have nullable elements or fields. A 
subrecord itself cannot be nullable.

Vectors of Subrecords

You can define vectors of subrecords. The following example shows a definition 
of a fixed-length vector of subrecords: 

record (aSubrec[10]:subrec 
( 
aField:int16; 
bField:sfloat; 
); 

)

Nested Subrecords

You can also nest subrecords and vectors of subrecords to any depth of nesting. 
The following example defines a fixed-length vector of subrecords, aSubrec, that 
contains a nested variable-length vector of subrecords, cSubrec: 

record (aSubrec[10]:subrec 
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( 
aField:int16; 
bField:sfloat; 
cSubrec[]:subrec 

(
cAField:uint8;
cBField:dfloat; 
);

); 
)

To reference a field of a nested subrecord or vector of subrecords, you use the dot-
addressing syntax <subrec>.<nSubrec>.<srField>. To reference cAField in the 
sample subrecord definition above, you would use aSubrec.cSubrec.cAField.

Subrecords Containing Tagged Aggregates

Subrecords can include tagged aggregate fields, as shown in the following sample 
definition: 

record (aSubrec:subrec 
( 
aField:string;
bField:int32; 
cField:tagged 

( 
dField:int16; 
eField:sfloat; 
); 

); 
) 

In this example, aSubrec has a string field, an int32 field, and a tagged aggregate 
field. The tagged aggregate field cField can have either of two data types, int16 or 
sfloat.

To reference a field of a tagged aggregate field of a subrecord, you use the dot-
addressing syntax <subrec>.<tagged>.<tfield>. To reference dField in the sample 
subrecord definition above, you would use aSubrec.cField.dField.

Tagged Aggregate Fields
You can use schemas to define tagged aggregate fields, with the data type tagged. 
Defining a record with a tagged aggregate allows each record of a data set to have 
a different data type for the tagged field. When your application writes to a field 
in a tagged aggregate field, Orchestrate updates the tag, which identifies it as 
having type of the field that is referenced.

The data type of tagged aggregate subfields can be of any Orchestrate data type 
except tagged or subrec. 

For example, the following record defines a tagged aggregate field: 
record (tagField:tagged 

(
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aField:string; 
bField:int32; 
cField:sfloat; 

); 
)

In the example above, the data type of tagField can be one of following: a variable-
length string, an int32, or an sfloat. 

Referencing Subfields in Tagged Aggregates

In referring to subfields of a tagged aggregate, you use the dot-addressing syntax, 
<tagged>.<tagField>. For example, to refer to the first field of the tagField example 
shown above, you would use tagField.aField.

Internally, Orchestrate assigns integer values to the aggregate fields, starting with 
0. In the example above, the tag value of aField is 0; bField, 1; and cField, 2.

Nullability of Tagged Aggregates

Tagged aggregate fields can be nullable, and subrecord fields of aggregate types 
can have nullable elements or fields. A tagged aggregate field itself cannot be 
nullable.

Default Values for Fields in Output Data Sets
Input data sets are read-only, and Orchestrate treats the record fields of an input 
data set as if they contain valid information. Record fields in an output data set 
have read/write access, and Orchestrate gives them default values upon creation. 

If the field is nullable, Orchestrate sets it to null. Otherwise, Orchestrate assigns a 
default value based on the field’s data type, as follows:

• All integers = 0

• dfloat or sfloat = 0.0

• date = January 1, 0001

• decimal[p, s] = 0 (with precision p and scale s)

• time = 00:00:00 (midnight)

• timestamp = 00:00:00 (midnight) on January 1, 0001

• Length of a variable-length string or raw field = 0

• Length of a variable-length vector = 0

• Characters of a fixed-length string = null (0x00), or if specified, the padchar 
value

• Bytes of a fixed-length raw = 0
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• Elements of a fixed length vector are assigned a default value in accordance 
with their nullability and data type.

• Tag on a tagged aggregate = 0, indicating the first field of the aggregate. The 
field is assigned a default value in accordance with its nullability and data 
type.

Using Complete or Partial Schema Definitions
When you define the schema of a data set, you do either of the following:

• Define complete schemas: You describe every field in the record, including 
the field’s name and data type. 

• Partial schemas: You describe only the components of the schema needed for 
processing. 

Figure 14 shows both options.

For a complete schema definition, you define all fields in the record, including the 
field’s name, data type, and nullability. You must define the complete schema if 
your application needs to access all the fields in the record, where access includes:

• Reading a field value

• Writing a field value 

• Dropping a field and its associated data storage from the record

• Modifying a field’s name, data type, or other characteristics

You can use partial schemas if your application will access only some of the data 
in a record. For example, the partial schema definition in the figure above defines 
only two fields (the first and third) of a five-field record. An Orchestrate 
application would be able to access only those defined fields, where access 
includes:

Figure 14 Complete and Partial Schema Definitions
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• Reading a field value

• Dropping a field definition (but not its associated data storage) from the 
record

• Modifying the field’s name, data type, or other characteristics

Note that a partial schema definition allows you to drop access to a defined field, 
but does not remove its data storage.

The main advantage of a complete schema is the flexibility to manipulate the 
records during processing. However, to define a complete schema you must 
define all record fields in your data, regardless of whether your application will 
reference all the fields.

Partial schemas allow you to define only the fields that you are interested in 
processing and to ignore all other data in the records. However, Orchestrate 
cannot perform some types of manipulations on partial schema definitions, such 
as dropping unused fields from the record. 

See the chapter on the import/export utility in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators 
Reference for more information.

Representation of Disk Data Sets
To use Orchestrate well, you need to be familiar with Orchestrate’s representation 
of persistent data sets in a UNIX file system. Remember that virtual data sets are 
not stored to disk; only persistent data sets are saved.

Persistent data sets are stored in multiple data files on multiple disks in your 
system. Figure 15 shows the equivalent representation of an Orchestrate 
persistent data set represented as four partitions.

Each partition of a data set is stored on a single processing node. In this example, 
the data set has four partitions stored on four processing nodes.

Figure 15 Partitioned Data Sets
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A data segment contains all the records written to a data set by a single 
Orchestrate step. For example, if a step creates a data set and then writes its 
results to the data set, the data set will contain a single data segment. 

You can select one of several write modes when your step writes its output to a 
data set. The default write mode is create, which means that Orchestrate creates 
the data set if it does not already exist. After the step writing to the data set 
completes, the data set will contain a single data segment. This mode causes an 
error if the data set already exists, thus preventing you from accidentally 
overwriting your data. 

Replace mode allows you to replace the contents of an existing data set. In this 
case, all data segments in the data set are deleted, and a single data segment is 
added to hold the new data records. This mode is similar to using the -dr or -dsr 
options when writing to a data set. In this case, the data set also contains a single 
segment after the write. 

You use append mode to add records to a data set that already contains data. In 
this case, a new segment is added to the existing data set, and all records written 
to the data set are written to the new segment. Append mode does not modify the 
records in any other data segment.

Setting the Data Set Version Format
By default, Orchestrate saves data sets in the Orchestrate Version 6.1 format. 
However, Orchestrate lets you save data sets in formats compatible with previous 
versions of Orchestrate. For example, to save data sets using the Version 3 format, 
set the APT_WRITE_DS_VERSION environment variable, as shown below:

export APT_WRITE_DS_VERSION=v3_0

After this statement takes effect, all data sets written by Orchestrate are saved 
using the Version 3 format. 

The Orchestrate 7.0 Installation and Administration Manual discusses in detail how 
to set and use environment variables.

Data Set Files
A persistent data set is physically represented on disk by:

• A single descriptor file 

• One or more data files 

The descriptor file contains the schema of the data set, as well as the location of all 
the data files. The descriptor file does not contain any data. To access a persistent 
data set from your Orchestrate application, you reference the descriptor file path 
name. Orchestrate uses the information in this file to open and access the data set.
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For example, the following osh command opens an input persistent data set for 
which the descriptor file is named /home/user1/myDataSet.ds:

$ osh " ... opN < /home/user1/myDataSet.ds ... "

The data of a parallel data set is contained in one or more data files. The number 
of data files depends on the number of segments in the data set and the size of 
each partition. See “File Allocation for Persistent Data Sets” on page 4-34 for 
information on determining the number of data files for a data set.

Descriptor File Contents
The data set descriptor file contains the following information about the data set:

• Data set header information identifying the file as a data set descriptor

• Creation time and date of the data set

• Data set schema

• A copy of the Orchestrate configuration file, $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/config.apt 
by default, at the time the data set was created. By storing the configuration 
file within the data set, Orchestrate can access all data files of the data set if 
you change $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/config.apt.

For each segment, the descriptor file contains:

• The time and date the segment was added to the data set.

• A flag marking the segment as valid or invalid.

• Statistical information such as number of records in the segment and the 
number of bytes. You can access this information using orchadmin.

• Path names of all data files, on all processing nodes, containing the records of 
the segment. 

As stated above, the descriptor file contains a flag marking each segment as valid 
or invalid. When a new segment is added to a data set, the corresponding flag 
initially marks the segment as invalid. The flag is not set to valid until the step 
writing the data to the segment successfully completes. If the step fails for any 
reason, all information about the segment is deleted from the descriptor file, and 
all data in the segment is discarded. 

In the case of a severe system failure, the data set may be stored with a flag 
marking the last segment in the data set as invalid. If you then read the data set as 
input, the invalid segment is ignored. Writing or appending data to the data set 
deletes the invalid segment. 

Important Because Orchestrate represents a single data set as multiple files, you cannot use 
standard UNIX file commands (cp, rm) to manipulate a persistent data set. See 
“Copying and Deleting Persistent Data Sets” on page 4-9. 
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You can also use the cleanup command with orchadmin to delete any invalid data 
segments within a data set, as shown below:

$ orchadmin cleanup myDataSet.ds

where myDataSet.ds is the name of the data set descriptor file.

See the Orchestrate 7.0 Installation and Administration Manual for a detailed 
discussion of orchadmin.

File Allocation for Persistent Data Sets
Persistent data sets are stored in multiple data files distributed throughout your 
system. This section describes how Orchestrate determines the location of these 
data files. 

You can create persistent data sets in two ways:

• Use the orchadmin utility to create empty data sets. This data set contains no 
data segments or data files. See the Orchestrate 7.0 Installation and 
Administration Manual for a detailed discussion of orchadmin.

• Use an Orchestrate operator to write to an output persistent data set. This data 
set will contain a single data segment and associated data files when it is first 
created. Each time you append data to the data set, a new segment is created 
to hold the new records. This data set can be read as input by another 
Orchestrate operator. 

Orchestrate uses the configuration file to identify the processing nodes, and the 
disk drives connected to those nodes, available for use by Orchestrate 
applications. Additionally, you can define groups of nodes, called node pools, 
and groups of disk drives, called disk pools, to constrain operations to those 
elements within the pool. See “Using Constraints” on page 10-1 for more 
information. 

Several factors influence the number and location of the data files used to hold a 
persistent data set:

• The number of processing nodes in the default node pool

• Any node constraints applied to the operator writing to an output data set

• The number of disk drives connected to each processing node included within 
the default disk pool 

• Any disk pool constraints applied to the output data set

Listed below are the four rules Orchestrate uses to allocate data files for storing a 
persistent data set:

1 By default, Orchestrate executes an operator on all processing nodes defined 
in the default node pool. When an operator writes to an output data set, 
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Orchestrate creates one partition of the data set on each processing node 
executing the operator. 

2 If you impose a node constraint on the operator, Orchestrate creates a 
partition of the data set only on those processing nodes executing the 
operator. See “Using Node Pool Constraints” on page 10-6 for information on 
specifying a node pool constraint.

3 For each processing node storing a partition of a data set, Orchestrate creates 
data files on all the disk drives included in the default disk pool connected to 
the processing node. See “Using Resource Constraints” on page 10-7 for 
information on specifying a disk pool constraint.

4 If you impose a disk pool constraint, Orchestrate creates data files on only 
those disk drives in the specified disk pool.

For example, suppose your application uses data set create mode to write 16 GB 
to a persistent data set. Since the data set did not already exist, it will be created 
with a single data segment. 

For this example, the following osh command writes to an output persistent data 
set for which the descriptor file is named /home/user1/myDataSet.ds:

$ osh " ... op1 > /home/user1/myDataSet.ds ... "

This example executes on an eight-node system in which each processing node is 
connected to two disk drives. Figure 16 shows the system for this example:

In this example, all processing nodes are contained in the default node pool, and 
both disk drives are contained in the default disk pool. The operator writing to 
the output data set executes on all processing nodes.

Since all eight processing nodes execute the writing operator, Orchestrate creates 
eight partitions for the data set, one on each processing node. Orchestrate further 
divides each partition among the two disks in the default disk pool connected to 
each node to create 16 data files. Because each node receives approximately a

Figure 16 Data Storage on an Eight-Node System
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2-GB partition, the total amount of free space in all disks in the default pool on 
each processing node must be at least 2 GB. 

If the data set held 64 GB, each of the 16 disks in the system would be required to 
hold 4 GB. Since many operating systems limit file size to 2 GB, each disk would 
hold two data files of 2 GB each.

Each data segment uses its own data files for storing the records of the segment. If 
you append data to an existing data set, a new segment descriptor is created, and 
new data files are created to hold the records in the new data segment. 

In some circumstances, you may need your application to execute its operators on 
one set of processing nodes and store its data on another. The default operation of 
Orchestrate is to store a partition of a data set on each node executing the writing 
operator. When you want to store the data somewhere else, you insert a copy 
operator at the end of your step and use node constraints to execute the copy 
operator only on the processing nodes on which you want to store your data set. 

For example, the following step executes op1 on all processing nodes in the 
default node pool, and executes the copy operator only on nodes 0 through 3:

$ osh " ... op1 | copy [nodepool (nodes_0_3)] > outDS.ds "

The node constraint limits the copy operator to only execute in those nodes 
defined in the node pool nodes_0_3. Therefore, partitions of outDS.ds are stored 
only on those nodes. You must create the node pool nodes_0_3 in your Orchestrate 
configuration file in order to run this step. See “Using Node Pool Constraints” on 
page 10-6 for more information on node pools.

File Naming for Persistent Data Sets
Orchestrate uses the following naming scheme for the data files that make up 
each partition of a parallel data set:

disk/descriptor.user.host.ssss.pppp.nnnn.pid.time.index.random

where:

• disk: Path for the disk resource storing the data file as defined in the 
Orchestrate configuration file.

• descriptor: Name of the data set descriptor file.

• user: Your user name.

• host: Hostname from which you invoked the Orchestrate application 
creating the data set.

• ssss: 4-digit segment identifier (0000-9999)

• pppp: 4-digit partition identifier (0000-9999)

• nnnn: 4-digit file identifier (0000-9999) within the partition
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• pid: Process ID of the Orchestrate application on the host from which you 
invoked the Orchestrate application that creates the data set.

• time: 8-digit hexadecimal time stamp in seconds.

• index: 4-digit number incremented for each file.

• random: 8 hexadecimal digits containing a random number to insure 
unique file names.

For example, suppose that your configuration file contains the following node 
definitions:

{
node node0 {

fastname "node0_css"  
pool "" "node0" "node0_css"   
resource disk "/orch/s0" {}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}

}
node node1 {

fastname "node1_css"  
pool "" "node1" "node1_css"   
resource disk "/orch/s0" {}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}

}
}

For this example, your application creates a persistent data set with a descriptor 
file named /data/mydata.ds. In this case, Orchestrate creates two partitions for the 
data set: one on each processing node defined in the configuration file. Because 
each processing node contains only a single disk specification, each partition of 
mydata.ds would be stored in a single file on each processing node. The data file 
for partition 0 on the disk /orch/s0 on node0 is named:

/orch/s0/mydata.ds.user1.host1.0000.0000.0000.1fa98.b61345a4.0000.
88dc5aef

and the data file for partition 1 on node1 is named: 
/orch/s0/mydata.ds.user1.host1.0000.0001.0000.1fa98.b61345a4.0001.
8b3cb144
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Orchestrate Operators
Operators are the basic building blocks of Orchestrate applications. This chapter 
describes how to use operators in Orchestrate shell commands.
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Summary of Schema Variable Usage 5 20
Flexibly-Defined Interface Fields 5 21
Using Operators with Data Sets That Have Partial Schemas 5 22

Using Persistent Data within a Step 5 23

Combining UNIX Shell Commands and osh Operators 5 24
Example: Using a UNIX Script in an Orchestrate Step 5 24
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An Orchestrate operator takes in data sets, RDBMS tables, or data files, and 
produces data sets, RDBMS tables, or data files. An Orchestrate step consists of 
one or more Orchestrate operators that process the data, according to the data-
flow model for the step.

Orchestrate provides libraries of predefined operators for essential functions, 
such as import/export and sorting. For descriptions of operator interfaces and 
other details about individual operators in the Orchestrate libraries, see the 
Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference.

Orchestrate also lets you create your own operators, with any of the following 
methods:

• Creating an operator from a UNIX command, script, or program, as described 
in Chapter 16, “UNIX Commands from osh”.

• Using an Orchestrate operator builder to create an operator from your C or 
C++ code, as described in Chapter 14, “The Orchestrate Operator Builder”.

• Customizing an operator with the Orchestrate C++ class library, as described 
in the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide.

In addition, you can use operators that you obtain from third-party developers in 
your Orchestrate application.

This chapter describes how to use predefined, user-defined, and third-party-
developed operators in Orchestrate applications.

Operator Overview 
In general, an Orchestrate operator takes zero or more data sets as input, 
performs an operation on all records of the input data sets, and writes its results 
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to zero or more output data sets. Data sets are described in detail in Chapter 4, 
“Orchestrate Data Sets”.

Some operators limit the number of input or output data sets they handle, while 
others can handle any number of data sets (n-input, m-output). 

Operator Types
Most Orchestrate steps include one or more of the following types of operators:

• A one-output operator is usually the first operator in a step, to import data 
from a disk file or RDBMS and convert it into a data set. 

• A one-input, one-output operator takes a single input data set, performs a 
processing operation on it, and creates a single output data set.

• A one-input operator is usually used to export a data set to a disk file or an 
RDBMS. This type of operator is often the final operator in a step.

The following figure shows these three types of operators:

Multi-input and multi-output operators are also common. For example, the copy 
operator takes one input data set and outputs n copies of it. The funnel operator 
is an example of a multi-input operator. This operator combines n input data sets 
into one large data set. See the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference for more 
information on specific operators.

Operator Execution Modes
Orchestrate operators execute in parallel mode on multiple processing nodes, or 
in sequential mode on a single processing node.

Every Orchestrate operator has a default execution mode, either parallel or 
sequential. Many Orchestrate operators allow you to override the default 
execution mode. For example, the default execution mode of the copy operator is 
parallel, but you can configure it to run sequentially. Setting the operator 
execution mode is described in “Operator Syntax” on page 5-4.

In some circumstances you might want to run an operator in parallel but limit the 
processing nodes that it uses. The reason might be that the operator requires 
system resources, such as a disk or a large amount of memory, that is not 
available to all nodes. Orchestrate allows you to limit, or constrain, an operator to 

one-input one-output 
operatorone-output operator one-input operator
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a particular set of nodes to meet your application’s requirements. See Chapter 10, 
“Constraints” on page 10-1 for more information on controlling the processing 
nodes used by an operator.

Operator Syntax
The syntax of operator invocation in an osh command is the following:

opName options [directives] file_and_data_set_redirections

where:

• opName is the name of the operator.

• options are switches and parameters that control the behavior of a 
particular operator. The Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference details the 
command-line options (including defaults) for all predefined Orchestrate 
operators.

• [directives] (always enclosed in square brackets) control the behavior of 
all operators.

• file_and_data_set_redirections are input redirections (with the < symbol), 
output redirections (with the > symbol), and pipes (with the | symbol), for 
data sets and files. Data set and file directives are covered in “Using the 
Orchestrate Shell with Data Sets” on page 4-9.

The following sample osh command fragment uses the Orchestrate operator tsort:
& osh " ... tsort -key Name -ci < inDS.ds > sortDS.ds ... "

This command uses the tsort command-line option -key to specify Name, a field of 
the input data set, as a key on which tsort sorts the data. The command also uses 
the tsort option -ci, for a case-insensitive sort on Name.

Operator directives can apply to operators, pipes, input redirections, and output 
redirections. The following osh command fragment shows the four places where 
you can use directives:

| [dir1] operator options [dir2] > [dir3] dst.txt < [dir4] src.txt

In this example, the directive [dir1] applies to the pipe, [dir2] applies to the 
operator, [dir3] applies to the output redirection, and [dir4] applies to the input 
redirection. The example illustrates the following points:

• Pipe and redirection directives immediately follow the pipe or redirection 
symbol they refer to.

• Redirection directives immediately precede the input or output file they refer 
to.

• Operator directives follow all operator options, but precede redirections.
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Table 11 describes the operator directives.

You do not need to use the [par] option with Orchestrate operators that execute 
in parallel by default, as most do. 

You can execute a parallel operator sequentially by using the [seq] option. The 
[par] or [seq] option must appear after all other operator options, but before > or 
< redirects. 

Table 11 Operator Directives

Directive Use 

[nocombine] op [nocombine]

op1|[nocombine] op2

Prevents combination of operators in the same process, which is 
the default behavior for many Orchestrate operators. See 
Chapter 10, “Constraints” for more information.

[nodemap] [nodemap (node_name0, node_name1, ... , node_nameN )]

Specifies the processing nodes used to execute an operator. See 
Chapter 10, “Constraints” for more information.

[nodepool] [nodepool (node_pool_name0, node_pool_name1, ..., 
node_pool_nameN )]

Specifies a node constraint on the operator to control the 
processing nodes used to execute it. See Chapter 10, “Constraints” 
for more information.

[par] [par] 

Configures an operator to run in parallel.

Operators that do not support parallel execution will issue a 
warning and run sequentially.

[resources] [resources (resourceType0 (resourcePool0), resourceType1 
(resourcePool1), ..... , resourceTypeN (resourcePoolN) )]

Specifies a resource constraint on the operator to control the 
processing nodes used to execute it. See Chapter 10, “Constraints” 
for more information.

[seq] [seq] 

Configures an operator to run sequentially.

Operators that do not support sequential execution will issue a 
warning and run in parallel.
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Data Set and Operator Data Type Compatibility

Data Sets and Interface Schemas
Input or output data sets contain records, which in turn contain fields of various 
types, that are used by an operator. These fields must match, in name and type, 
the fields that the operator expects. The operator’s expected inputs, as well as the 
outputs it produces, are defined by interface schemas, which are fully described 
in “Operator Interface Schemas” on page 5-12.

An operator has an interface schema for each of its input and output data sets. An 
output interface schema is propagated from an operator to the output data set, or 
to the input interface of the next operator downstream.

For a data set to be used as input to or output from an operator, its schema must 
be compatible with the operator’s interface. For input data set record fields with 
types that differ from corresponding fields of the operator input interface, the 
types of those fields must be converted. The basics of Orchestrate data type 
conversion are introduced in Chapter 6, “Orchestrate Data Types”.

For example, Figure 17 shows an input data set with field data types that differ 
from those of the operator input interface schema. However, the fields are 
compatible because Orchestrate can automatically convert the type of each field to 
the type that the operator expects.

Table 14 in Chapter 6, “Orchestrate Data Types” shows the data type conversions 
that Orchestrate performs by default and those that you can perform using the 
modify operator.

Note The brackets ([])associated with [par] and [seq] are characters you must type. 
They are not used here (as they are elsewhere in the documentation) to indicate 
optional arguments.

Figure 17 Operator with Convertible Data Types
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The following sections contain additional information about default data 
compatibility and type conversions between source and destination data types: 

• “Data Type Conversion Errors and Warnings” on page 5-7

• “String and Numeric Data Type Compatibility” on page 5-8

• “Decimal Compatibility” on page 5-9

• “Date, Time, and Timestamp Compatibility” on page 5-10

• “Vector Data Type Compatibility” on page 5-10

• “Aggregate Field Compatibility” on page 5-11

• “Null Compatibility” on page 5-11

Data Type Conversion Errors and Warnings
During data type conversion, Orchestrate detects warning and error conditions. 
This section describes Orchestrate’s actions in warning or error conditions arising 
from type conversions.

Using modify to Prevent Errors and Warnings
To prevent many of the conditions that lead to warnings and errors caused by 
type incompatibility, use the modify operator. For example, you can use modify 
to configure a field to convert a null to a non-null value. The modify operator is 
described in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference. 

You can also use modify to suppress warning messages.

Orchestrate Handling of Warnings
A warning condition causes Orchestrate to write a message to the warning log. 
When a field causes a warning condition in consecutive records, the message 
appears for a maximum of five records. After the fifth warning message, 
Orchestrate suppresses the message. After a successful data conversion, 
Orchestrate’s message counter resets to 0. If the same warning condition then 
recurs, Orchestrate begins issuing the message again, for up to five more records. 
However, Orchestrate will suppress a warning message after it is issued a total of 
25 times during the execution of a step.

Conversion Errors and Orchestrate Actions
An error occurs when Orchestrate cannot perform a data type conversion. For 
example, an error occurs if you attempt to convert a string field holding 
nonnumeric data, such as “April”, to a numeric value.
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When a data type conversion error occurs, Orchestrate’s action depends on 
whether the destination field has been defined as nullable, following these three 
rules:

1 If the destination field has been defined as nullable, Orchestrate sets it to null.

2 If the destination field is not nullable but you have directed modify to 
convert a null to a value, Orchestrate sets the destination field to the value.

3 Otherwise, Orchestrate issues an error message and terminates the 
application. Unless you have disabled warnings, a warning is issued at step-
check time.

String and Numeric Data Type Compatibility
You can use the modify operator to perform conversions between type string and 
numeric types. For information, see the modify chapter in the Orchestrate 7.0 
Operators Reference.

If you do not explicitly perform a conversion, Orchestrate automatically converts 
the integer or floating-point value to its string representation. For example, it 
converts the integer 34 to the character string "34", and the floating-point 1.23 to 
"1.23".

For converting string fields to numerics, Orchestrate attempts to interpret the 
string contents as a number that matches the data type of the target field. For 
example, Orchestrate converts the string "34" to the integer 34, and it converts the 
string "1.23" to the float 1.23. Orchestrate can convert a string-represented 
floating-point that includes an exponent, represented by "e" followed by the 
numbers comprising the exponent. For example, Orchestrate converts "1.23e4" to 
12300.0.

Before first performing an automatic type conversion between a string and a 
numeric type, Orchestrate writes a warning to the error log. Orchestrate also 
issues a warning for any other type conversion that introduces:

• A possible loss in precision, such as a single-precision float converted to a 32-
bit integer

• A possible loss in range, such as a 16-bit integer converted to an 8-bit integer

If the conversion between numeric and string data is not possible, a data type 
conversion error occurs.

For general information on Orchestrate warning and error handling, see “Data 
Type Conversion Errors and Warnings” on page 5-7.

Note Conversions between the ustring field and numeric fields is currently not 
supported.
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Decimal Compatibility
Orchestrate performs automatic conversions between decimal fields and integer, 
floating-point, and string fields. As part of the conversion, Orchestrate checks for 
potential range violations and loss of precision.

Orchestrate checks for potential range violations before it runs the step that 
includes the conversion. If it detects a potential range violation, it issues a 
warning message and then proceeds to run the step. A range violation occurs 
when the magnitude of a source decimal field exceeds the capacity of the 
destination data type. The magnitude of a decimal, or number of digits to the left of 
the decimal point, is calculated by subtracting the scale of the decimal from the 
precision. For example, if the decimal has a precision of 15 and a scale of 5, there 
are ten digits to the left of the decimal point. Converting a decimal of this 
magnitude can result in a number that is too large for an int16 field, for example.

Orchestrate checks for required rounding before it runs a step. If it detects a need 
for rounding, it issues a warning message and then proceeds to run the step.

Orchestrate performs the rounding necessary to convert the decimal. A decimal 
number with a scale greater than zero represents a real number with a fractional 
component. Rounding occurs when Orchestrate converts a source decimal with a 
scale greater than zero to an integer. Rounding also occurs when Orchestrate 
converts a source decimal to another decimal with a smaller scale. In both cases, 
Orchestrate must round the source decimal to fit the destination field. 

The default rounding mode used by Orchestrate is called truncate toward zero. In 
converting a decimal to an integer field, Orchestrate truncates all fractional digits 
from the decimal. In converting a decimal to a decimal, Orchestrate truncates all 
fractional digits beyond the scale of the destination decimal field. For example, 
Orchestrate converts the decimal value -63.28 to the integer value -63.

If the source and destination decimals have the same precision and scale, 
Orchestrate does not perform a default conversion and thus does not check for a 
potential range violation or a need for rounding. You can, however, use the 
modify operator to perform a decimal_from_decimal conversion, which may be 
helpful if the source field allows all zeros and the destination field does not (see 
“The modify Operator” chapter in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference).

String to Decimal Conversion
When converting a string field to a decimal, Orchestrate interprets the string as a 
decimal value. To be converted to a decimal, the string must be in the form:

[+ | -]ddd[.ddd]

Orchestrate ignores leading and trailing white space. Orchestrate performs range 
checking, and if the value does not fall into the destination decimal, a requirement 
failure occurs during setup check.
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Decimal to String Conversion
You can also convert a decimal to a string. Orchestrate represents the decimal in 
the destination string in the following format:

[+ | -]ddd.[ddd]

Orchestrate does not suppress leading and trailing zeros. If the string is of fixed 
length, Orchestrate pads with spaces as needed.

A fixed-length string must be at least precision+2 bytes long. If a fixed-length 
string field is not large enough to hold the decimal, a range failure occurs.

Date, Time, and Timestamp Compatibility
Orchestrate does not perform any automatic conversions between date, time, or 
timestamp and other data types. However, you can use the modify and 
transform operators to perform conversions between these three types and most 
other data types, as described in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference.

Vector Data Type Compatibility
Orchestrate supports fixed-length and variable-length vectors of many different 
data types. For example the field a[10]:int16 specifies a vector field of 10 
variables, each of which is a 16-bit integer, accessed as a[0] ... a[9] while 
b[]:sfloat specifies a vector field of an unspecified number of variables b[0], 
b[1], ... each of which is an sfloat. See “Vectors and Aggregates in Schema 
Definitions” on page 4-26 for more details on vector fields.

Fixed-length vectors in the input data set must correspond to fixed-length vectors 
of the same length in the input interface. Likewise, input data set variable-length 
vectors must correspond to variable-length vectors in the input interface. 
Figure 18 illustrates these rules:

In Figure 18, f1 of the input data set is a fixed-length vector of ten 8-bit integers; it 
is compatible with f1, a fixed-length vector of 32-bit integers, in the operator’s 

Figure 18 Vector Data Interface

f1[10]:int8;
f2[]:int16;
f3:int16

input data set schema

f1[10]:int32; f2[]:int16; f3:sfloat

output data set
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input interface schema. Orchestrate automatically promotes the source field to a 
32-bit integer representation.

The variable-length source field, f2, is compatible with the variable-length 
destination field, f2, in the operator input interface schema. As the data types are 
the same, no conversion is necessary.

Aggregate Field Compatibility
For compatibility, subrecord fields in the input data set must correspond to 
subrecord fields in the operator input interface schema, and the same rule holds 
for tagged fields.

You can use the modify operator to match field names or perform data type 
conversions among the elements of an aggregate.

Null Compatibility
If a record field’s nullability attribute is set to nullable, the field can hold the null 
value. If a field’s nullability attribute is set to not_nullable (default), it cannot 
hold a null. For more details on nullability of fields, see “Defining Field 
Nullability” on page 4-20.

The following table lists the rules followed for the nullability setting when an 
operator takes an input data set or writes to an output data set:

An error occurs only if a source field holds a null value and the destination field is 
defined as not_nullable. In this case, Orchestrate issues a fatal error and 
terminates the application. You can use the modify or transform operator to 
prevent the fatal error; see the chapters on these operators in the Orchestrate 7.0 
Operators Reference.

Table 12 The Effects of the Nullability Setting

Source Field Destination Field Result

not_nullable not_nullable Source value propagates.

not_nullable nullable Source value propagates; destination 
value is never null.

nullable not_nullable If source value is not null, source value 
propagates. 
If source value is null, a fatal error occurs.

nullable nullable Source value (can be null) propagates. 
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Operator Interface Schemas
This section looks at operator interface schemas. To make full use of Orchestrate, 
you need to understand operator interfaces and how they affect your data.

The interface schemas of all the Orchestrate built-in operators are described in the 
Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference. Defining an interface schema is part of creating 
a user-defined operator as described in Chapter 14, “The Orchestrate Operator 
Builder”.

Figure 19 shows an operator that takes a single data set as input and writes its 
results to a single output data set.

Figure 19 shows the operator’s input and output interface schemas, which in this 
case are the same. This interface schema specifies that the data set (both the input 
and the output) must have two integer fields named f1 and f2 and a floating-point 
field named f3.

The following sections describe using input and output data sets with operators. 
They also describe data type conversions between a data set’s schema and the 
interface schema of an operator.

Input Data Sets and Operators
Input Data Set Diagram
Figure 20 shows an input data set used with an operator:

Figure 19 Input and Output Interface Schemas

input data set

input interface schema

output interface schema

output data set

f1:int32; f2:int16; f3:sfloat

f1:int32; f2:int16; f3:sfloat

Operator
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The operator’s input interface schema requires the input data set to have three 
fields named f1, f2, and f3, with compatible data types. In this example, the input 
data set’s schema exactly matches the input interface schema and is therefore 
accepted by the operator.

Input data sets can contain aggregate fields (subrecords and tagged fields), as 
well as vector fields. To be compatible, the operator input interface must contain a 
corresponding vector or aggregate field in its input interface schema. 

Extra Input Fields
Most operators accept any extra fields in an input data set, so that you can use the 
operator with any data set that has at least the fields that are compatible with 
those of the operator’s input interface schema. Figure 21 shows such an operator, 
with an input interface that defines three fields, taking as input a data set that 
defines five fields:

Figure 20 Operator and Input Interface Schema

f1:int32; f2:int16; f3: sfloat

output data set

input data set schema
f1:int32; 

f2:int16; 

f3:sfloat

Operator

Figure 21 Input Data Set with Extra Fields

f1:int32;

f2:int16;

f3:sfloat;
f4:string;

f5:dfloat

f1:int32;

f2:int16;

f3:sfloat;

f4:string; (unchanged)
f5:dfloat; (unchanged)

output data set schema

f1:int32; f2:int16; f3:sfloat

f1:int32; f2:int16; f3:sfloat

input data set schema

Operator
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The first three fields of the data set are compatible with the three fields of the 
operator input interface, and the operator accepts the input. The operator simply 
transfers the input data set’s f4 and f5. This is the most common way that 
operators handle extra input fields. Some operators simply drop the extra fields 
and do not transfer them to the output data set. See the Orchestrate 5.0 Operators 
Reference, where the transfer behavior of each operator is given.

Output Data Sets and Operators
This section describes how an operator writes to an output data set, as dictated by 
the relationship between the operator’s output interface schema and, if present, 
the schema of the output data set. Table 13 gives a summary:

In most cases, an output data set has no schema. When written to by an operator, 
the output data set takes the schema of the operator’s output interface. Therefore, 
an output data set with no schema is compatible with all operators.

The following figure, Figure 22, shows an output data set for which a schema is 
not explicitly defined:

Table 13 How Schemas Determine the Writing of Output Data Sets  

Output Data Set Schema In Relation 
to Operator Output Interface Schema

Operator Behavior

Output data set has no schema (the usual 
case). 

The output data set adopts the schema of 
the operator’s output interface. 

Output data set schema defines the same 
number of fields as the operator output 
interface.

The operator writes to all fields in the 
output data set.

Output data set schema defines more 
fields than the operator’s output interface 
schema.

The operator sets extra fields to the 
default value (according to nullability 
and type), and Orchestrate issues a 
warning. 

Output data set schema defines fewer 
fields than the operator’s output interface.

The operator drops the output fields that 
are not present in the output data set, and 
Orchestrate issues a warning.
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An output data set may optionally have a schema. If an output data set has a 
schema, it must be compatible with the output interface schema of the operator. 
As shown in the second figure in “Input Data Sets and Operators” on page 5-12, if 
the output data set has the same number of fields and they are compatible with 
the output interface schema, the operator writes to all the fields.

An output data set can define fewer fields than the operator’s output interface 
schema. In that case, the operator drops the fields not defined in the output data 
set, and it issues a warning. In Figure 23, the operator drops f4 and f5 from the 
output interface schema:

Figure 22 Output Data Set with No Schema

NONE

f1:int32; f2:int16; f3:sfloat

Output data set schema

input data set schema
f1:int32; 

f2:int16; 

f3:sfloat

f1:int32; f2:int16; f3:sfloat

f1:int32;
f2:int16;

f3:sfloat

output data set schema

before operator executes after operator executes

Figure 23 Output Schema Mismatch

f1:int32;

f2:int16;

f3:sfloat;
f4:string;

f5:dfloat

f1:int32;

f2:int16;

f3:sfloat

output data set schema

f1:int32; f2:int16; f3:sfloat

input data set schema

f1:int32; f2:int16; f3:sfloat
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Operator Interface Schema Summary
Figure 24 and the accompanying keyed text summarize the relationship between 
the schema of a data set and the interface schema of an operator:

1 Fields of an input data set are matched by name and compatible data type 
with fields of the input interface schema of an operator. The input data set 
must contain at least the number of fields defined by the input interface 
schema of the operator.

You can use the modify operator to perform certain changes, such as 
renaming, to enumerated fields in the input data set. See the chapter on the 
modify operator in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference for more 
information.

2 The operator transfers extra fields in the input data set to the output data set. 
This is the default behavior for most operators.

3 If the output data set has no schema (as recommended), the data set adopts 
the schema of the operator’s output interface schema, and the operator writes 
all fields to the data set.

4 If the output data set has a schema, the operator writes to fields of the output 
data set that match fields in the operator’s output interface schema. The 
operator drops any unmatched fields from the operator’s output interface 
schema, and Orchestrate issues a warning.

Figure 24 Data Set and Interface Schemas
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5 If the output data set has a schema, the operator sets to default values any 
fields in the data set (w in the figure) that are not matched in the operator 
output interface schema, and Orchestrate issues a warning message.

Record Transfers and Schema Variables
Some operators read or write an entire record, regardless of its size or the number 
and types of its fields. In an operator interface schema, an entire record is 
represented by a schema variable. A field that is a schema variable has an asterisk 
(*) in place of a data type; for example, inrec:*. Schema variables give flexibility 
and efficiency to operators that input or output data on the record level without 
regard to the schema.

By default, if there are no other fields on the output interface schema, an operator 
with a schema variable in its interface schema transfers (copies) an entire record 
from an input data set to an output data set, regardless of the other elements of 
the input and output interface schema. The following figure, Figure 25, shows this 
default behavior for an operator that includes a schema variable in its input and 
output interface schema:

Transfers are used by some operators that modify the input data set and by others 
that do not. For example, the operator lookup modifies the input data set, and the 
operator peek performs a transfer without modifying the input data set.

Suppose that the operator in Figure 25 calculates the sum of the three fields 
identified in the input interface schema, across the entire input data set. In 
calculating the sum, the operator does not have to modify the records of the input 
data set. This operator reads the records, makes calculations, and transfers each 
record to the output data set without change. 

An operator can combine a schema variable in the output interface schema with 
additional, enumerated fields, as shown in the following figure, Figure 26:

Figure 25 Default Operator Transfer Behavior

output data set

input data set

f1:int32; f2:int16; f3:sfloat; inRec:*

outRec:*

entire record transferred from 
input data set to output data set
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In this example, the operator transfers the entire input record to the output data 
set and adds an additional field sum, which holds the sum of f1 and f2. 

Determining the Schema of a Schema Variable
A schema variable refers to an entire input or output record, regardless of any 
other fields in the interface schema. This section describes how to determine the 
schema associated with a schema variable.

Figure 27 shows an operator with schema variables in its interface. Below the 
figure are the schemas represented by the input and output schema variables.

Output Interface with Schema Variable and Enumerated Fields
In the next figure, Figure 28, the output interface includes two enumerated fields, 
whose values are calculated by the operator, plus a schema variable.

Figure 26 Enumerated Field and Output Schema

output data set

input data set

f1:int32; f2:int16; inRec:*

sum:int32; outRec:*

Figure 27 Schema Associated with a Schema Variable

f1: int32;
f2: int16;
f3: sfloat;
f4: int8

inRec:* = f1:int32; f2:int16; f3:sfloat; f4:int8

outRec:* = f1:int32; f2:int16; f3:sfloat; f4:int8

input data set schema

output data set

outRec:*

f1:int32; f2:int16; inRec:*
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The total output interface schema of the operator above comprises the schema 
variable outRec and the two new fields d and e:

The order of fields in the interface schema determines the order of fields in the 
records of the output data set. In the example, the two new fields were added at 
the beginning of the record, as listed in the output interface schema. The two new 
fields would be added to the end of the record if the output interface schema listed 
outRec first, as follows:

Handling Duplicate Field Names in an Output Schema
In an operator output interface, a schema variable can have one or more fields 
with the same names as individually listed fields. This situation introduces a 
potential name conflict. For example, suppose in the example above, the record in 
the input data set that corresponds to inRec in the input interface schema, 
contained a field named d:

a: int32; b:int16; c:ustring; d:int16

If that record were transferred to outRec and both additional fields defined by the 
output interface schema, d and e, were added to the output data set schema, there 

Figure 28 Output with Schema Variable and Enumerated Fields

a:int32;
b:int16;
c:string

input data set schema inRec:* = a:int32; b:int16; c:string

outRec:* = a:int32; b:int16; c:stringoutput data set schema

a:int32; b:int16; c:string; inRec:*

d:int32; e:int32; outRec*

a:int32;
b:int16;
c:string;
d:int32;
e:int32

d:int32; e:int32; outRec:*

d:int32; e:int32; a:int32; b:int16; c:string

outRec:*; d:int32; e:int32

a:int32; b:int16; c:string; d:int32; e:int32
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would be a conflict between the d field in outrec and the extra d field, as shown 
below:

You can use the modify operator to explicitly drop or rename duplicate fields, as 
described in the modify operator chapter of the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference.

How Orchestrate Handles Duplicate Field Names

If you do not use modify to handle duplicate field names, Orchestrate resolves 
name conflicts by dropping from the output data set schema any field with the 
same name as a preceding field (to its left) in the output interface schema, and 
Orchestrate also issues a warning message. In the example above, Orchestrate 
drops field d of the schema variable and issues a warning message. You can 
remember this rule as “Leftmost field with a given name wins”.

Summary of Schema Variable Usage
This section summarizes the discussion of schema variables, using Figure 29 and 
the accompanying keyed description.

d:int32; e:int32; outRec:*

d:int32; e:int32; a:int32; b:int16; c:string; d:int16

name conflict

Figure 29 Schema Variable Usage
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c
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3

operator input 
interface schema

operator output 
interface schema
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1 The input interface schema can include a schema variable.

2 Operators use schema variables to transfer an entire record of an input data 
set to the output data set. By default, an operator with schema variables in its 
interface schema transfers an entire record from an input data set to an output 
data set, regardless of the other elements of the input and output interface 
schemas of the operator. 

Operators that do not use schema variables drop unused fields from the 
records of an input data set. See “Input Data Sets and Operators” on page 5-12 
for more information.

3 The output interface schema can include explicitly named fields and/or a 
schema variable. The named fields are added to the output data set. If a 
named field has the same name as a field in the record assigned to the output 
schema variable, the duplicate field (reading from left to right in the output 
interface schema) is dropped from the output data set schema.

Flexibly-Defined Interface Fields
Many Orchestrate operators, compare, for example, allow flexibility in the fields 
that they accept. For example, one operator’s dynamic interface might take any 
number of double-precision floating point fields as input. Another’s might accept 
either a single 8-bit integer or a string as input. A third operator’s dynamic 
interface could take fields of any data type supported by Orchestrate.

For example, Figure 30 shows a sample operator, aSort, that has a dynamic 
interface schema:

The input interface accepts two fields and a schema variable. When you invoke 
this operator, you pass the names of two fields in the input data set that you want 
aSort to use as sort keys. The aSort operator could be used in an osh command as 
shown in this fragment:

$osh "... | aSort -key1 name -key2 age | ... "

Figure 30 Operator with a Dynamic Interface Schema

name: string;
address: string;
age: int32

input data set schema

sortOutDS.ds

outRec:*

_____; _____; inRec:*

aSort
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The Orchestrate operator tsort has a more advanced input interface, which lets 
you specify any number of fields as sort keys. The following example shows tsort 
used in an osh command fragment:

$ osh "... tsort -key age < sortInDS.ds > sortOutDS.ds ..."

Here, the -key option sets the input field age as the sort key. The tsort operator 
determines the data type of age from the input data set.

Partial Schemas and the intact Record Property
Description
The intact record property is used to pass a record unmodified from input to 
output. An operator cannot add, remove, or modify the data in an intact record. 

You write a partial schema which describes only the key fields to be processed, 
and to describe any variable length fields that affect the location of key fields. The 
intact property syntax is:

intact = [field_name]

where field_name is an optional identifier which identifies the intact record in the 
output schema. Its name defaults to _r_.

A schema for a intact record can be nested within a subrec or tagged field, but it 
cannot be nested within another intact schema.

Here is an example schema for an intact record: 
record { intact=details, record_length=82, record_delim_string='\r\n' }

( name: string[20] { position = 12, delim=none };
income: uint32 {position = 40, delim=',', text );

The schema provides a description of only two fields in the record, making them 
available as inputs to partitioners and operators. The intact record may contain 
many other fields, but they are invisible as far as processing is concerned, and 
cannot be used in the input interfaces to partitioners or operators. 

Advantages of Using the intact Property
This intact property frees you from describing the layout of all of the fields in a 
record. It also optimizes the performance of steps containing subprocess 
operators because there is no import and export overhead for steps whose record 
format is compatible with the processing logic of its subprocess operators.

Disadvantages of Using the intact Property
The disadvantage of using the property is that Orchestrate performs fewer 
schema compatibility checks because partial schemas have less information about 
the incoming records. For example, when a schema has only record-boundary 
information, Orchestrate cannot fully check data compatibility and cannot 
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reformat the data to match the interface schema of the subprocess operators. This 
makes it necessary for subprocess operators to be completely compatible with the 
incoming data. 

In addition, writing schemas for records with many variable-length fields can be 
time consuming. The key fields described in the example above occur at fixed 
offsets from the beginning of the record, making them easy to describe. When the 
record has variable-length fields which affect the location of key fields, they must 
also be described. For example:

record { intact=details, record_delim_string = '\r\n' }
( field1: string { delim = “,” };
field2: string { delim = “,” };
. . .

name: string [20] { delim=none };
fieldn: string {delim = “,” }
income: uint32 {delim = “,”, text };

In this case, only the name and code fields are to be processed, but the preceding 
variable-length fields must be described so that Orchestrate can locate the key 
fields. 

Here is a output schema that carries the entire intact record to output with its 
details field name:

record ( [added/modified fields ...]
details: record { intact, ... }

fields described in the input record
[added/modified fields ...])

Adding Fields to the Beginning or End of an intact Record
An operator cannot alter an intact record, but it can add result fields to the 
beginning or end of the record. For example, Figure 31 shows an operator adding 
a field to a data set that uses a partial schema definition.

Figure 31 Operator Using a Partial Schema

record {intact} (
name:string[20] {position=0};
income:int32 {position=44})

input data set schema

inRec:*

newField:int32; outRec:*

newField: int32;
record {intact} (

name: string[20] {position=0};
income: int32 {position=44})

output data set schema
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In this example, the operator adds the extra field, newField, at the beginning of the 
record. If the operator output interface listed newField after outRec, the operator 
would add newField to the end of the output data set schema.

If the name of an added field is the same as a field name in the partial schema, you 
can use the modify operator to handle the conflict See “Handling Duplicate Field 
Names in an Output Schema” on page 5-19. The modify operator can be used to 
rename or drop described fields of an intact record, but cannot be used to change 
the data type of a field. If you do not use modify, Orchestrate drops the duplicate 
name (considering the output interface from left to right) from the output data set 
schema. For example, the following figure, Figure 32, shows an operator adding a 
field with the same name, income, as a field in the partial schema.

In this example, the new income field is added at the beginning of the data set 
schema, and the income field of the partial record is dropped. Note that dropping 
a field from a partial schema eliminates only the field definition, and the contents 
of the record are not altered.

Using the check_intact Property
You can use the check_intact property with the intact property to direct 
Orchestrate to perform error checking when records are imported with a partial 
record schema. 

By default, when Orchestrate imports records with a partial schema, it does not 
perform error checking in order to maximize the import speed. The check_intact 
property overrides the default. Error-checking in this case verifies, during the 
import operation, that the record contents conform to the field description. In 
addition, downstream of this verification, the operator that acts on the input fields 
verifies their value.

For example, the following statement uses intact to define a partial record schema 
and uses check_intact to direct Orchestrate to perform error checking: 

Figure 32 Name Conflict Resolution with Partial Schemas

record {intact} (
name:string[20] {position=0};
income:int32 {position=44})

input data set schema

inRec:*

income:int32; outRec:*

income: int32;
record {intact} (

name: string[20] {position=0})

output data set schema
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record {intact=rName, check_intact, record_length=82,
record_delim_string='\r\n'} ()

Using Persistent Data within a Step
As mentioned in “Using Data Sets with Operators” on page 4-5, a data set file 
cannot be both read from and written to in a single step.

If you want to write to a persistent data set and also use the data set as input to an 
operator in the same step, you need to use the Orchestrate copy operator to make 
a copy of the data set. For example, the next figure, Figure 33, shows the copy 
operator outputting both a persistent data set saved to disk and a virtual data set 
that is input to the next operator in the step. See the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators 
Reference for more information on the copy operator.

Combining UNIX Shell Commands and osh 
Operators

Orchestrate allows you to combine UNIX shell commands and Orchestrate 
operators into a single osh command. 

Figure 33 Making a Persistent Copy of a Data Set

Step 1
persistent input data set 

persistent output data set 

virtual data set 

Op1

Op2

copy

. . . step continues
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Example: Using a UNIX Script in an Orchestrate 
Step

For example, suppose you want to use the following UNIX shell script in an 
Orchestrate step:

$ grep MA < users.dat | sed -e's/1996/1997/g' > usersMA.dat

The UNIX script uses the grep command to search the file users.dat for all lines 
containing the string MA. The grep command pipes its output to the sed command, 
which replaces all occurrences of the string 1996 with the string 1997. The output 
of sed is then redirected to the file usersMA.dat.

To execute the same script as an Orchestrate application step, use the following 
osh command:

$ osh "grep MA < users.dat | sed -e's/1996/1997/g' > usersMA.dat"

In this command, osh executes the grep and sed commands within the 
Orchestrate parallel framework. By default, UNIX commands are executed 
sequentially (that is, on a single processing node). Therefore, the results of this 
command are the same as for the normal shell command.

The output from this command is shown below:
ORCHESTRATE Application Framework V6.1.0
Copyright (C) 1997 - 2002 Ascential Software, Inc.
All Rights Reserved 

##I TFSC00000 08:05:24 <main_program> APT configuration file: .
/config.apt

##I TFSC00001 08:05:28 <main_program> Step execution finished with 
status = OK.

##I TCOS00022 08:05:28(001) <main_program> Startup Time 0:02
Production Run Time 0:01

Two Methods for Invoking UNIX Commands
To enable you to invoke UNIX commands and applications from osh, Orchestrate 
provides two methods:

• Automatic wrapping 

• Explicit wrapping

For detailed information, see Chapter 16, “UNIX Commands from osh”.
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Orchestrate Data Types
Orchestrate supports a rich collection of data types, including vectors, subrecords, 
tagged fields, and many scalar data types. This chapter gives detailed instructions 
for how to use these data types.
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Data Type Conversion Errors 6 12
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Introduction to Orchestrate Data Types

List of Data Types
Orchestrate supports all value (scalar) data types and two aggregate data types. 
Orchestrate data types are listed in the table below.

Table 14 Orchestrate Data Types

Orchestrate 
Data Type 

Size Description

date 4 bytes Date, with month, day, and year.

decimal depends on 
precision

Packed decimal, compatible with IBM 
packed decimal format.

sfloat 4 bytes IEEE single-precision (32-bit) floating-
point value.

dfloat 8 bytes IEEE double-precision (64 bits) floating-
point value.

int8
uint8

1 byte Signed or unsigned integer of 8 bits.

int16
uint16

2 bytes Signed or unsigned integer of 16 bits.

int32
uint32

4 bytes Signed or unsigned integer of 32 bits.

int64
uint64

8 bytes Signed or unsigned integer of 64 bits.

raw 1 byte per 
character

Untyped collection, consisting of a fixed or 
variable number of contiguous bytes and 
an optional alignment value.
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Support for Vectors
Orchestrate supports vectors, which are one-dimensional arrays of any type 
except tagged. For details on vectors, see “Vector Fields” on page 4-26.

Support for Nullable Fields
If a field is nullable, it can contain a valid representation of null. When an 
application detects a null value in a nullable field, it can take an action such as 
omitting the null field from a calculation or signaling an error condition. You can 
specify nullability for an Orchestrate record field of any Orchestrate value data 
type. For fields of aggregate data types, you can specify nullability for each 
element in the aggregate. For details on field nullability, see “Defining Field 
Nullability” on page 4-20.

Orchestrate Data Types in Detail
This section describes the characteristics of each Orchestrate data type listed in 
Table 14. For applicable data types, the descriptions include data conversion 
details, such as the data conversion format string for values passed to certain 
operators, such as import and export. For information on conversion between 
types, see “Performing Data Type Conversions” on page 6-11.

string 1 byte per 
character

ASCII character string of fixed or variable 
length.

subrec Sum of lengths of 
aggregate fields

Aggregate consisting of nested fields (like 
a C struct.)

tagged Sum of lengths of 
aggregate fields

Aggregate consisting of tagged fields, of 
which one can be referenced per record 
(like a C union.)

time 5 bytes Time of day, with resolution in seconds or 
microseconds.

timestamp 9 bytes Single field containing both a date and a 
time value.

ustring 16-bits per 
character

Multi-byte Unicode character string of 
fixed or variable length.

Table 14 Orchestrate Data Types (continued)

Orchestrate 
Data Type 

Size Description
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Minimum and Maximum Values for the Data Types
Table 15 Minimum and Maximum Values for Orchestrate Data Types

Orchestrat
e Data 
Type 

Minimum Value Maximum Value

date 01/01/0000 31/12/9999

decimal based on its precision and scale; 
see “Decimal” on page 6-6

based on its precision and scale; 
see “Decimal” on page 6-6

dfloat 2.22507385585072014E-308 1.7976931348623157E+308

int16 -32678 32767

int32 -2147483648 2147483647

int64 -9223372036854775808 9223372036854775807

int8 -128 127

raw none; raw fields are cast to 
another data type

none; raw fields are cast to 
another data type

sfloat 1.175494351E-38 3.402823466E+38

string 0 characters the maximum length is 
dependent on your memory 
resources. Each 8-bit character 
ranges from 0 - 255

time 00:00:00 23:59:59

tagged Sum of lengths of aggregate 
fields

Aggregate consisting of tagged 
fields, of which one can be 
referenced per record (like a C 
union.)

time 5 bytes Time of day, with resolution in 
seconds or microseconds.

timestamp 31/12/9999 23:59:59 01/01/0000 00:00:00

ustring 0 characters. the maximum length is 
dependent on your memory 
resources. Each 16-bit character 
ranges from 0 to 65536.
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Date 
The Orchestrate date data type is compatible with the RDBMS representations of 
date types supported by DB2, INFORMIX, Oracle, and Teradata.

Description
An Orchestrate date contains the following information: 

• year: between 1 and 9999, inclusive

• month: between 1 and 12, inclusive

• day of month: between 1 and 31, inclusive

You can also specify a date using two forms of the Julian representation: 

• Julian date uses two components to define a date: a year and the day of the 
year in the range 1 to 366, inclusive. 

• Julian day contains a single component specifying the date as the number of 
days from 4713 BCE January 1, 12:00 hours (noon) GMT. For example, January 
1, 1998 is the Julian day count 2,450,815. 

Data Conversion Format
By default, an Orchestrate operator interprets a string containing a date value as 
yyyy-mm-dd. If the date argument does not include a day, the operator sets it to the 
first of the month in the destination field. If the date does not include either the 
month or the day, they default to January 1.

If you wish to specify a non-default format, you can pass the operator an optional 
format string describing the format of the date argument. In a format string for a 
source string converted to a date, you must zero-pad the date components (date, 
month, and year) to the component length you specify. For a destination string 
that receives a date, Orchestrate zero-pads the date components to the specified 
length.

The following list describes the components that you can use in the format string. 
In addition to the required portions of the date components described below, you 
can also include non-numeric characters as separators or delimiters.

• %dd: A two-digit day of the month (range of 1 - 31).

• %ddd: Day of year in three-digit form (range of 1 - 366).

• %mm: A two-digit month (range of 1 - 12). 

• %year_cutoffyy: A two-digit year derived from yy and a four-digit year cutoff. 

Note If the date includes a day of the month, it must also include a month.
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year_cutoff specifies the starting year of the century in which the specified yy 
falls. You can specify any four-digit year as year_cutoff. Then, yy is interpreted 
as the low-order two digits of the year that is the same as or greater than the 
year cutoff. For example, to indicate that the year passed as 31 represents 
1931, you could specify the year_cutoff of 1930. If you pass a format string 
with a year_cutoff of 1930 and the corresponding year in the date string 
argument is 29, Orchestrate interprets that year as 2029, which is the next year 
ending in 29 that is after the year_cutoff. 

• %yy: A two-digit year derived from a default year cutoff of 1900. For example, 
using the yy format for a year of 42 results in its interpretation as 1942.

• %yyyy: A four-digit year.

Following are examples of complete date format strings using one or more of the 
possible components:

• %mm/%dd/%yyyy for dates in the form 03/24/1995 (interpreted as March 24, 
1995)

• %mm-%dd-%1800yy for dates in the form 03-24-95 where 1800 is the year cutoff 
(interpreted as March 24, 1895)

• %ddd-%yy for dates in the form 056-1998 (interpreted as February 25, 1998)

• %dd/%mm/%yy for dates in the form 25/12/96 where 1900 is the default year 
cutoff (interpreted as December 25, 1996).

The uformat date format provides support for international components in date 
fields. It’s syntax is:

String%macroString%macroString%macroString 

where %macro is a date formatting macro such as %mmm for a 3-character English 
month. Only the String components of uformat can include multi-byte Unicode 
characters. 

Decimal
Orchestrate provides the decimal data type for representing decimal data. The 
Orchestrate decimal format is compatible with the IBM packed decimal data 
format and with the DB2, Informix, Oracle, and Teradata decimal data types.

Description
The Orchestrate decimal format is characterized by two components: precision 
(P) and scale (S). Precision is the total number of digits in the decimal. Precision 
must be at least 1, and the maximum precision possible is 255. Scale is the number 
of digits to the right of the decimal point, comprising the fractional part of the 

Note Each component of the date format string must start with the percent symbol (%).
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decimal. The ranges of permissible values for precision and scale are the 
following:

1 <= P <= 255, 0 <= S <= P

A decimal with a scale of 0 represents integer values (no fractional part).

Decimal values are always signed. The decimal’s sign nibble represents the sign 
by one of six numeric values, shown below:

The number of bytes occupied by a decimal value is (P/2)+1. This packed decimal 
representation uses one nibble for each decimal digit, plus a sign nibble. If the 
number of decimal digits (that is, the precision) is even, Orchestrate prepends a 
zero-valued leading nibble in order to make the total number of nibbles even.

By default, a decimal with zero in all its nibbles is invalid. Many operations 
performed on a decimal detect this condition and either fail or return a flag 
signifying an invalid decimal value. You can, however, specify that an operation 
treat a decimal containing all zeros as a valid representation of the value 0. In that 
case, Orchestrate treats the decimal as valid and performs the operation. 

A decimal's available range, or its maximum and minimum possible values, is 
based on its precision and scale. The equation for determining a decimal’s upper 
and lower bounds is the following:

Note that this is an exclusive range, so that the decimal will always be less than 
the maximum and greater than the minimum. Thus, if P = 4 and S = 2, the range is 
- 99.99 <= decimal <= 99.99 (it is not -100.00 <= decimal <= 100.00).

Table 16 Decimal Sign Nibble Values

Sign Nibble Value Sign Notes

0xA +

0xB -

0xC + (Preferred) Always generated when Orchestrate 
writes to a decimal with a positive value.

0xD - (Preferred) Always generated when Orchestrate 
writes to a decimal with a negative value.

0xE +

0xF +

range 10± P S–( )=
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String and Ustring Assignment and Conversion
Orchestrate lets you assign a string or ustring to a decimal and a decimal to a 
string or ustring. The two most likely situations for such assignments are 
performing an import or export and using a data set as an input to an operator. 

When a string or ustring is assigned to a decimal, the string or ustring is 
interpreted as a decimal value. Strings assigned to decimals must be in the form:

[+/-]ddd[.ddd]

where items in brackets are optional.

By default, Orchestrate treats the string or ustring as null-terminated. However, 
you can also specify a string length. Orchestrate ignores leading or trailing white 
space in the string. Range checking is performed during the assignment, and a 
requirement failure occurs if the assigned value does not fit within the decimal's 
available range. 

You can also assign a decimal to a string or ustring. The destination string 
represents the decimal in the following format:

[+/-]ddd.[ddd]

A leading space or minus sign is written, followed by the decimal digits and a 
decimal point. Leading and trailing zeros are not suppressed. A fixed-length 
string is padded with spaces to the full length of the string. A fixed-length string 
must be precision + 2 bytes long (one byte for the leading sign indicator and one 
byte for the decimal point). A range failure occurs if a fixed-length string field is 
not large enough to hold the decimal. 

Floating-Point 
Orchestrate defines single- and double-precision floating-point data types. All 
standard arithmetic and conditional operations are supported for these floating-
point data types. 

Integers 
Orchestrate defines signed and unsigned, 8-, 16-, 32-, and 64-bit integer data 
types. All standard arithmetic and conditional operations are supported by these 
data types. 

Raw
The Orchestrate raw data type is a collection of untyped bytes, similar to the void 
data type in the C programming language. A raw in Orchestrate always contains 
a length, rather than a null terminator. 
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String and Ustring
The Orchestrate string and ustring fields always specify a length and do not 
include a null terminator.

Subrecord
You define nested field definitions, or subrecords, with the aggregate data type 
subrec. A subrecord itself does not define any storage; instead, the fields of the 
subrecord define storage and the subrecord groups them into a single named 
unit. The fields in a subrecord can be of any data type, including tagged. 

Tagged
You define tagged aggregate fields (similar to C unions) with the aggregate data 
type tagged. Defining a record with a tagged aggregate allows each record of a 
data set to have a different data type for the tagged field. When your application 
writes to a field in a tagged aggregate field, Orchestrate updates the tag, which 
identifies it as having type of the field that is referenced.

The data type of a tagged aggregate subfield can be of any Orchestrate data type 
except tagged or subrec.

Time
Description
The time data type uses a 24-hour representation, with either a one-second 
resolution or a microsecond resolution. The Orchestrate time data type is 
compatible with most RDBMS representations of time.

Valid times are in the range 00:00:00.000000 to 23:59:59.999999. Incrementing a 
time value of 23:59:59.999999 wraps the time around to 00:00:00.000000.

The time data type contains no information regarding time zone. In Orchestrate 
operations, all time values are treated as if they are in the same time zone.

Data Conversion Format
By default, an Orchestrate operator interprets a string containing a time value as 
hh:nn:ss, where hh is the hour, nn is the minute (so indicated to avoid confusion 
with the month value in the date format), and ss is the second.

If you wish to specify a non-default format, you can pass the operator an optional 
format string describing the format of the time argument. In a format string for a 
source string converted to a time, the time components (hour, minutes, and 
seconds) must be zero-padded to the character length specified by the format 
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string. For a destination string that receives a time, Orchestrate zero-pads the time 
components to the specified length. 

The possible components of the format string are:

• %hh: A two-digit hours component. 

• %nn: A two-digit minute component (nn represents minutes because mm is used 
for the month of date).

• %ss: A two-digit seconds component.

• %ss.N: A two-digit seconds plus fractional part where N is the number of 
fractional digits with a maximum value of 6. If N is 0, no decimal point is 
printed as part of the seconds component. Trailing zeros are not suppressed. 

For example, you could specify a format string of %hh:%nn to specify that the 
string contains only hour and minutes components. You could also specify the 
format as %hh:%nn:%ss.4 to specify that the string also contains the seconds to 
four decimal places.

The uformat date format provides support for international components in time 
fields. It’s syntax is:

String%macroString%macroString%macroString 

where %macro is a time formatting macro such as %hh for a two-digit hour. Only 
the String components of uformat can include multi-byte Unicode characters. 

Timestamp
Description
A timestamp includes both a date, as defined by the Orchestrate date data type, 
and a time, as defined by the time data type. The Orchestrate timestamp data 
type is compatible with most RDBMS representations of a timestamp.

Data Conversion Format
By default, an Orchestrate operator interprets a string containing a timestamp 
value as the following:

yyyy-mm-dd hh:nn:ss

Note that the month is represented by mm, while minutes are represented by nn. 
Also note the required space between the date and time parts of the timestamp.

To specify a non-default conversion format for a timestamp, you use a format 
string that combines the format strings for date (see “Data Conversion Format” 
on page 6-5) and time (see “Data Conversion Format” on page 6-9). The 

Note Each component of the time format string must start with the percent symbol (%).
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conversion format you specify must be valid for both the date and the time 
segments, as described in “Date” on page 6-5 and “Time” on page 6-9.

The uformat timestamp format provides support for international components in 
timestamp fields. This format is a concatenation of the uformat date and uformat 
time formats which are described in “Date” on page 6-5 and “Time” on page 6-9. 
The order of the two formats does not matter, but the two formats cannot be 
mixed.

Performing Data Type Conversions

Rules for Orchestrate Data Type Conversions
For a data set to be used as input to or output from an Orchestrate operator, its 
schema must be compatible with the interface for that operator, as follows:

• The names of the data set’s fields must be identical to the names of the 
corresponding fields in the operator interface.

• The data type of each field in the data set must be compatible with that of the 
corresponding field in the operator interface. Data types are compatible if 
Orchestrate can perform a default data type conversion, translating a value in 
a source field to the data type of a destination field.

If there are any discrepancies in field names, you must use the modify operator to 
change the field names for your data set. If your data set has any fields with 
incompatible data types, you must use the modify operator to convert those types 
so they are compatible.

Summary of Orchestrate Data Type Conversions
Orchestrate performs default type conversions on Orchestrate built-in numeric 
types (integer and floating point), as defined in the book C: A Reference Manual 
(Third Edition), by Harbison and Steele. Orchestrate also performs default data 
conversions involving decimal, date, time, and timestamp fields. In addition, you 
can perform a number of data type conversions with the modify operator, as 
described in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference. Data type conversions are 
described in more detail in “Data Set and Operator Data Type Compatibility” on 
page 5-6.

Note For all built-in Orchestrate operators (except import/export of flat files), the 
internal, physical representation of Orchestrate data types is handled 
transparently by Orchestrate. For details on using the import and export 
operators, see the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference.
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The table below shows the default data type conversions performed by 
Orchestrate and the explicit conversions you can perform using the modify and 
transform operators.

Source 
Field

Destination Field

d = default conversion
e = explicit conversion using the modify and transform operators 
blank = no conversion needed or provided
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int8 d d d d d d d d d e d d e d e e e e

uint8 d d d d d d d d d d d d

int16 d e d d d d d d d d d d e d e

uint16 d d d d d d d d d d d e d e

int32 d e d d d d d d d d d d e d e e e

uint32 d d d d d d d d d d d e d e e

int64 d e d d d d d d d d d d d

uint64 d d d d d d d d d d d d

sfloat d e d d d d d d d d d d d

dfloat d e d d d d d d d d d e d e d e e e

decimal d e d d d d e d d e d e d d e d e d e

string d e d d e d d d e d d d d e d e d e e e

ustring d e d d e d d d e d d d d e d e d e e

raw e e

date e e e e e e e

time e e e e e d e

timestamp e e e e e e e
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Example of Default Type Conversion
The following figure shows an input data set schema in which the data types of 
fields field1 and field3 do not match, but as shown in the conversion table above, 
they are compatible with the types of the operator’s corresponding fields:

As shown, Orchestra performs the following two default conversions:

• The data type of field1 is converted from int8 to int32.

• The data type of field3 is converted from int16 to sfloat.

Example of Type Conversion with the modify 
Operator

The table in “Summary of Orchestrate Data Type Conversions” on page 6-11 
shows that you can use modify to convert a field of type time to type int32. For 
example, to convert field t from type time to type int32, you can use the following 
expression in your osh command:

modify 't = int32_from_date(t)'

As shown in the conversion table above, there is no default conversion from time 
to uint64. However, there is a default conversion from int32 to uint64, and there 
is an explicit (with modify) conversion from int32 to uint64. Therefore, you can 
effect a default conversion of field t from type time to type uint64, by using the 
following expression:

t:uint64

Orchestrate performs the type conversion as though you had specified the 
following:

modify 't:uint64 = int32_from_date(t)' 

field1:int8;
field2:int16;
field3:int16;

default conversion

output data set

.

.

.
field1:int32; field2:int16; field3:sfloat;

field1:int32; field2:int16; field3:sfloat;

Input data set schema
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Data Type Conversion Errors
A error results when any Orchestrate operator is unable to perform a default data 
type conversion. See “Data Type Conversion Errors and Warnings” on page 5-7 
for details on data type conversion errors and warnings and on how to prevent 
them.
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Introduction
Orchestrate National Language Support (NLS) makes it possible for you to 
process data in international languages using Unicode character sets. Orchestrate 
uses International Components for Unicode (ICU) libraries to support NLS 
functionality.

The following ICU web sites have information useful to Orchestrate users who 
process multi-byte Unicode data.

The ICU home page is:

http://oss.software.ibm.com/developerworks/opensource/icu/project

For ICU locale information access:

http://oss.software.ibm.com/icu/userguide/locale.html

This site has information on ICU’s internationalized collation facility:

http://oss.software.ibm.com/icu/userguide/Collate_Intro.html

A glossary of Unicode terms is available at:

http://www.unicode.org/glossary
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NLS Terminology
The following table contains definitions for the NLS terms used in this chapter. 
The definitions are derived from the ICU-Specific Words and Acronyms document 
available at this address:

http://oss.software.ibm.com/icu/userguide/glossary.html

Table 1 NLS Terminology

Term Definition

ASCII A standard 7-bit character set which encodes the basic 
Latin alphabet and punctuation used in American 
English, but does not encode the accented characters 
used in many European languages.

character set
charset

An ICU mapping from a set of characters to their 
integer (code point) equivalents. These mappings 
make it possible to convert characters from one 
character encoding to another. A character set can be 
encoded in one or more code pages.

code page
character map

An ordered set of characters in which a code point 
value is associated with each character.

code point value The encoding value for a character in a specified 
character set. For example, the code point value of "A" 
is Ox0041.

collation Text comparison of strings using the language-
sensitive rules of ICU locales as opposed to bitwise 
comparison of numeric character codes.

escaped Unicode A representation of Unicode code points in these 
forms: \uhhhh or \Uhhhhhhhh, four or eight 
hexidecimal digits. 

locale A set of conventions for a particular geographical and 
political region that affect written language, formats 
for dates, numbers, and currency, and collation.
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Specifying a Language for Orchestrate 
Messages

You set your language choice for Orchestrate messages at install time when 
prompted. It cannot be changed subsequently. Two languages are currently 
supported: English and Japanese. Your setting is saved in this file:

$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/locale.txt

This language setting is independent of the ICU character settings described in 
the next section. 

Specifying Character Sets
You can specify five types of character settings: input, output, impexp, string, 
and OS. 

surrogate character
surrogate pair

A sequence of two code units used to represent a 
single UTF-16 code point in the range 0x10000 to 
0x10FFFF. These characters represent seldom used or 
archaic characters. 

Unicode A character set that encompasses all of the world’s 
living scripts.

Unicode character A Unicode character enables a computer to store, 
manipulate, and transfer multilingual text to other 
computers. A Unicode character has the binary range 
of 0 to 10FFFF.

UTF Unicode Transformation Format. The formats are 
binary encodings for representing Unicode 
characters. The encodings include UTF-8 and UTF-16, 
where 8 and 16 are bit sizes. These formats can take 
multiple units of binary numbers to represent a single 
character.

Table 1 NLS Terminology (continued)

Term Definition
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Character Setting Hierarchy
The character set for each type is determined by the following settings, arranged 
by resolution hierarchy:

1 Top-level osh option. 

syntax: -type_charset character_set

example: -output_charset ISO-8859-5

2 Environment variable.

syntax: APT_type_CHARSET character_set

example: APT_OUTPUT_CHARSET ISO-8859-5

3 Installation file setting. 

$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/nls/type_charset.txt/ contains your setting for each 
of the five character settings.

Input Character Set
Applies to 

Data input to the osh parser:

• osh scripts and commands

• schema and configuration files 

Does not control the encoding of data-set files or file-set files. Nor does it 
control data imported into Orchestrate for processing by the import and 
export operators; use the impexp character setting for this purpose.

Syntax
-input_charset character_set
APT_INPUT_CHARSET character_set

Default Setting
UTF-8

File Location
$APT_ORCHHOME/apt/etc/nls/input_charset.txt
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Output Character Set
Applies to

Operators that use the error logging system to output data; an example is the 
peek operator.

Syntax
-output_charset character_set
APT_OUTPUT_CHARSET character_set

Default Setting
UTF-8

File Location
$APT_ORCHHOME/apt/etc/nls/input_charset.txt

Impexp Character Set
Applies to

ustring data only:

• ustring data imported and exported to and from Orchestrate

• record and field properties applied to ustring fields

Syntax
-impexp_charset character_set
APT_IMPEXP_CHARSET character_set

Default Setting
Your OS character setting

File Location
$APT_ORCHHOME/apt/etc/nls/impexp_charset.txt

Note
You can also specify import/export ustring character sets at the record and 
field level. In this example, field a uses charset2 and field c uses the record-
level default, charset1.

record { charset=charset1 }
(a:ustring { charset=charset2 }, b:int32, c:ustring)
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String Character Set
Applies to

The encoding Orchestrate uses when performing automatic conversions 
between string and ustring fields.

Syntax
-string_charset character_set
APT_STRING_CHARSET character_set

Default Setting
your OS character setting

File Location
$APT_ORCHHOME/apt/etc/nls/string_charset.txt

Note
When Orchestrate automatically converts from string to ustring, there is no 
loss of data because all legal characters from the string type are also part of 
the ustring character set. When making the conversion from ustring to string, 
Unicode characters that are not part of the string character set default to the 
Ox1A (Control-Z) character. 

OS Character Set
Applies to

Operating system data:

• names of created files

• parameters to system calls

Syntax
-os_charset character_set
APT_OS_CHARSET character_set

Default Setting
ICU-determined default

File Location
$APT_ORCHHOME/apt/etc/nls/os_charset.txt
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Processing Multi-Byte Unicode Data with the 
ustring Schema Type

To process multi-byte character strings, Orchestrate provides the ustring schema 
type. The string schema type is used for processing single-byte character data. 

A ustring is a fixed-length or variable-length string of 16-bit code points from the 
Unicode UTF-16 character set. The length of a ustring is the number of 16-bit code 
points in the ustring. Indexing returns the code point of a single character.

The ustring schema type can be used for both single and multi-byte character 
data, except for particularly performance sensitive applications where attention to 
tuning is needed. 

ustring Syntax
The syntax for the two string types is similar except that a code point unit is 8 bits 
for string and 16 bits for ustring. 

The syntax is:
ustring

ustring[max=n_code_point_units]
ustring[n_code_point_units]
ustring[ ..., padchar = unicode_value | 'unicode_char' | null ]

Example ustring field syntax:
record(a:ustring;b[10]:ustring;c:ustring[20];d:ustring[max=15];

e:ustring[12, padchar = 0x6F])

Converting Between ustring and string Types
When Orchestrate automatically converts from string to ustring, there is no loss 
of data because all legal characters from the string type are also part of the ustring 
character set. When making the conversion from ustring to string, Unicode 
characters that are not part of the string character set default to the Ox1A 
(Control-Z) character. 

The sections “transform Operator” on page 7-16 and “modify Operator” on 
page 7-17 list the explicit conversion functions that convert between ustring and 
the other field types.

Note When an imported fixed-length ustring or string is not the length specified in 
the schema, the record is dropped, unless a reject data set is specified.

Specify the max_width and width properties of the import and export operators 
in bytes, not code-point units.
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Character Maps
A character map contains a set of characters for a particular written language. 
Each map has an identifier; for example, fr_CA-iso-8859 is the identifier for a 
character map for French Canadian. Each character is mapped to its code-point 
equivalent, which is a unique integer value; and to a code unit which is the binary 
width needed for that character set on a computer (8, 16, or 32 bits). A code point 
can be represented by one or more code units. 

Character maps make it possible to convert characters sets between the encodings 
used by different operating systems. 

An example character for French Canadian is â, a lowercase a with a circumflex. It 
is mapped to its code point value of 00E2 and to its code unit of 8 bits.

Available ICU Character Maps and Locales
The Orchestrate icu_utils command displays the available ICU character maps 
and locales. It has this usage string:

icu_utils listmaps | listlocales

There are three types of characters maps returned by the listmaps option:

• Character maps from icudata, which is the ICU library

• Proprietary DataStage maps which have been converted to ICU format maps 
and whose names have been prefixed by ASCL_.

• User-created custom maps.

Character maps that are part of the ICU library have better performance than 
user-created custom maps which are loaded from a file.

Custom maps you create should be placed in the directory specified by the 
environment variable ICU_DATA. This variable is normally set to 
$APT_ORCHHOME/nls/charmaps. The file convrtrs.txt, which lists all the available 
characters maps, is also in this directory. All other maps are located in 
$APT_ORCHHOME/lib/libicudata.

The command addCustomMap.sh mapname performs the steps necessary to add 
a map to the Orchestrate installation. The makeconv and gencval ICU commands 
must be available to addCustomMap.sh and are located in $APT_ORCHHOME/bin.

Internationalized Collation 
You determine collation for your Orchestrate work flows by either specifying 
predefined ICU locales or by writing your own collation sequences using ICU 
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syntax. You can specify your collation preferences at the osh top-level and at the 
operator level. By default, Orchestrate sorts strings using byte-wise comparisons.

ICU Locales
Your ICU locale choice specifies a particular written language and its associated 
string sorting order.

ICU Customized Collation
You write a customized collation sequence using the syntax defined by ICU. Your 
collation sequence file can include any valid character from the Unicode character 
set, including Unicode escape sequences such as \u13FF, and also these symbols: 
<, <<, <<<, =, and &. 

The following table contains the basic ICU collation syntax. For a more detailed 
description, see the IBM Collation User Guide.

ICU provides these options for tailoring your collation: alternate, backwards, 
variable top, normalization, caseLevel, caseFirst, strength, and hiraganaQ. 

For option descriptions and syntax access:

http://oss.software.ibm.com/icu/userguide/Collate_Customization.html

Specifying a Collation Sequence
You specify your collation preference at the osh top-level and at the operator level 
using the -collation_sequence option. Use the APT_COLLATION_SEQUENCE 
environment variable to specify collation at the global level. The operator level 
specification has the most precedence, followed by the osh top-level option, and 
then the environment variable.

Table 17 ICU Custom Collation Syntax

Symbol Example Description

< a < b identifies a primary (base letter) difference between a and b

<< a << ä signifies a secondary (accent) difference between a and b

<<< a <<< A identifies a tertiary difference between a and A

= x = y signifies no difference between x and y

& &Z instructs ICU to reset this character. These rules are relative 
to this letter from here on, but do not affect the position of Z 
itself.
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Use this syntax:
-collation_sequence locale |collation_file_pathname | OFF

APT_COLLATION_SEQUENCE locale |collation_file_pathname | OFF

You can use the Orchestrate icu_utils command to display the available ICU 
locales. Its syntax is:

icu_utils listlocales

See “Available ICU Character Maps and Locales” on page 7-10 for more details.

Example collation specifications:

• This specifies strings are to be sorted using the conventions of Irish English 
with Euro:

-collation_sequence en_IE_EURO 

• This specifies strings are to be sorted using the custom collation defined in 
sort9seq.txt:

-collation_sequence /usr/sequences/sort9seq.txt

• This specifies string comparisons are to be made using Unicode code-point 
value order, independent of any locale or custom sequence:

-collation_sequence OFF

The -collation_sequence option is mutually exclusive with the -ebcdic option.

Operators That Accept the -collation-sequence 
Option

aggtorec operator innerjoin operator sortfunnel operator

changeapply operator group operator sortmerge collector

changecapture operator leftouterjoin operator switch operator

compare operator lookup operator tagbatch operator

crosstab operator makerangemap utility transform operator

diff operator merge operator tsort operator

filter operator range partitioner writerangemap operator

fullouterjoin operator remdup operator

hash partitioner rightouterjoin operator
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osh Example
The default collation sequence for this work flow is en_US (US English). The tsort 
operator specifies Unicode code-point order (OFF); the transform operator uses a 
custom collation sequence defined in sequence23.txt; and the compare operator 
uses the top-level default, en_US.

osh -collation_sequence en_US 
“tsort -collation_sequence OFF ...
transform -collation_sequence /usr/sequences/sequence23.txt ...
compare -key altitude ...”

Operator NLS Functionality

Teradata Interface Operators
The Orchestrate Teradata operators support multi-byte Unicode character data in 
usernames, passwords, column names, table names, and database names.

Specifying an Orchestrate ustring Character Set
The Orchestrate Teradata interface operators perform character-set conversions 
between the Teradata database characters sets and the multi-byte Unicode 
ustring field type data. You use the -db_cs option of the Teradata interface 
operators to specify a ICU code page for mapping strings between the database 
and the Orchestrate Teradata interface operators. The default value is Latin1. 

Its syntax is:
teraread | terawrite -db_cs icu_code_page

For example:
terawrite -db_cs ISO-8859-5

Your database character set specification controls the following conversions:

• SQL statements are mapped to your specified character set before they are 
sent to the database via the native Teradata APIs.

If you do not want your SQL statements converted to this character set, set the 
APT_TERA_NO_SQL_CONVERSION environment variable. This variable 
forces the SQL statements to be converted to Latin1 instead of the character 
set specified by the -db_cs option.

• All char and varchar data read from the Teradata database is mapped from 
your specified character set to the ustring schema data type (UTF-16). If you 
do not specify the -db_cs option, string data is read into a string schema type 
without conversion.
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The teraread operator converts a varchar(n) field to ustring[n/min], where 
min is the minimum size in bytes of the largest code point for the code page 
specified by -db_cs.

• ustring schema-type data written to a char or varchar column in the Teradata 
database is converted to your specified character set. 

When writing a varchar(n) field, the terawrite operator shema type is 
ustring[n * max] where max is the maximum size in bytes of the largest code 
point for the code page specified by -db_cs.

See the Teradata Interface Operators chapter of the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference 
for more information on these operators.

switch Operator
Multi-byte Unicode character data is supported for these options:

• ustring selector values for the -case option

• field names for the -key option

This operator is described in The switch Operator chapter of the Orchestrate 7.0 
Operators Reference.

filter Operator
Multi-byte Unicode character data is supported in the -where option for predicate 
field names, constants, and literals.

This operator is described in The filter Operator chapter of the Orchestrate 7.0 
Operators Reference.

The DB2 Interface Operators
Components That Can Contain Multi-Byte Unicode Characters
• database names

• database objects such as tables, views, and indices

• host variables

• cursors

• program labels

• char and varchar columns and graphic and vargraphic columns
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Specifying a Character Set With the -db_cs Option
The -db_cs option in the DB2 read and write operators let you determine which 
ICU character set Orchestrate uses to map between DB2 char and Varchar values and 
Orchestrate ustring values, and to map DLL and query statements for output to DB2.

In $APT_ORCHHOME/etc/db2_cs.txt, these mappings between ICU character sets and 
DB2 code pages are listed: 

If your -db_cs ICU character setting is listed in db2_cs.txt, Orchestrate sets the 
DB2CODEPAGE environment variable to the corresponding code page. If your ICU 
character setting is not in db2_cs.txt, you can add it to that file or set the 
DB2CODEPAGE environment variable yourself.

If there is no code-page mapping in db2_cs.txt and DB2CODEPAGE is not set, 
Orchestrate uses the DB2 defaults. DB2 converts between your character setting 
and the DB2 code page, provided that the appropriate language support is set in 
your operating system; however, no conversion is performed for the data of the 
db2load operator. Refer to your DB2 documentation for DB2 national language 
support.

Preventing Character-Set Conversion with the -use_strings Option 
The -use_strings option of the db2read and db2lookup operators direct 
Orchestrate to import DB2 char and Varchars to Orchestrate as Orchestrate 
strings without converting them from their ASCII or binary form. This option 
overrides the -db_cs option which converts DB2 char and Varchars as ustrings 
using a specified character set.

See the The DB2 Interface Operators chapter of the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference 
for information on these operators.

The Oracle Interface Operators
The Orchestrate Oracle operators support multi-byte Unicode character data in 
these components:

• schema, table, and index names

• user names and passwords

• column names

ICU character setting DB2 code page

eucJP 954

ISO-8859-1 819

UTF-8 1208
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• table and column aliases

• SQL*Net service names and SQL statements

• file-name and directory paths. 

The operators have two options which optionally control character mapping:

• -db_cs character_set

Specifies an ICU character set to map between Oracle char and varchar data 
and Orchestrate ustring data, and to map SQL statements for output to 
Oracle.

• -nchar_cs

Specifies an ICU character set to map between Oracle nchar and nvarchar2 
values and Orchestrate ustring data. 

See the The Oracle Interface Operators chapter of the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators 
Reference for information on these operators.

The SAS-Interface Operators
The -sas_cs option of the SAS interface operators allows you to specify a character 
set that maps between Orchestrate ustrings and the char data stored in SAS files. 
The value of this option can be either an ICU character set or a SAS DBCSLANG 
setting. The SAS Interface Operators chapter of the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators 
Reference document these operators.

transform Operator
Option Values That Support Multi-Byte Unicode Character Data
• the field names given to the -inputschema and -outputschema options 

• -inputschemafile and -outputschemafile files

• -expression option string and the -expressionfile option filepath

• -sortkey and -partkey field names

• -compiler, -linker, and -dir pathnames

• -name file name 

• -staticobj and -sharedobj pathnames

• -compileopt and -linkopt pathnames

ustring Conversion Functions
date_from_ustring
ustring_from_date
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ustring_from_time
time_from_ustring
ustring_from_timestamp
timestamp_from_ustring
ustring_from_decimal
decimal_from_ustring

The transform operator now provides the uformat format for date, time, and 
timestamp fields. This format allows you to use multi-byte Unicode characters in 
your formatting strings.

ustring Manipulation Functions
There are 49 ustring manipulation functions that have the same functionality as 
the string manipulation functions. Their names consist of the string function 
names preceded by u_. Examples are u_compact_whitespace, u_substring, 
u_set_bit, and u_size_of.

Job Monitor Reporting Functions
The Job Monitor reporting functions of the transform operator now have these 
ustring equivalents:

u_set_custom_summary_info
u_send_custom_report
u_send_custom_instance_report

The transform operator is described in The transform Operator chapter of the 
Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference.

modify Operator
Fieldname Unicode Support
In modify specifications, multi-byte Unicode character data is supported for 
fieldnames.

ustring Conversion Functions
date, time, timestamp, and decimal functions:

date_from_ustring
ustring_from_date
ustring_from_time
time_from_ustring
ustring_from_timestamp
timestamp_from_ustring
ustring_from_decimal
decimal_from_ustring

General ustring Functions
ustring_from_string
lowercase_ustring
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uppercase_ustring
ustring_length
u_substring
ustring_length
u_raw_from_string

Null Functions
is_ustring_inband_null
handle_null
make_null

Lookup Functions

The lookup tables for these functions can be localized:
lookup_int_16_from_ustring
lookup_ustring_from_int16
lookup_ustring_from_uint32
lookup_uint32_from_ustring

The modify operator now provides the uformat format for date, time, and 
timestamp fields. This format allows you to use of multi-byte Unicode characters 
in your formatting strings.

The modify operator is described in The modify Operator chapter of the Orchestrate 
7.0 Operators Reference.

import and export Operators
Options That Support Multi-Byte Unicode Character Data
These import operator options support multi-byte Unicode character data:

• -file, -fileset, and -filepattern

• -schema and -schemafile

• -source and -sourcelist

• -filter

These export operator options support multi-byte Unicode character data:

• -file and -fileset

• -destination and -destinationlist

• -schema and -schemafile

• -diskpool, -filter, -prefix, and -suffix

Properties That Support Multi-Byte Unicode Character Data
The charset property allows you to specify a character set. At the field level, the 
property applies only to ustring values. At the record level, it applies to the 
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import/export properties that support multi-byte Unicode character data; these 
properties are listed below. The syntax for charset is:

charset=charset

These import/export properties can contain multi-byte Unicode character data:
delim
delim_string
record_delim
record_delim_string
final_delim
final_delim_string
quote
default
padchar
null_field
date_format
time_format
timestamp_format

For more information, refer to these sources:

• For character-set specifications see “Specifying Character Sets” on page 7-5 of 
this document.

• the Import/Export Properties chapter of the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference

• the The import Operator and The export Operator chapters of the Orchestrate 7.0 
Operators Reference 

• Orchestrate 7.0 Record Schema Syntax includes the import/export schema 
syntax 

generator Operator
These generator options have been added to support the ustring schema type:

cycle = {value = 'ustring_1', value = 'ustring_2', ... }
alphabet = 'alpha_numeric_ustring'

The generator Operator is documented in The generator Operator chapter in the 
Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference.

buildop
Internationalized buildop Components
These buildop option values accept multi-byte Unicode characters:

-o name
-BC dir
-BL linker_path
-C dir
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-H dir
-O dir
-PC compiler_options
-PL library_options
-W dir

These definition-file directives accept multi-byte Unicode characters:

$argument name and flag values
$compile compiler_options
$library library_options
$input port and field names
$output port and field names

Using the $input and $output Directives
For every input and output for an operator, you must use an $input or $output 
directive to specify a schema and other properties for the input or output. 

The port and field names of the $input and $output directives may contain multi-
byte Unicode characters. However, most C++ compilers currently process only
7-bit US-ASCII characters. To overcome this restriction, Orchestrate provides 
alternative syntax for the directives that contain multi-byte Unicode data. Refer to 
the Chapter 14. The Orchestrate Operator Builder in the Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide for 
the details.

osh Command-Line NLS Support
Multi-byte Unicode characters are supported in these osh command-line 
components:

• osh specifications

• option values

• both the name and value components of a parameter definition 

• field names

• these configuration names: node names, fast names, node pools, resource 
names, and resource pools

Note osh keywords, operator names, and option names may not contain multi-byte 
Unicode characters.

A schema definition is in ASCII characters except for field names which can 
contain multi-byte Unicode characters.
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Using Escaped Unicode on the osh Command 
Line

When you specify the -escaped top-level osh option, Orchestrate interprets your 
command-line options in escaped Unicode code points and invariant-ASCII. This 
option is useful when you find it difficult to input Unicode characters. 
Orchestrate converts your escaped Unicode code-point character encodings to Unicode 
characters. For more information, see Chapter 3. Using the Orchestrate Shell in the 
Orchestrate 7.0 User Guide.

Surrogate Characters
A surrogate character, also called a surrogate pair, is a sequence of two code units 
used to represent a single UTF-16 code point in the range 0x10000 to 0x10FFFF. 
These characters represent seldom used or archaic characters. 

When performing conversions of surrogate characters, Orchestrate maintains the 
integrity of the surrogate characters as two-unit values as ICU does. However, 
Orchestrate does not provide any special indexing or sorting functionality for 
these characters.

orchdbutil Command
The orchdbutil is a stand-alone command that interacts with the DB2, Oracle, and 
Informix databases to perform such tasks as creating, dropping, and clearing 
tables, displaying the schema for a table, executing SQL statements, and so on.

The following command arguments support multi-byte Unicode character data:

• schema, file, table, query, server, database, column, and filter names

• user names and passwords

Custom Operator C++ API

APT_String and APT_UString Class Interface
APT_String represents the value type of the string schema field used for 
processing single-byte character data. It stores its contents in a plain char array. 
Strings are sorted using byte-wise comparisons. APT_String assumes all streams 
are a sequence of 8-bit characters, and no conversion is done.

APT_UString represents the value type of the ustring schema field used for 
processing multi-byte Unicode character data. It stores its contents in an UChar 
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array. UChar is defined in the ICU header file unicode/utf.h, and its 
implementation is operating-system dependent. Strings are sorted using the 
collation services described in “Internationalized Collation” on page 7-10 of this 
document. APT_UString uses conversion services for input from and output to 
streams which are UTF-8 encoded.

The next figure shows the interface to APT_String and APT_UString. These 
classes derive directly from APT_BasicString. 

See the header files, basicstring.h, string.h, and ustring.h in 
$APT_ORCHHOME/include/apt_util/ for descriptions of these functions. 

You can browse the Orchestrate class hierarchy using HTML-documented header 
files. Start your search with the index.html file in $APT_ORCHHOME/doc/html/. 

You access a field of type APT_String or APT_UString using the field accessor 
APT_InputAccessorToString or APT_InputAccessorToUString and 
APT_OutputAccessorToString or APT_OutputAccessorToUString. Once you 
have defined and initialized the accessor, you then use indirect addressing, via 
the dereferencing operator ->, to call a member function of APT_String or 
APT_UString to process the field. 

operator>>()
operator<<()
operator<=()
operator>=()
operator ||()
padChar()
prepareForFielding()
prepend()
removePadding()
replace()
setBoundedLength()
setCollationSeq()
setFixedLength()
setLength()
setPadChar()
setVariableLength()
substring()
terminatedContent()
transform()
transformLength
trimPadding()
toLower()
toUpper()

APT_String/APT_UString class interface

public:
constructor
destructor
addPadding()
adopt()
adopt_badarg()
allocBuf()
append()
append2()
asFloat()
asInteger()
assignFrom()
badIndex()
bind()
clear()
compactPadding()
compare()
content()
data()
data_nonOwn()
equal_CI()
equals()
equivalent()
getChar()
initFrom()

isBound()
getCollationSeq()
hash()
isBoundedLength()
isEmpty()
isEmpty_fixed()
isEqualCI()
isFixedLength()
isLower()
isUpper()
isTransformNecessary()
isVariableLength()
length()
nonTerminatedContent()
offsetOfSubstring()
occurrences()
operator[ ]()
operator+()
operator+=()
operator=()
operator==()
operator!=()
operator>()
operator<()
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You can see from the class member functions that APT_String and APT_UString 
allow you to copy a string field, using operator=, and compare string fields using 
operator==, operator!=, isEqualCI()and other functions. These classes also 
contain member functions to access the contents and length of a string field. 

The <, >, <=, and => operators also use a collation sequence if a non-default 
sequence is available. The default collation sequence uses byte-wise comparisons.

Unicode Utilities
$APT_ORCHHOME/include/apt_util/unicode_utils.h is the header file for the 
Unicode utility functions. The functions are listed in Chapter 7: Using Cursors and 
Accessors in the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide. These are the types of utility 
functions provided:

• Character Set Conversion Functions

– UTF-8 character set conversion functions

– OS character set conversion functions

– Input character set conversion functions

– Invariant ASCII character set conversion functions

– User-specified character set conversion functions

• String Manipulation Functions 

• Ctype Functions 

• File-Related Functions

• APT_UString Comparison Methods

String and Ustring Descriptor Classes
These are the string and ustring descriptor classes with their associated header 
files:

Table 18 string and ustring Descriptor Classes and Header Files

APT_BasicStringDescriptor $APT_ORCHHOME/include/apt_framework

/type/basic/basicstring.h

APT_InputAccessorToString
APT_OutputAccessorToString
APT_StringDescriptor

$APT_ORCHHOME/include/apt_framework

/type/basic/string.h
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Localizing Orchestrate Messages
Chapter 4. Localizing Messages in the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide, describes the 
process of changing operator message code so that Orchestrate messages can be 
output in multiple languages.

APT_InputAccessorToUstring
APT_OutputAccessorToUString
APT_UstringDescriptor

$APT_ORCHHOME/include/apt_framework

/type/basic/ustring.h

Table 18 string and ustring Descriptor Classes and Header Files
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Partitioning in Orchestrate
For an Orchestrate application to run in parallel, data must be partitioned, where 
each data partition is processed on a separate node. This chapter describes when 
and how to override an operator’s default partitioning method.
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Partitioning is the action of dividing a data set into multiple segments or 
partitions. Partitioning implements the "divide and conquer" aspect of parallel 
processing, where each processing node in your system performs an operation on 
a portion of a data set rather than on the entire data set. Therefore, your system 
produces much higher throughput than it does using a single processor. 

Orchestrate-Inserted Partition and Sort 
Components

Orchestrate automatically inserts partition and sort components in your 
application to optimize the performance of the operators in your data flow. This 
makes it possible for you to write correct data flows without having to deal 
directly with issues of parallelism. 

When you want to explicitly control the partitioning and sorting behavior of an 
operator, you can insert a predefined Orchestrate partitioner component or create 
a custom component using the C++ API. In most cases, Orchestrate issues a 
warning, but does not remove an unnecessary or inappropriate partitioning 
component. 

Orchestrate’s predefined partitioners are described in this chapter and in the 
Partitioning Library chapter of the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference. See the 
Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide for information on defining your own partitioning 
method by deriving from the Orchestrate base class APT_Partitioner.

You can prevent Orchestrate from automatically inserting partition and sort 
components in your data flow by using the osh top-level command-line options, 
-nopartinsertion and -nosortinsertion. For example:

osh -nosortinsertion "step-specification-string"

Note that sequential Orchestrate operators do not use a partitioning method. 
Instead, a sequential operator defines a collection method. A collection method 
defines how a sequential operator combines the partitions of an input data set for 
processing by a single node. See Chapter 9, “Collectors in Orchestrate” for 
information.

Partitioning Data Sets
A record comprises one row of a data set and is the unit of partitioning in 
Orchestrate. An operator partitions an input data set by dividing it record by 
record to distribute the data set to all processing nodes executing the operator.

All records assigned to a single processing node are referred to as a data-set 
partition. An operator executing on a processing node performs an action only on 
those records in its input partition. All records on a processing node output by an 
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operator are written to the same partition of the output data set. For each 
partitioning method, Orchestrate provides a partitioner which you use to 
partition data for a parallel operator. Partitioning methods are described in 
“Partitioning Methods” on page 8-4, and the partitioners are introduced in 
“Using Partitioners” on page 8-8 and are described in detail in the Orchestrate 7.0 
Operators Reference.

Partitioning and a Single-Input Operator
Partitioners work closely with parallel operators, so that all partitioning and 
parallelism are hidden from the application user. In Figure 34 the left-hand data-
flow diagram is an application user’s view of a parallel operator that takes one 
input data set and outputs one data set. The detailed diagram on the right shows 
the application developer’s view: a partitioner partitions the data that the parallel 
operator then processes, and the parallel operator outputs a partitioned data set.

As shown in the right-hand diagram, the partitioner performs the following tasks:

• Takes as input a data set, which may have already been partitioned

• According to its partitioning method, determines the output partition for each 
record

• Writes each record to an output partition

The parallel operator runs as a separate instance on each processing node in the 
system. The operator instance processes records from a single input partition, and 
it writes all its output to a single output partition.

Figure 34 One-Input One-Output Parallel Operator
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Partitioning and a Multiple-Input Operator
A multiple-input parallel operator can use a different partitioner to partition each 
input. However, the partitioners must create the same number of partitions for 
each input of the parallel operator.

In Figure 35, the left-hand data-flow model is an application user’s view of a two-
input operator. The right-hand diagram shows the details: the operator takes each 
of its two inputs from a different partitioner. It also shows that each partitioner 
takes a different number of partitions (four partitions to the left-hand partitioner 
and two partitions for the right-hand partitioner), as output by differently 
partitioned upstream operators.

The right-hand diagram shows that each partitioner creates three partitions for 
one of the two inputs to the parallel operator.

Partitioning Methods
Each Orchestrate partitioner uses a different method to determine how to 
partition a data set. A partitioning method may be as simple as the random 
distribution of records, or it may involve complex analysis of the data.

The Benefit of Similar-Size Partitions
In selecting a partitioning method, an important objective is to make sure that all 
have approximately the same number of records so that processing will be 
distributed fairly evenly among processing nodes. Greatly varied partition sizes 
can result in heavy record processing by some of your processing nodes and little 
processing by others.

Figure 35 Two-Input One-Output Parallel Operator
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For example, suppose that you need to partition a data set in which every record 
contains a zipcode field. You could select a partitioning method that partitions the 
data according to value of the zipcode field. If there are approximately the same 
number of records for each zipcode, your partitions will be of similar size. 
However, if most of your data set records have one zipcode value and few 
records have other zipcode values, your partitions will vary significantly in size. 

Partitioning Method Overview
Orchestrate supports the following commonly used partitioning methods, briefly 
described below. The Orchestrate operators that implement these methods are 
described in “Using Partitioners” on page 8-8.

• Round robin: The first record goes to the first processing node, the second to 
the second processing node, and so on. When Orchestrate reaches the last 
processing node in the system, it starts over. This method is useful for resizing 
partitions of an input data set that are not equal in size. The round robin 
method always creates approximately equal-sized partitions. 

• Random: Records are randomly distributed across all processing nodes. Like 
round robin, random partitioning can rebalance the partitions of an input 
data set to guarantee that each processing node receives an approximately 
equal-sized partition. The random partitioning has a slightly higher overhead 
than round robin because of the extra processing required to calculate a 
random value for each record.

• Same: The operator using the data set as input performs no repartitioning and 
takes as input the partitions output by the preceding operator. With this 
partitioning method, records stay on the same processing node; that is, they 
are not redistributed. Same is the fastest partitioning method.

• Entire: Every instance of an operator on every processing node receives the 
complete data set as input. It is useful when you want the benefits of parallel 
execution, but every instance of the operator needs access to the entire input 
data set. You are most likely to use this partitioning method with operators 
that create lookup tables from their input. 

• Hash by field: Partitioning is based on a function of one or more fields (the 
hash partitioning keys) in each record. This method is useful for ensuring that 
related records are in the same partition.

• Modulus: Partitioning is based on a key field modulo the number of partitions. 
This method is similar to hash by field, but involves simpler computation.

• Range: Divides a data set into approximately equal-sized partitions, each of 
which contains records with key fields within a specified range. This method 
is also useful for ensuring that related records are in the same partition.

• DB2: Partitions an input data set in the same way that DB2 would partition it. 
For example, if you use this method to partition an input data set containing 
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update information for an existing DB2 table, records are assigned to the 
processing node containing the corresponding DB2 record. Then, during the 
execution of the parallel operator, both the input record and the DB2 table 
record are local to the processing node. Any reads and writes of the DB2 table 
would entail no network activity. See the chapter on interfacing with DB2 in 
the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference for more information. 

• Other: You can define a custom partitioner by deriving a class from the C++ 
APT_Partitioner class. Other is the partitioning method for operators that use 
custom partitioners. See the chapter on partitioning in the Orchestrate 7.0 
Developer Guide.

Partitioning Method Examples
This section describes examples of different partitioning methods used with 
several basic data-flows.

Figure 36 shows a data flow between two Orchestrate operators:

On the left, the operators appear in a data-flow diagram. The rest of the figure 
shows the internal data flow. 

Operator1 processes its input data set on multiple nodes. Each processing node 
receives a single partition of the input data set. As Operator1 writes its results to its 
output data set, Operator2 redistributes the records based on its partitioning 
method. 

Figure 36 Data Flow between Parallel Operators
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• Case 1: If Operator2 uses any, round robin, random, hash by field, modulus, 
range, or other, an output record from a node executing Operator1 may be sent 
to any node executing Operator2 because this second operation repartitions 
the data. Note that the number of partitions for Operator1 and Operator2 do not 
need to be equal.

• Case 2: If Operator2 uses same, each node executing Operator2 inherits a 
complete partition of the data set as created by a node executing Operator1. No 
repartitioning is performed. Note that the any partitioning method is treated 
as same if the input data set has its preserve-partitioning flag set. See “The 
Preserve-Partitioning Flag” on page 8-13 for more information.

• Case 3: (not shown): If Operator2 uses entire, each node executing Operator2 
receives a copy of the entire input data set.

• Case 4: Orchestrate lets you include both parallel and sequential operators in 
a step. Sequential operators execute on a single processing node and therefore 
always take an entire data set as input. Sequential operators input the output 
of all processing nodes in the upstream, parallel operator. (You have the 
option of using a collector to control how the partitions are gathered for input 
to the sequential operator; see Chapter 9, “Collectors in Orchestrate” for more 
information.) This fan-in operation is shown in Figure 37.

• Case 5: This case is the converse of Case 4 above. When a sequential operator 
precedes a parallel operator, the parallel operator fans out the sequential 
operator’s output to the processing nodes. This fan out is controlled by the 
partitioning method of the parallel operator. The fan-out is shown in the next 
figure, Figure 38.

Figure 37 Data Flow from Parallel to Sequential Operator
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Using Partitioners

Overview
Nearly all Orchestrate built-in operators have a predefined partitioning method, 
Only the psort operator and the group operator in hash mode require that you 
specify a partitioning method. 

Many Orchestrate operators have the predefined partitioning method any. You 
can place any partitioner in front of an operator that specifies the any method. 
Overriding an operator’s partitioning method is useful for controlling the 
distribution of records in your system. 

You can also use a partitioner before you write a persistent data set to disk. This 
allows you to distribute your data set as a preprocessing operation before the 
write.

Orchestrate has a partitioner for each partitioning method described in 
“Partitioning Method Overview” on page 8-5, as follows:

• roundrobin 

• random 

• same 

• entire 

• hash 

• range 

Figure 38 Data Flow from Sequential to Parallel Operator
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• modulus 

For example, Figure 39 shows the roundrobin partitioner inserted before the 
Orchestrate pcompress operator. The right side of the figure indicates how 
records would be partitioned if there are 4 partitions and nine records where the 
first is denoted by the number 1 and so forth. The ninth and last record is shown 
being placed in the first partition.

A benefit of the roundrobin partitioner is that it creates relatively equal-sized 
partitions in its output data set. If processing previous to the roundrobin 
partitioner, such as a filter or duplicate-record removal, creates partitions that are 
unequal in size, you can use roundrobin to redistribute records before inputting 
them to the pcompress operator.

Shown below is the osh command for this example:
$ osh "... | roundrobin | pcompress ..."

The next figure, Figure 40, shows the random partitioner used to distribute the 
output partitions of the remdup operator before writing a data set to disk. The 
right side of the figure indicates how records might be partitioned if there are 4 
partitions and nine records where the first is denoted by the number 1 and so 
forth. Of course, since the random partitioner partitions randomly, the actual 
distribution of the records would be different each time the program is run.

Figure 39 The roundrobin Partitioner
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Like the roundrobin partitioner, the random partitioner creates partitions in its 
output data set that are approximately equal in size. 

Here is the osh command for this example:
$ osh "... | remdup options | random > outDS.ds"

Choosing a Partitioner
This section contains an overview of how to use the partitioners in an Orchestrate 
application. See the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference for a complete description 
of each operator. 

General Guidelines for Selecting a Partitioning Method
Following are some general guidelines for choosing a partitioning method and, 
therefore, an Orchestrate partitioner:

• Choose a partitioning method that creates a large number of partitions. For 
example, hashing by the first two digits of a zipcode produces a maximum of 
100 partitions. This may not be a large enough number of partitions for a 
particular parallel processing system. To create a greater number of partitions, 
you could hash by five digits of the zipcode, to produce as many as 10,000 
partitions. Or, you could combine a two-digit zipcode hash with a three-
character name hash, to yield 1,757,600 possible partitions (100 * 26 * 26 * 26).

• Choose a partitioning method that creates partitions that are roughly uniform 
in size, as discussed in “Partitioning Methods” on page 8-4.

• Make sure the partitioning method matches the action of the operator. For 
example, if you are performing a comparison, choose a partitioning scheme 

Figure 40 The random Partitioner
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that assigns related records to the same partition, so the operator can compare 
them. 

• Do not use a complicated partitioning method with an operator that performs 
a uniform operation on all records, for example, extracting data. If the 
processing operation performed on each record is not related to any other 
records, use any. Remember that you are processing huge amounts of data. 
Any additional processing on an individual record is multiplied by the 
number of records in the data set.

Keyed and Keyless Partitioning
Keyed partitioners examine one or more fields of a record, called the partitioning 
key fields, to determine the partition to which to assign the record. The keyed 
partitioners are hash, modulus, and range.

Keyless operators determine the partition for a record without regard to the record 
itself. The keyless partitioners are random, roundrobin, and same.

The keyed partitioners hash and range are discussed in more detail below.

Hash Partitioning
Hash partitioning is useful when you need to compare records, such as in a sort 
or join operation. You use hash to hash-partition the data set, to assign records 
with the same partitioning key values to the same partition. Then, you sort or join 
the individual partitions of the data set. While you cannot control which partition 
receives which records, the hash partitioner guarantees that all records with the 
same hashing keys are assigned to the same partition. 

You can also use hash partitioning when the processing operation relies on a 
particular ordering or relationship among the records of each partition. For 
example, suppose that you use the remdup operator to remove duplicate records 
from a data set, according to the first-name and last-name fields. If you randomly 
partition records, duplicate records might not be in the same partition and, 
therefore, would not be detected and removed. 

While the hash partitioner guarantees that all records with the same hashing keys 
will be assigned to the same partition, it does not control the size of each partition. 
For example, if you hash partition a data set based on a zipcode field, where a 
large percentage of your records are from one or two zipcodes, a few partitions 
will contain most of your records. This behavior can lead to bottlenecks because 
some nodes will be required to process more records than other nodes. 

For example, the next figure, Figure 41, shows the possible results of hash 
partitioning a data set using the field age as the partitioning key. In this example, 
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the records contain 16 different keys and there are 5 partitions, resulting in each 
partition being assigned records with 3 keys, except for one record with 4 keys.

The hash operator assigns records with the same age to the same partition. As 
evident in Figure 41, the key values are randomly distributed among the 
partitions, and the number of keys per partition is approximately the same, 
although the number of records per partition can vary widely.

The partition sizes resulting from a hash partitioner depend on the distribution of 
records in the data set. The distribution in the example is created because the data 
set contains an unequal record distribution based on the age field. You may not 
care that your partitions are of different sizes, or you may be able to choose a 
partitioning key (other than age in this example) that creates equal-sized 
partitions. Otherwise, you should not use the hash partitioner.

See the chapter on the hash operator in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference for 
more information.

Range Partitioning
The range partitioner guarantees that all records with the same partitioning key 
values are assigned to the same partition and that the partitions are 
approximately equal in size. This means that all nodes perform an equal amount 
of work when processing the data set. 

Using the range partitioner always results in partitions that are approximately the 
same size, as shown in the next figure, Figure 42.

Figure 41 Hash Partitioning Results
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In an ideal distribution, every partition would be the same size. However, you 
will usually observe small differences in partition size, based on your choice of 
partitioning keys.

In order to size the partitions, the range operator orders the partitioning keys. The 
range operator then calculates partition boundaries based on the partitioning 
keys in order to evenly distribute records to the partitions. The above figure 
shows that the distribution of partitioning keys is not even; that is, some 
partitions contain many partitioning keys, and others contain relatively few. 
However, based on the calculated partition boundaries, the number of records in 
each partition is approximately the same.

The range operator offers the advantages of keyed partitioning, while 
guaranteeing similar-size partitions. The random and round robin partitioning 
method also guarantee that the partitions of a data set will be equivalent in size. 
However, these two partitioning methods are keyless and, therefore, do not allow 
you to control how the records of a data set are grouped within a partition.

See the chapter on the range operator in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference for 
details on using that operator.

The Preserve-Partitioning Flag
Some Orchestrate operators produce as output a data set with a specific partition 
layout. For example, the tsort operator produces a data set in which the records in 
each partition are sorted. If you then use the output data set from tsort as input to 
an operator with a partitioning method other than same, Orchestrate by default 
repartitions the data set and consequently destroys the sorted order of the 
records.

To let you control automatic repartitioning, Orchestrate provides the preserve-
partitioning flag, which when set, prevents repartitioning of the data set. In some 
cases, Orchestrate automatically sets the preserve-partitioning flag, and in others, 
you specify the flag’s setting when you create your step. Orchestrate’s setting of 
the preserve-partitioning flag and the propagation of the setting, as well as how 

Figure 42 Range Partitioner Results
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you specify the setting when you create a step, are described in “Manipulating the 
Preserve-Partitioning Flag” on page 8-15.

Example of Preserve-Partitioning Flag Effect
In Figure 43 the data-flow diagram on the left shows the tsort operator outputting 
data that is partitioned and sorted. The tsort output is then input to another 
operator, which has a partitioning method of any. The diagram in the middle 
shows that with the preserve-partitioning flag clear, the data is automatically 
repartitioned before it is input to the operator. The right-hand diagram shows 
that with the preserve-partitioning flag set, the partitioning is preserved.

Only operators that allow a partitioning method of any or same allow you to set 
the preserve-partitioning flag for an input data set. In fact, operators that specify 
the same partitioning method issue a warning if the preserve-partitioning flag is 
not set for an input data set. If the flag is set for an input data set to a partitioner, 
Orchestrate issues a warning and repartitions the data set.

The state of the preserve-partitioning flag is stored to disk along with the records 
of a persistent data set. Therefore, when you read a persistent data set into 
Orchestrate, the saved state of the preserve-partitioning flag will control how the 
data set is partitioned.

You need to be concerned with the preserve-partitioning flag only if you include 
operators in your application that explicitly set the flag. Because most Orchestrate 
operators ignore the flag when it has not been set, you can create an entire 
application without manipulating the flag. 

Figure 43 Effect of Preserve-Partitioning Flag
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Preserve-Partitioning Flag with Sequential 
Operators

Sequential operators use as input the output of all processing nodes from the 
preceding operator, as shown in the following figure:

In this example, the sequential operator has to repartition the input data set, 
regardless of the state of the preserve-partitioning flag, because all partitions 
must be collected into a single input stream. Orchestrate issues a warning if the 
preserve-partitioning flag is set and a sequential operator repartitions a data set. 
In the example above, if Operator1 is sequential, that is, its output data set has only 
one partition, Orchestrate will not issue the warning. 

See “Partitioning Method Examples” on page 8-6 for more information on how 
Orchestrate performs partitioning with parallel and sequential operators. 

Manipulating the Preserve-Partitioning Flag
A data set’s preserve-partitioning flag may be set indirectly by Orchestrate as it 
executes your application or directly by you using command-line arguments in 
the osh command. The following three rules define how the preserve-
partitioning flag can be manipulated:

1 If any data set input to an operator has the preserve-partitioning flag set, 
Orchestrate sets the preserve-partitioning flag in all the operator’s output 
data sets.

This means that Orchestrate automatically propagates the preserve-
partitioning flag from an input data set to an output data set. This is 
necessary when you want to perform several actions on a carefully partitioned 
data set. 

Figure 44 Repartitioning with Parallel to Sequential Operator
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2 An operator can set or clear the preserve-partitioning flag of an output data 
set as part of writing its results to the data set. 

The ability to manipulate the preserve-partitioning flag is required by 
operators that create carefully partitioned data as output. For example, the 
tsort operator sets the preserve-partitioning flag in its output data set. 

Several Orchestrate operators set the preserve-partitioning flag in the output 
data set as part of normal execution. These operators include:

• The tsort operator

• The psort operator

• The pcompress operator (compress mode)

• The encode operator (encode mode)

• The hash partitioner 

• The range partitioner 

3 You can directly set or clear the preserve-partitioning flag in any data set 
using osh command-line arguments. An operator cannot modify the 
preserve-partitioning flag of a data set if the flag has been explicitly set or 
cleared using these arguments; an attempt by an operator to modify the flag is 
ignored. This rule means that an Orchestrate application programmer has 
final control of the state of the preserve-partitioning flag. 

You use the [+pp] argument to set the preserve-partitioning flag and the [-pp] 
argument to clear the flag. You can insert these arguments to the right of the 
pipe symbol, |, for virtual data sets and to the right of a redirection symbol, < 
or >, for persistent data sets as in the following examples:
• | [+pp] op2

• < [-pp] data.ds

• > [+pp] data.ds

Example: Using the Preserve-Partitioning Flag
This section presents a sample Orchestrate step that uses four operators and five 
data sets. The operators are the following:

• The Orchestrate hash operator, which hash-partitions the input data set and 
sets the preserve-partitioning flag in its output data set.

• The Orchestrate tsort operator.

• The Orchestrate remdup operator, which specifies a partitioning method of 
same. This operator removes duplicate records from its input data set. The 
input data set is assumed to be sorted.
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• ComputeOperator, a third-party operator which calculates values on an input 
data set. This operator assumes no order in its input data set and defines its 
own partitioning method. 

In this example, you manipulate the preserve-partitioning flag as required by 
each operator. 

Figure 45 shows the data-flow diagram for this example.

The state of the preserve-partitioning flag for each of the data sets is described 
below:

1 The hash operator sets the preserve-partitioning flag in its output data set 
(Rule 2). 

2 The tsort operator sets the preserve-partitioning flag on the output data set 
(Rule 2). 

Note that you can explicitly clear the preserve-partitioning flag in the output 
data set, overriding the default tsort setting (Rule 3). Shown below is an osh 

Figure 45 Data Flow Showing Preserve-Partitioning Flag
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command that explicitly clears the preserve-partitioning flag in the output 
data set:

$ osh "... | tsort options | [-pp] filterOp ..."

3 The remdup operator creates a single output data set. Because the input data 
set has its preserve-partitioning flag set, the output data set also has its 
preserve-partitioning flag set (Rule 1). 

However, the next operator, ComputeOperator, does not care about ordering to 
perform its action; therefore, ComputeOperator should be allowed to 
repartition its input data sets. In order to clear the preserve-partitioning flag, 
you use the command line shown below:

$ osh "... remdup | [-pp] computeOp ..."

4 ComputeOperator writes its output to a persistent data set. Since 
ComputeOperator takes as input a data set with the preserve-partitioning flag 
cleared, and it does not modify the flag of its output data set (Rules 1 and 2), 
the flag is cleared in its output data set. 

The state of the preserve-partitioning flag is stored to disk along with the 
records of the data set. 

This example shows how you can manipulate the preserve-partitioning flag as 
part of an Orchestrate application. Note, however, that the partitioning rules are 
designed so that your step functions properly if you ignore the flag. However, 
because you limit the system ability to repartition data in this case, your 
application may not function as efficiently as possible.
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Collectors in Orchestrate
A collector defines how a sequential operator combines the partitions of an input data set 
for processing by a single node. This chapter describes how collectors work, and tells you 
how to select and use collection methods.

Sequential Operators and Collectors 9 2
Sequential Operators and the Preserve-Partitioning Flag 9 3
Collection Methods 9 3

Choosing a Collection Method 9 4

Setting a Collection Method 9 4
Collector and Sequential Operator with the Any Method 9 5
Collector before Writing to a Persistent Data Set 9 5

A collector defines how a sequential operator combines the partitions of an input 
data set for processing by a single node. Collecting for sequential operators is the 
inverse of partitioning for parallel operators.

Usually, a sequential operator defines its own collection algorithm or method, and 
you do not have to modify this method. However, in certain circumstances 
Orchestrate gives you the option of modifying an operator’s collection method.

Building on information in Chapter 8, “Partitioning in Orchestrate”, this chapter 
describes how sequential operators perform collection. It then describes how to 
select and use collection operators to modify the partitioning behavior of an 
operator.
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For details on using the Orchestrate operators described in this chapter, see the 
Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference.

Sequential Operators and Collectors
Orchestrate allows you to use both parallel and sequential operators in a step. 
Parallel operators execute on multiple processing nodes, where each node 
receives a partition of an input data set. Sequential operators execute on a single 
processing node, which receives all partitions of an input data set. 

When a sequential operator takes as input a data set with multiple partitions, the 
operator must combine all partitions into a single input stream. This fan-in 
operation is shown in Figure 46.

In this figure, Operator2 is a sequential operator that combines the partitions of its 
input data set. Once these partitions have been combined, all partition boundaries 
are lost. This process of combining the input partitions by a sequential operator is 
called collecting the partitions. The mechanism used by a sequential operator to 
combine the partitions is called a collector. 

A collector defines the way a sequential operator combines the partitions of an 
input data set for processing by a single node. Collectors are the inverse of 
partitioners, which define how a parallel operator distributes input data sets over 
multiple processing nodes.

Sequential operators offer various algorithms, called collection methods, that 
control the way an operator combines partitions. A sequential operator with 
multiple inputs can define one collection method for all input data sets, or it can 
use a different method for each input. The following section describes the 
collection methods available for sequential operators.

Figure 46 Collection Schematic
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Sequential Operators and the Preserve-Partitioning 
Flag

As described in Chapter 8, “Partitioning in Orchestrate”, you can set the 
preserve-partitioning flag for a data set, to prevent its repartitioning by a parallel 
operator that uses a partitioning method of any. However, the preserve-
partitioning flag applies only to parallel operators.

A sequential operator repartitions an input data set without regard to the state of 
its preserve-partitioning flag. Before a sequential operator repartitions an input 
data set with its preserve-partitioning flag set, Orchestrate issues a warning. If 
the input data set has only one partition, no warning is issued.

Collection Methods
A collection method may be as simple as combining the partitions on a first-come 
first-served basis, in which the sequential operator processes records in the order 
in which they are received from the preceding operator. More complex collection 
methods may determine the collection order from information in the records of 
the data set. 

Orchestrate also supports the following collection methods:

• Any: By default, Orchestrate built-in operators in sequential mode use the any 
collection method. (The one exception is the group operator in sort mode, for 
which you must specify a collection method.) With the any method, the 
operator reads records on the first-come first-served basis. Operators that use 
the any method allow you to override that collection method with another.

• Round robin: Read a record from the first input partition, then from the 
second partition, and so on. After reaching the last partition, start over. After 
reaching the final record in any partition, skip that partition in the remaining 
rounds.

• Ordered: Read all records from the first partition, then all records from the 
second partition, and so on.

• Sorted merge: Read records in an order based on one or more fields of the 
record. The fields used to define record order are called collecting keys. You use 
the sortmerge collector to implement the sorted merge collection method. 

• Other: You can define a custom collection method by deriving a class from 
APT_Collector. Operators that use custom collectors have a collection method 
of other. See the chapter on collectors in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference 
for information on creating a collection method.
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Choosing a Collection Method
When you choose a collection method, take into account the particular action of 
its associated operator. The built-in collection methods any, round robin, and 
ordered are keyless. A keyless collector does not rely on information in the 
records to define the order of records read by the operator. 

Unless your sequential operator requires a deterministic order for processing 
records, the any collection method is likely to serve your needs. For more control 
over the order of records processed by the operator, you can use the ordered 
method, the sortmerge collector, or a custom collector that you define.

Operators use any when the location of the record in the data set is irrelevant and 
the operator performs the same operation on every record. For example, in an 
unsorted data set, each record has no relationship to the record immediately 
before or after it. When you specify any, your sequential operator is never forced 
to wait for a record from a particular partition.

The ordered method requires that all records are read from partition 0 before any 
records from partition 1 are read. Even if all records of partition 1 are ready for 
processing before all records of partition 0, the sequential operator must wait in 
order to process the partitions in order, possibly creating a processing bottleneck 
in your application. However, the ordered collection method is necessary if you 
want to preserve the sort order when you process a totally sorted data set with a 
sequential operator. 

Setting a Collection Method
To set an operator’s collection method, you use one of the three Orchestrate 
collectors:

• roundrobin 

• ordered 

• sortmerge

These operators implement respectively the round robin, ordered, and sorted 
merge methods (see “Collection Methods” on page 9-3).

The output of a collector must be one of the following:

• A virtual data set that is input to a sequential operator that uses the any 
collection method.

• A persistent data set. If the data set exists, it must contain only one partition.
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Collector and Sequential Operator with the Any 
Method

The output virtual data set from a collector overrides the collection method of an 
operator using the any collection method. For example, Figure 47 shows the 
ordered collector inserted before the Orchestrate export operator:

This example uses the ordered collector to read all records from the first partition, 
then all records from the second partition, and so on. The export operator can 
then write the data set to a single data file that contains ordered partitions.

Shown below is the osh command for this example:
$ osh "... | ordered | export ..."

Collector before Writing to a Persistent Data Set
You can insert a collector before the write operation to a persistent data set. 
Inserting a collector before the write operation allows you to control how the 
partitions of the data set are collected for writing to a single partition.

For example, the next figure, Figure 48, shows the sortmerge collector used to 
collect the output partitions of the remdup operator:

Figure 47 Using the any Collection Method

ordered

export

collection method = any

data file

Note You can insert a collector before an operator that uses the any collection method. 
Inserting a collector before an operator with another collection method causes 
an error.
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The sortmerge collector collects records based on one or more collecting keys. 

Shown below is the osh command for this example:
$ osh "... | remdup options

| sortmerge -key fieldname1 ... other_options > outDS.ds"

Figure 48 Using sortmerge to Write to a Persistent Data Set

remdup

sortmerge
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Using Constraints
An Orchestrate application’s view of your system is defined by the current 
Orchestrate configuration file. This file describes the processing nodes and disk 
drives connected to each node allocated for use by Orchestrate. 

Whenever it invokes an application, Orchestrate first reads the configuration file 
to determine allocated system resources, and then distributes the application 
accordingly. To limit an operator or step to specific processing nodes, you specify 
a constraint in your configuration file. A constraint configures an operator or step 
to execute only on a particular set of processing nodes. 
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You can override the default constraints in your configuration file by specifying 
constraints at the command-line level using the osh script. You can limit the 
processing nodes used by a specific operator or an entire step or the disks used to 
store a data set. For example, an operator may use system resources, such as a 
tape drive, not available to all nodes, or the action of the operator may be memory 
intensive and you want to execute the operator only on nodes with a large 
amount of memory. See “Using the Command Line to Specify Constraints with 
Operators and Steps” on page 10-6.

Configuring Your System
Whenever you modify your system by adding or removing nodes and disks, you 
need to make a corresponding modification to the Orchestrate configuration file. 
The next time you start an Orchestrate application, Orchestrate reads the 
modified configuration file and automatically scales the application to fit the new 
system configuration without requiring you to modify the application itself.

Figure 49 shows a six-node MPP system, with four nodes configured as logical 
nodes for Orchestrate applications.

In this configuration, Orchestrate applications run on nodes 0 and 1 and I/O 
nodes 0 and 1, but not on nodes 2 and 3. Suppose your system gains a node, node4 
(with processor and disk), that you want Orchestrate to use in running your 
application. You modify your configuration file to allocate node4 for Orchestrate 
processing and I/O. Then, on its next run, your application would use node4 
according to your modified configuration file.

See the Orchestrate 7.0 Installation and Administration Manual for detailed 
information on creating and administering configuration files.

Figure 49 Six-Node System with Four Logical Nodes
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Controlling Where Your Code Executes on a Parallel 
System

The Orchestrate configuration file provides a great deal of flexibility in controlling 
the processing nodes that execute your application and the disk drives that store 
your data. All the processing nodes in your system may not be identically 
configured — some nodes may have a large amount of data storage, while other 
nodes have a large amount of physical memory that could be advantageous in 
performing complex calculations. Your application may use an operator requiring 
a particular system resource, such as a tape drive, that is not available to all nodes. 

You can use the Orchestrate configuration file to define subgroups of nodes, 
called node pools, within your group of logical nodes. Using node pools, you 
select the specific nodes on which you want to perform certain actions. 

Figure 50 shows an example of the nodes specified for use by Orchestrate 
applications.

In this example, the group of Orchestrate logical nodes is divided into two node 
pools: processing nodes and I/O nodes. A processing node may be a member of 
multiple pools; in this example, node1 is part of both the processing node pool and 
the I/O node pool.

You can choose to execute an entire step, or any operator within the step, on all 
four processing nodes or on either node pool. Specifying the processing nodes 
that execute your application is called constraining the application. A node pool 
constraint limits execution (processing and I/O) to the nodes in the pool(s) that 
you allocate to the step or operator.

Figure 50 Nodes and Node Pools
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You can apply two other types of constraints to control the processing nodes that 
execute your code:

• Resource constraints limit the execution of an operator or step to nodes that 
have a specific resource, such as a disk or scratch disk (for temporary storage), 
or a resource in a specified resource pool.

• Node map constraints specify the list of processing nodes for a specific run of 
an operator. A node map constraint applies only to the particular operator 
invocation and while in effect, overrides any other constraint (node pool or 
other resource) previously specified for the step.

See “Using the Command Line to Specify Constraints with Operators and Steps” 
on page 10-6 for more information on all three types of constraints.

Using Node Constraints on a Stand-Alone SMP
A stand-alone SMP uses multiple CPUs that share system resources such as 
memory, disk drives, and network connections. This section describes how node 
constraints affect application execution on a stand-alone SMP.

For each operator in a step, Orchestrate creates one UNIX process for each 
Orchestrate processing node defined in the Orchestrate configuration file. On an 
SMP, each CPU executes a different process, allowing multiple processes to 
execute simultaneously. 

The degree of parallelism in an Orchestrate application is determined by the 
number of Orchestrate processing nodes that you define in the configuration file. 
When applying node constraints on a stand-alone SMP, you can control the 
degree of parallelism (number of processes) that Orchestrate uses to execute an 
operator or step. Note, however, that you cannot select a particular CPU to 
execute a particular process.

Suppose, for example, that your SMP has four CPUs. You can define four 
Orchestrate processing nodes for the SMP, so that your application executes in a 
four-way parallel mode. However, you can also define only two Orchestrate 
processing nodes for the SMP, so that your application executes in a two-way 
parallel mode. 

Controlling Where Your Data Is Stored
Orchestrate lets you designate the logical nodes and the disk drives that store 
your application data. To control storage of an Orchestrate data set, you use the 

Note Initially define one Orchestrate processing node for every two CPUs in an SMP. 
Later, during application testing and evaluation, you can modify this 
configuration to determine the optimal configuration for your system and 
application.
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Orchestrate configuration file to define one or more disk pools, which are groups 
of disks that store your data. The disks in a disk pool can be all on one node or on 
multiple nodes.

Figure 51 shows a system that defines two disk pools.

In this example, ionode0 has one disk in disk pool 1 and two disks in disk pool 2. 
Also, ionode1 has two disks in disk pool 2.

You can constrain an operator to use a particular disk pool; see “Using Data Set 
Constraints” on page 10-8 for more information.

Configuring Orchestrate Logical Nodes
The configuration file contains a node definition for each logical node that can be 
used by an Orchestrate application. The node definition can specify node pools 
and resource pools, as shown in the following example:

node "node0" {
fastname "node0_css"  
pools "" "node0" "node0_css" "compute_node" /* node pools */
resource disk "/orch/s0" {pools "" "pool1"}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch" {}

}

In this example:

• The node argument, node0, is the node name. 

• The fastname argument, node0_css, is the name used internally for data 
transfers. 

• The pools option lists the node pools of which this node is a member.

Figure 51 System with Two Disk Pools
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The first argument "" is the default node pool; the other arguments are node 
pools node0, node0_css, and compute_node. If you do not assign a node to any 
node pools, it is automatically a member of the default node pool.

• The resource resource_type "directory" {resource_pools p1...pn} option defines 
a disk or scratch disk connected to the node. You can optionally specify the 
disk’s membership in non-default disk pools by including a pools clause 
inside the required braces {}. If you also want the disk or scratch disk to 
belong to the default disk pool, you must list it. Without a pools clause, the 
disk is automatically a member of the default disk pool.

In the example, the resource disk clause assigns file directory /orch/s0 to this 
node for permanent storage, and assigns the disk to the default pool and to 
pool1. The resource scratchdisk clause assigns to this node the file directory 
/scratch, for temporary storage. The empty braces {} indicate that the scratch 
disk is in the default scratch disk pool only.

Using the Command Line to Specify 
Constraints with Operators and Steps

This section describes how to use the osh command to specify constraints in the 
execution of steps and individual operators, and in the storage of your data

Using Node Pool Constraints
After you have defined a node pool, you can constrain an Orchestrate operator or 
an entire Orchestrate step to execute on only the processing nodes in the node 
pool.

You use the nodepool command-line option to constrain an operator or step to a 
specific pool. The syntax is as follows:

nodepool (node_pool_name0, node_pool_name1, ... , node_pool_nameN)

where node_pool_nameN specifies the name of a node pool defined in the 
configuration file. You can specify multiple node pools, separated by commas, in 
a single nodepool definition.

The following osh command constrains op1 to execute on the nodes in the 
compute_node node pool:

$ osh "... op1 [ nodepool (compute_node) ] ... "

The following osh command constrains an entire step to execute on the nodes in 
the compute_node node pool:

$ osh "[nodepool (compute_node)] op1 ... "

Orchestrate applies all node pool constraints, so that a node must meet all 
constraints in order to process the operator. For example, the following command 
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constrains an operator to all nodes in both the compute_node and io_node node 
pools:

$ osh "... op1 [ nodepool (compute_node, io_node) ] ... "

In this case, only node1 satisfies both constraints; therefore, op1 executes only on 
node1.

You can combine constraints on an operator by combining the nodepool and 
resources options. See “Combining Node and Resource Constraints” on page 10-8 
for more information.

Using Resource Constraints 
Each processing node in your system can have access to specific resources. 
Orchestrate allows you to impose constraints on operators based on node 
resources. As described in “Configuring Orchestrate Logical Nodes” on page 10-
5, the resource disk and resource scratchdisk options allow you to specify pools 
for each type of disk storage.

You use the resources command-line option in an osh command to constrain an 
operator or step to the nodes that have a specific resource or a resource in a 
specific pool. The resources constraint has the following syntax:

resources (resourceType0(resourcePool0), ...,
resourceTypeN(resourcePoolN)))

where:

• resourceType is disk or scratchdisk (or any other resource defined with a 
resource statement in your configuration file. See the Orchestrate 7.0 
Installation and Administration Manual).

• resourcePoolN is the name of a resource pool, enclosed in parentheses.

The following statement creates an operator and constrains the operator to 
execute only on nodes that have a disk resource in the pool pool1:

$ osh "... op1 [ resources (disk(pool1)) ] ..."

The following statement constrains a step to execute only on nodes that have a 
disk resource in the pool pool1:

$ osh "[resources (disk(pool1)) ] op1 ..."

You can combine resource constraints. The following example command 
constrains an operator to nodes with a disk that belongs to both pool1 and pool2:

$ osh "... op1 [ resources (disk(pool1), disk(pool2)) ] ..."

Orchestrate applies all resource constraints, so a node must have a disk that 
satisfies both constraints in order to execute the operator. In this case, only 
ionode0 contains a disk in both pool1 and pool2 and is therefore the only node to 
execute the operator. 
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Combining Node and Resource Constraints
You can combine node and resource constraints. Node and resource constraints 
are ANDed together. A node must meet all constraints in order to execute the 
operator. 

On the osh command line, you use a semicolon to separate the node and resource 
constraints, as shown in the following example:

$ osh "...op1[nodepool(compute_node); resources(disk(pool1))] ..."

In this example, only node1 is in the compute_node pool and has a disk in pool1.

Using Node Maps
Node maps allow you to constrain a particular run of an operator to execute on a 
specific set of processing nodes. A node map applied to an operator invocation 
overrides any node pool or resource pool constraint applied to the operator or to 
its step. You cannot combine node maps with any other type of constraint.

You use the keyword nodemap in an osh statement to apply a node map to an 
operator. This keyword takes a comma-separated list of node names as defined by 
either the node or fastname parameter in the configuration file. 

Shown below is the syntax for nodemap:
nodemap (node_name0, node_name1, ... , node_nameN)

where node_nameN specifies the name of a node defined in the configuration file. 

The following code constrains an operator to execute on nodes 1 and 2 from the 
configuration file shown above:

$ osh "... op1 [ nodemap (node1, node2) ] ..."

Using Data Set Constraints
By default, Orchestrate writes a persistent data set to all disks assigned to the 
default disk pool. However, Orchestrate lets you to use disk pool constraints to 
specify the disk drives that store persistent and temporary data sets on your 
system. The data set constraints are based on the disk pool assignments in your 
Orchestrate configuration file, described in “Configuring Orchestrate Logical 
Nodes” on page 10-5.

In addition, you can use node pools and node maps to control the processing 
nodes used to store a data set. 

Suppose, for example, that your configuration includes a disk pool named pool1. 
You can specify that an output persistent data set is written only to the disks in 
this pool, by using the following command:

$ osh " ... opN > [diskpool (pool1)] outNDS.ds ... "
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The number of partitions of the data set equals the number of nodes that have 
disks in the specified pool. All processing nodes executing the writing operator 
must contain at least one disk in the specified disk pool. See the Orchestrate 7.0 
Installation and Administration Manual for more information on disk pools.

Note that diskpool(poolname) is a shorthand for resources(disk(poolname)). 
Also, there is a scratchdisk(poolname) construct that is a shorthand for 
resources(scratchdisk(poolname)).
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Shell Programming and 
Debugging Procedures
.This chapter describes how to:

• Use shell programs with complex Orchestrate applications.

• Control step execution using environment variables.

• Use third-party debugging tools.

• Redirect the standard input and output of osh.

Shell Programming and Orchestrate Steps 11 1
Using Shell Variables 11 2
Debugging Shell Scripts 11 2

Controlling Step Execution Modes 11 3
Examining Virtual Data Sets 11 4
Obtaining a Score Dump 11 5

Redirecting the Standard Input and Output of osh 11 7

Using a Third-Party Debugger on an osh Step 11 8
Running an osh Step with a Debugger 11 8
Setting Breakpoints 11 8
Using a Single Process to Aid Debugging 11 9

Shell Programming and Orchestrate Steps
To implement a complex Orchestrate application, you can create a shell script, a 
file containing one or more shell commands. An Orchestrate shell script is a 
powerful development tool, allowing you to pass parameters to the application, 
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perform conditionalized branching, and detect error conditions. This section 
describes Orchestrate shell programming, including shell variables and writing 
and debugging shell scripts.

Using Shell Variables
You use a shell variable in the shell in which your application executes. By using 
shell variables that you have set to osh command arguments and options, you can 
make your osh command lines more readable.

The following example is a two-line excerpt from a shell script:
modifySpec = "aField=handle_null(aField, -128); 

 bField=handle_null(bField), '0000'); "
osh " ... | modify '$modifySpec' | ... "

The first line in the example sets the shell variable modifySpec to the specifier for a 
modify conversion specification. The second line shows an osh command 
fragment uses modifySpec with the modify operator.

The Korn shell also uses many built-in shell variables that you can incorporate 
into a shell script. These variables are the following:

• Arguments passed to the shell script: $0 is the name of the shell script, and $N, 
where N > 0 ($1, $2, and so on), are the arguments to the shell script. $# 
contains the number of arguments passed to the shell. $* and $@ contain all 
arguments to the shell script.

• Command exit status: $? contains the exit status of the last executed 
command. 

• Others: See your shell reference manual for more information.

You can use the echo command to display the value of shell variables, as in the 
following example:

$ echo $viewAdapter

This use of the echo command can be particularly helpful in debugging a shell 
script that has shell variables set with arguments passed to the shell script.

Debugging Shell Scripts
Debugging shell scripts can sometimes be challenging. To augment the available 
debugging methods (see your shell reference manual), this section describes some 
methods that can be particularly helpful in debugging osh shell scripts.

Note The examples in this book are based on the UNIX Korn shell, ksh. If you prefer 
to use the C shell, csh, you will need to modify some examples.
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Error Messages

One source for debugging information is osh error messages. Upon detecting an 
error, osh displays the error message on the screen, including the name of the 
operator and the cause of the error. For example, suppose that you attempt to run 
the following command:

osh "import < infile > outDS.ds"

The error message would appear similar to the following one:
ORCHESTRATE Application Framework
Copyright (C) 1995 - 2003 Ascential Software, Inc.
All Rights Reserved
ORCHESTRATE VX.Y 

##E TOSH000308 13:10:06(000) <main_program> Wrapper: Wrapper for 
operator "import" returned error status=1: import: No -file, -fileset, 
-source, or -filepattern argument specified.

The sample error message includes the name of the operator, import, and the 
specific cause of the error (the missing -infile filename argument to import). See 
Chapter 12, “Run-Time Error and Warning Messages” for more information on 
Orchestrate error messages.

Echo Command

You can also use several shell commands in debugging shell scripts. As described 
in “Using Shell Variables” on page 11-2, you can use echo to display the value of 
user-defined shell variables. The echo command can also, depending on which 
shell you use, display values of built-in shell variables, such as command exit 
status and the current command during script execution.

In the Korn shell, the set -o command allows you to set several debugging 
options. Setting xtrace configures the shell to echo command lines after the shell 
expands the command. Setting the noexec option configures the shell to check 
commands for syntax errors, but not to run the command. 

You can also use the -x option to display shell script lines as they are executed, as 
shown below:

#!/bin/ksh -x 

The osh command has command line options similar to set -o, to aid you in 
debugging. These options, which include -check, -dump, -echo, and -explain, 
configure osh to echo various types of information as the command executes. See 
“Command-Line Options” on page 3-4 for more information. 

Controlling Step Execution Modes 
Debugging a parallel Orchestrate application can be complex, when the 
application executes in multiple UNIX processes on multiple processing nodes. In 
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order to simplify application development and debugging, you can execute your 
Orchestrate application in sequential execution mode.

Sequential mode executes your application on a single processing node. To run 
your application in sequential execution mode, you must set the 
APT_EXECUTION_MODE environment variable to one of the following values:

With the ONE_PROCESS environment variable set: 

• The application executes in a single UNIX process. You need to run only one 
debugger session, and you can set breakpoints anywhere in your code.

• Data is partitioned according to the number of nodes defined in the 
configuration file.

• Orchestrate executes each operator as a subroutine, calling the operator the 
number of times appropriate to the number of partitions it will use.

With the MANY_PROCESS variable set, rather than calling operators as 
subroutines, the Orchestrate framework forks a new process for each instance of 
each operator and waits for it to complete. 

The Orchestrate 7.0 Installation and Administration Manual discusses setting 
environment variables.

Examining Virtual Data Sets
To help in debugging your application, Orchestrate allows you to examine virtual 
data sets. During program execution in sequential mode, Orchestrate writes 
virtual data sets to files in the directory named by the environment variable 
APT_SEQ_VDS_DIR (by default, the current working directory). Orchestrate 
names the virtual data set files using the prefix aptvds. The Orchestrate 
framework deletes virtual data sets upon completion of the step in which they are 
created.

In sequential execution mode, a step executes on a single processing node and has 
access only to the resources (including disk storage) of that node. To use 
sequential execution mode, you need to construct a testing data set as a subset of 
your complete data set. The testing data set must be small enough to be handled 
easily on a single processing node with the available system resources, but large 
enough that each partition contains enough records for adequate testing.

Table 19 APT_EXECUTION_MODE Environment Variable Values

APT_EXECUTION_MODE Value Description

ONE_PROCESS Single-process execution mode

MANY_PROCESS Multiple-process execution mode
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When your application works properly in sequential execution mode, you can test 
the program in parallel execution mode. In parallel mode, your application 
executes in multiple UNIX processes on multiple processing nodes, using the full 
capabilities of the Orchestrate framework.

Parallel execution is the default Orchestrate execution mode. If you have not 
modified APT_EXECUTION_MODE, your program will always execute in 
parallel. If you set APT_EXECUTION_MODE to either ONE_PROCESS or 
MANY_PROCESS to execute your application sequentially, you can re-enable 
parallel execution by unsetting APT_EXECUTION_MODE, as shown below:

$ unset APT_EXECUTION_MODE

Obtaining a Score Dump
If you set the environment variable APT_DUMP_SCORE, Orchestrate prints a 
report showing the operators, processes, and data sets in a running application. 
For Korn and Bourne shells, you can use the following statements to set 
APT_DUMP_SCORE from the command line:

$ APT_DUMP_SCORE=1 
$ export APT_DUMP_SCORE

You can unset the environment variable using the command:
$ unset APT_DUMP_SCORE

For example, the following data-flow diagram shows a simple application with 
one step and two operators:

When you execute this example application with APT_DUMP_SCORE set, 
Orchestrate prints the following report:

test_ds.ds

out_ds.ds

step

TestOperator0

TestOperator1
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Code

1 ORCHESTRATE Application Framework V6.1.0

Copyright (C) 1997 - 2002 Ascential Software, Inc.

All Rights Reserved 

4 ##I TFSC00000 09:13:40(000) APT configuration file: ./config/apt

5 This step has 3 data sets:

6 ds0: test_ds.ds -> op0[2p] (parallel TestOperator0)

ds1: op0[2p] (parallel TestOperator0) =>

8 op1[2p] (parallel TestOperator1)

9 ds2: op1[2p] (parallel TestOperator1) -> out_ds.ds

10 It has 2 operators:

11 op0[2p] (parallel TestOperator0) on node0[op0,p0] node1[op0,p1]

12 op1[2p] (parallel TestOperator1) on node0[op1,p0] node1[op1,p1]

##I TFSC00001 09:13:45(000) Step execution finished with status = OK.

##I TCOS00022 09:13:45(001) Startup Time        0:04

Production Run Time 0:0116:28:44 00

Comments

1 Program identification and version information.

4 Name of the Orchestrate configuration file.

5 Number of data sets used in the step.

6 Information about ds0, the first data set. Data sets are numbered in the form dsNN, 
where NN specifies the data set number. Note that the operators, data sets, and 
nodes are numbered starting from 0.

ds0 is read from the file test_ds.ds and is used as input to operator op0 (an 
instance of TestOperator). The number in brackets, [2p], indicates that op0 has 
two partitions.

8 Information about ds1. The data set is delivered as output by op0 and is used as 
input by op1 (an instance of TestOperator).

9 Information about ds2. The data set is delivered as output by op1 and is written 
to the file out_ds.ds.

10 Number of operators in the step.
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Redirecting the Standard Input and Output of 
osh 

Within an osh step definition, you can redirect the osh standard input to a single 
operator or UNIX command. Also within an osh step definition, you can redirect 
the output of a single operator or command to the standard output of osh. Note 
that within one step definition, only one operator or command can read the 
standard input of osh and only one operator or command can write to the 
standard output of osh.

To redirect the standard input of osh to the standard input of an operator or 
UNIX command, you use the redirection symbol < followed by the symbol for 
standard input -. For example, the following command fragment redirects the 
standard input of osh to the standard input of gzip: 

$ ... | osh " gzip -c < - ... " 

To redirect the standard output of osh to the standard output of an operator or 
UNIX command, you use the redirection symbol > followed by the symbol for 
standard output -. For example, the following command fragment redirects the 
output of the grep command to the standard output of osh: 

$ osh " grep options > - ... " > outputFile

In the example above, in addition to the redirection of the grep command in the 
step definition, the output of the osh command is redirected to outputFile. 

If in a step a UNIX command writes to its standard output but does not redirect 
that output to another command or file, Orchestrate automatically redirects the 
UNIX command output to the standard error output of osh. This output is tagged 
with the operator partition number. For example, the following command causes 
grep to write its output to the standard error of osh:

$ osh " grep options " 

11 Information about op0, the first operator. Operators are numbered in the form 
opNN, where NN is the number of the operator in the step.

The operator is an instance of class TestOperator. It runs on two nodes, called 
node0 and node1 (the available nodes were defined in the Orchestrate 
configuration file). The numbers in brackets after each node indicate both the 
operator and the partition numbers, which are used when debugging in parallel 
execution mode.

12 Information about op1. The operator is an instance of class TestOperator and runs 
on nodes node0 and node1. 
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The standard error output of osh is the terminal window on the workstation that 
invoked the osh command. You can redirect the standard error output of osh to a 
file using a command of the following form:

$ osh " grep options " 2> err.file
In this example, the option 2> redirects the standard error of osh to the file 
err.file. Note that 2> is outside the quotes because it is a UNIX shell 
redirection, not part of the osh syntax.

Using a Third-Party Debugger on an osh Step
You can use third-party debugging tools to help you find and correct problems in 
your osh steps. This section focuses on using the Sun Solaris dbx debugger, but 
the basic debugging procedure described here can be followed with other third-
party debuggers. Also note that the UNIX examples in this section use the Korn 
shell command language; however, you can run them under other UNIX shells by 
adjusting the commands accordingly.

Running an osh Step with a Debugger
A convenient way to run an osh command with dbx (or with another similar 
debugger) is to save the step description to a script file. Then, in dbx you can use 
the -f option to run the step. For example, suppose that you need to debug the 
following osh step:

osh "copy < input.ds > output.ds"

If you saved the body of the step (segment of the command between quotation 
marks) to a script file, here named script.txt, you can run the step from the 
script file with the following command:

osh -f script.txt

Start dbx with the following command:
dbx $APT_ORCHHOME/bin/osh

Then, in dbx, you run your osh step with this following command:
run -f script.txt

Setting Breakpoints
Most of the time, you can set breakpoints as you would in debugging C++ code. 
However, some Orchestrate operators; in particular, custom operators, are loaded 
from dynamic libraries. Until those libraries have been loaded, source lines on 
which you want to set breakpoints may not be available.

You can avoid that problem by manually loading the libraries so you can set 
breakpoints in them. For example, suppose that you need to set a breakpoint in a 
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custom operator library named myop.so. You first set the debugger to halt on the 
invocation of main(), and then you start your step:

dbx> stop in main

dbx> run -f script.txt

...

When dbx halts, you issue the commands to load the libraries you need, and you 
set your breakpoints in the library code:

dbx> call dlopen("myop.so",258)

... 

dbx> stop at "myop.C":232

... 

Then, with your breakpoints set, you resume execution of your step:
dbx> cont

There is one drawback to breakpoints set in this manner: upon exit of your 
program and unloading of the libraries, the breakpoints become unusable. To 
avoid reentering all the debugger commands shown above each time you rerun 
your osh step, you can construct a dbx alias for them. For example, to alias the 
breakpoint-setting commands above, you can insert the following lines into your 
.dbxrc file:

alias mainbreak='delete -all; stop in main -temp'

alias runit='run -f script.txt'

alias getlibs='call dlopen("myop.so",258)'

alias setbps='stop at "myop.C":232'

alias setup='mainbreak; runit; getlibs; setbps'

With these lines in the .dbxrc file, you start up osh under dbx, as described above. 
Then, whenever you want to run your osh step, you type setup to enable the 
breakpoints and then cont to run the osh step, as follows:

dbx $APT_ORCHHOME/bin/osh

dbx> setup

dbx> cont

Even using the method described above, you may possibly be unable to set a 
particular breakpoint for osh debugging. If you encounter difficulties, contact 
Torrent technical support for assistance.

Using a Single Process to Aid Debugging
While you can run dbx on osh code executing in parallel, the forking of 
subprocesses to execute the parallel portions of your code make this a difficult 
task. Debugging is easier if you temporarily configure your program for single-
process execution, as follows:
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• Disable forking of subprocesses. You can make the parallel instances of your 
program run in the same process, by setting and exporting the execution-
mode environment variable, as follows:

APT_EXECUTION_MODE=ONE_PROCESS

export APT_EXECUTION_MODE

• Run only one process (provided that the problem you are debugging is not 
related to the number of processes in your program). Create a temporary 
configuration file that configures only one node, and set APT_CONFIG_FILE 
to point to that file:

APT_CONFIG_FILE=$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/1process.apt

export APT_CONFIG_FILE
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Run-Time Error and Warning 
Messages
Describes the format of Orchestrate warning and error messages, and tells you 
how to control the format of message displays. 

Specifying a Character Set Encoding 12 1

How Orchestrate Detects and Reports Errors 12 2

Error and Warning Message Format 12 2

Messages from Subprocesses 12 4

Controlling the Format of Message Display 12 5
Using osh Command-Line Message Options 12 6
Using APT_ERROR_CONFIGURATION 12 6

This chapter describes the format of Orchestrate warning and error messages and 
describes how to control the format of message display.

Specifying a Character Set Encoding
The output character set determines the character encoding of messages and 
exceptions. You use the -output_charset top-level option or the 
APT_OUTPUT_CHARSET environment variable to specify the setting. The 
default value is UTF-8. See “Specifying Character Sets” on page 7-5 for more 
information.
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How Orchestrate Detects and Reports Errors
During execution of your application, Orchestrate detects error and warning 
conditions, which can be generated by the following:

• Orchestrate operators, used in your application steps. For details on 
Orchestrate operator error messages, see the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators 
Reference.

• Your application code, outside the Orchestrate steps. For information on 
using the Orchestrate error-handling class, see the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer 
Guide.

• Subprocesses in your application, including wrappers and third-party 
applications.

When Orchestrate detects an error or warning condition, it writes the applicable 
information and message to the error log. During the execution of utilities, such as 
buildop, Orchestrate also detects warnings and errors and writes the applicable 
information to the error log.

If the condition is not severe, after writing a warning message to the error log, 
Orchestrate allows the application or utility to continue execution. At various 
points in running an application or utility, Orchestrate checks the error log for 
new entries. It writes new warning messages to standard error, the UNIX I/O 
device that defaults to the screen of the workstation from which the application or 
utility was invoked.

If the condition is so severe that application execution cannot continue, after 
writing an error message, Orchestrate terminates the application or utility.

Error and Warning Message Format
The table below lists the components of Orchestrate error and warning messages, 
as follows:

• The first column shows whether the default is on or off for display of the 
component. Unless otherwise indicated, the default applies to messages from 
applications and from utilities.

• The second column is the keyword (case-insensitive) for changing the default 
display (see “Controlling the Format of Message Display” on page 12-5).

• The third column is the component length, which for some components is 
fixed and for others is variable. Orchestrate left-pads with zeros all fixed-
length components. For any variable-length component, you can configure 
Orchestrate to display the component length.

• The last column describes the component.
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Note that except where indicated, there is a one-space separator between message 
components. Every message is terminated with a newline. Only the last message 
component, the message text, may contain spaces.

Table 20 Error and Warning Messages

Default 
Display

Keyword Length Description

On 2 The string "##". You cannot suppress display of this 
component.

0 [No separator]

On severity 1 Severity of condition: "F", "E", "W", or "I", for Fatal, 
Error, Warning, or Informational message.

Off vseverity 7 Verbose severity indicator: "Fatal", "Error", 
"Warning", or "Inform".

Off jobid 3 Job identifier of the Orchestrate application, to let you 
identify concurrently running Orchestrate 
applications. The default job ID is 0.

You can specify a job identifier on the osh command 
line, with the -jobid flag. 

On moduleId 4 Module identifier, which is one of the following:

For Orchestrate-defined error messages, a four-
character string beginning with "T".

For user-defined error messages, the string "USER". 

For a message from a subprocess, the string "USBP".

0 [No separator]

On errorIndex 6 Index of the message at the time it was written.

On for 
applications

Off for 
utilities

timestamp 13 Message time stamp, consisting of the string 
"HH:MM:SS(msg_seq)", which is the hour, minute, 
second, and message sequence number at the time the 
message was written. 

Note that error messages written within one second 
have ordered sequence numbers. 

Off ipaddr 15 IP address of the node generating the message. This 
15-character string is in octet form, with octets zero-
filled; e.g., 104.032.007.100.
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Messages from Subprocesses
The message display configuration also controls the display of error messages 
from subprocesses run by Orchestrate, including wrappers and third-party 
applications. Orchestrate catches subprocess messages written to the subprocess’s 
standard output or standard error. Orchestrate displays the messages using the 
current message display configuration, on a per-line basis. The module identifier 

Off lengthprefix 2 Length in bytes of the following field, 
nodeplayer.

Off nodeplayer Variable String "(node,player)", containing the number of the 
section leader and player that generated the message.

Off lengthprefix 2 Length in bytes of the following field, nodename.

Off nodename Variable Name of the node generating the message. 

Off lengthprefix 2 Length in bytes of the following field, opid.

On for 
applications

Off for 
utilities

opid Variable Operator identifier, which is one of the following:

For messages originating in the main program (not in a 
step), the string "<main_program>".

For system messages originating on a node, the string 
"<node_nodename>", where nodename is the name of 
the node.

For messages originating in a step, the operator 
originator identifier, which identifies the instance of 
the operator that generated the message. This 
identifier is the string "ident, partition_n". ident for 
osh applications is the operator name, and for C++ 
applications is the operator class name. If there is more 
than one instance of the operator, ident includes an 
operator index in parentheses. partition_n identifies 
the partition of the operator issuing the message. An 
example of an opid originating in a osh step is 
<myop,4>

Off lengthprefix 5 Length in bytes of the following field: message.

On message Variable Text of the message. Maximum message length is 
15 Kilobytes.

1 Newline

Table 20 Error and Warning Messages (continued)

Default 
Display

Keyword Length Description
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for all subprocess output is "USBP". Orchestrate gives messages written to 
standard output Informational severity and a message index of 1. Orchestrate 
gives messages written to standard error Warning severity and a message index 
of 2.

Controlling the Format of Message Display
The following is an example of a warning message with all its components 
displayed:

##I Inform  000 TOSH000010 10:46:15(001) 010.000.002.119 05 (0,0) 09 
localhost 14 <main_program> 00016 orchsort: loaded

You can limit the message components that Orchestrate displays. Suppose, for 
example, that you limit the display of the sample warning message above to 
message severity, module and index, processing node, operator identifier, and 
message text. Orchestrate would then display the message as follows:

##I TOSH000010 localhost <main_program> orchsort: loaded

You use keywords to control message display. Specifying an unmodified 
keyword configures Orchestrate to display the associated message component. 
Preceding the keyword with an exclamation point (!) configures Orchestrate to 
suppress display of the associated component. 

For example, shown below is the default message configuration for all messages 
originating from Orchestrate applications: 

severity, !vseverity, !jobid, moduleid, errorIndex, timestamp, 
!ipaddr, !nodeplayer, !nodename, opid, message, !lengthprefix

This example specifies the suppression of the display of verbose severity, job 
identifier, IP address, node name, and length prefixes.

The display of messages from Orchestrate command utilities (such as buildop and 
cbuildop) has the following default:

severity, !vseverity, !jobid, moduleid, errorIndex, !timestamp, 
!ipaddr, !nodeplayer, !nodename, !opid, message, !lengthprefix

For messages from command utilities, Orchestrate suppresses the display of 
verbose severity, job identifier, time, IP address, node player, node name, 
operator identifier, and length prefixes.

Orchestrate provides the following two methods to control message display 
format, in order of precedence: 

1 osh command-line options

2 The APT_ERROR_CONFIGURATION environment variable

Any options specified on the osh command line override the setting of the 
APT_ERROR_CONFIGURATION environmental variable.
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For further details on APT_ERROR_CONFIGURATION and other environment 
variables, see the Orchestrate 7.0 Installation and Administration Manual.

The next sections describe each of these methods.

Using osh Command-Line Message Options
To configure message display for a step, you use the osh option -errorconfig with 
the keywords defined in Table 20 in “Controlling the Format of Message Display” 
on page 12-5. The syntax is:

osh -errorconfig message_config_string step_specification

where message_config_string is a comma-separated string in single quotes 
containing one or more keyword options. All keywords omitted from 
message_config_string remain unchanged from their current state. 

For example, the following osh command line suppresses the display of message 
severity and time:

$ osh -errorconfig '!severity, !timestamp' "op1 ... "

You can also use the -jobid command-line option to set the job identifier for an 
Orchestrate step. The default value for the job identifier is 0. This option will 
allow you to identify the specific osh command that caused an error in the case 
where you are executing a shell script containing multiple osh command lines. 

For example, shown below is a shell script containing three osh commands:
osh -jobid 0 "op ... "
osh -jobid 1 "op ... "
osh -jobid 2 "op ... "

Since more than one step in your application may use the same operator, the job 
identifier in an output message will allow you to identify the osh command that 
caused the message.

Using APT_ERROR_CONFIGURATION 
The environment variable APT_ERROR_CONFIGURATION lets you configure 
error and warning message display for all Orchestrate applications and utilities. 
To use the variable APT_ERROR_CONFIGURATION, you issue a UNIX 
command to set it to a string containing the component keywords defined in 
“Error and Warning Message Format” on page 12-2. Any keywords omitted from 
your command to set APT_ERROR_CONFIGURATION remain unchanged 
from their previous state.

For example, the following commands set and export 
APT_ERROR_CONFIGURATION, in the syntax for the Korn and Bourne shells:

APT_ERROR_CONFIGURATION='! severity, ! timestamp, ipaddr, nodename'

export APT_ERROR_CONFIGURATION
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Following is the equivalent command to set and export 
APT_ERROR_CONFIGURATION, in the syntax for the C shell:

setenv APT_ERROR_CONFIGURATION '\! severity, \! timestamp, ipaddr, 
nodename'

In the C shell command, you must precede an exclamation point (!) with the 
escape character, backslash (\).

In both versions of the command to set APT_ERROR_CONFIGURATION, note 
the space between the exclamation point and the keyword. It is recommended 
that you insert this space, to make sure that the command shell does not interpret 
the exclamation point and keyword as a reference to the command history buffer.
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Overview
The Orchestrate Job Monitor collects processing information from one or more 
jobs and forwards it to a user-written client when the client requests it. The Job 
Monitor reports on the current state of a job and supplies information about the 
operators in the data flow. Operator-specific information includes the number of 
inputs and outputs, information on the external resources accessed, operator start 
time, and the number of records processed. 

Your client makes requests to the Job Monitor and receives responses from the Job 
Monitor in XML notation on a designated port. The syntax for these messages is 
given in the section “Request and Response Syntax” on page 13-4.

By default, the Job Monitor continually gathers information about your jobs, but it 
does not send the information unless your client specifically requests it. 

Disabling Job Monitoring
You can disable Orchestrate’s job monitoring activities in two ways:

• Include the -nomonitor option in your top-level osh options. For example:
osh -nomonitor "generator -schema record(a:int32) | peek -all 

-dataset >|output.ds"

• Use the APT_NO_JOBMON environment variable.

Identifying a Job
You can use the top-level osh option, -jobid to uniquely identify a running job. It 
takes a string of any length as its argument. For example:

osh -jobid 'gene_sequencing5004' "..."

If -jobid is not specified, the conductor’s process id is used as a default job id.

Specifying a Character Set for Messages
Use the -jobmon_charset option to specify a character set for Job Monitor 
messages. This setting overrides both your install-time-specified default and your 
-output-charset setting which serves as the default for Job Monitor messages.

Environment-Variable Control
Orchestrate provides two environment variables you can use to control Job 
Monitoring processing:
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• APT_MONITOR_SIZE determines the minimum number of records the Job 
Monitor reports. The default is 5000 records.

• APT_MONITOR_TIME determines the minimum time interval in seconds for 
generating monitor information at runtime. This variable takes precedence of 
APT_MONITOR_SIZE.

Specifying Operators for Monitoring 
If you have not included the -nomonitor option in your osh script, you can 
specify which specific operators you want the Job Monitor to generate processing 
information for. Use this jobmon_ident syntax:

[jobmon_ident('component_name')]

Orchestrate does not generate processing information for operators that do not 
have a jobmon_ident associated with them. In the following sample script, 
Orchestrate generates job processing information for the generator operator, but 
not for the peek operator:

osh "generator -schema record(a:int32) [jobmon_ident('generator')] |
peek -all -dataset >| output.ds"

If no operators are associated with a jobmon_ident, the Job Monitor generates 
only job-status information.

Communication Ports
Two ports are designated for the Job Monitor. One is for communication between 
a job Conductor and the Job Monitor, and the other port is for the Job Monitor to 
receive and respond to your requests. The default port values are generated at 
Orchestrate installation time and are saved in the jobmon_ports file in your 
$APT_ORCHHOME/etc directory. Sample contents of a jobmon_ports file are:

APT_JOBMON_PORT1=1602 // for osh jobs to JobMonApp communication
APT_JOBMON_PORT2=1702 // for JobMonApp to clients communication.

You can include the -monitorport option in your top-level osh options to specify 
a port by which job processing information is communicated to the Job Monitor 
by a job Conductor. It’s syntax is:

-monitorport port_number

If you do not specify a -monitorport option, Orchestrate uses the default port, 
APT_JOBMON_PORT1, as specified in the jobmon_ports file.
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Data Flow Diagram
The client applications in this figure can be the DataStage Server, the DataStage 
Director, or any other application using the Job Monitor XML request/response 
syntax.

Request and Response Syntax
In your $APT_ORCHHOME/java directory, there are XML schema files that contain 
Job Monitor message formats. Use these files as example interfaces when you 
write clients that communicate with the Job Monitor or when you write your own 
version of the Job Monitor.

There are three XML files:

• osh-responses.xsd: describes the responses generated by a Conductor

• jobmon-responses.xsd: describes the responses generated by the Job Monitor

Conductor Node1 Conductor Node2

ConductorConductor Conductor

Client Node4

Client 
Application1
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 Node3

Job Monitor

Client 
Application2

Client 
Application3

XML Job Information

XML Client Requests and 
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• jobmon-requests.xsd: describes the requests expected by the Job Monitor 
from a client

Your client must send this document header to the Job Monitor before sending 
any requests:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="US-ASCII"?>
<requests xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:noNamespaceShemaLocation="jobmon-requests.xsd">

The Job Monitor sends this document header to your client before sending any 
responses:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="US-ASCII"?>
<requests xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:noNamespaceShemaLocation="jobmon-responses.xsd">

The request types are: jobStatus, metadata, monitor, and summary; and the 
response types are jobStatus, metadata, monitor, summary, and error.

The request/response syntax descriptions in this section use these symbols:

• Square brackets ([]) encase job information that varies. For example:
[jobmon_ident]

• The or symbol (|) separates mutually exclusive alternatives. For example:
in|out

• The star symbol (*) indicates that a component can be specified zero or more 
times. An example is:

[<resource type="[in|out]”>
[DataResource Information]
</resource>]*

• The plus symbol (+) indicates that a component can be specified one or more 
times. An example is:

<linkstats portNum="[0-9]+" portType="[in|out]" 
recProcessed="[number]"/>+

Job Status Requests and Responses
You issue a job status request to determine what state your job is in. The Job 
Monitor response returns one of four states: start, check, run, or finished.

The job status request syntax is:
<request type="jobStatus" jobId="[PID]"/>

where PID is the UNIX processing identification number for a job.

The Job Monitor job status response syntax is:
<response type="jobStatus" jobID="[PID]">
state="start|check|run|finished"
</response>
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A sample job status request and response is:
<request type="jobStatus" jobId="147"/>

<response type="jobStatus" jobID="147">
state="check"
</response>

Metadata Requests and Responses
The Job Monitor returns a job description when you issue a metadata request. The 
description identifies the operators in a flow, their inputs and outputs, any 
external resources accessed, and the time execution started.

A metadata request must be made after the check state of a job. The Job Monitor 
retains metadata information for 10 minutes after the completion of a job. After 
that period, all information on the job is deleted.

The metadata request syntax is:
<request type="metadata" jobId="[PID]">
<component ident="[jobmon_ident]"/>*
</request>

The Job Monitor metadata response syntax is:
<reponse type="metadata" jobId="[PID]">
<component ident="[jobmon_ident]">

<componentstats startTime="[APT_timestamp::toString()]”/>
[<resource type="[in|out]”>
[DataResource Information]
</resource>]*
[[<linkstats portNum="[0-9]+" portType="[in|out]"/>]
|
[linkstats portNum="[0-9]+" portType="[in|out]">

<resource type="[in|out]”>
[DataResource Information]
</resource>]*

</linkstats/]]+
</component>*
</response>

A sample metadata request and response is:
<request type="metadata" jobID="147”
<component ident="[generator]"/>*
</request>

<response type=”metadata" jobID="147">
<component ident="generator">
<componentstats startTime="2002-05-10 19:07:58"/>
<linkstats portNum="0" portType="out">
</linkstats>
</component>
</response>
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Monitor Requests and Responses
You issue a monitor request to obtain runtime statistics for each instance of an 
operator. The Job Monitor reports the current time, what percentage of CPU 
resources an instance is using, what ports are in use by the instance, and how 
many records it has processed.

A monitor request must be made after the run state of a job.

The monitor request syntax is:
<request type="monitor" jobId="[PID]">
<component ident="[jobmon_ident]"/>*
</request>

The Job Monitor monitor response syntax is:
<response type="monitor" jobId="[PID]" pid="playerPID">
<component ident="[jobmon_ident]" instance="[number]">

<componentstats currTime="[APT_Timestamp::toString()]" 
percentCPU="[number]"/>

<linkstats portNum="[0-9]+" portType="[in|out]" 
recProcessed="[number]"/>+

</component>+
</response>

A sample monitor request and response is:
<request type="monitor” jobID="147">
<componet ident="generator"/>
</request>

<response type="monitor” jobID="147">
<component ident="generator" instance="0”>
<componentstats currTime="2002-05-10 19:07:59" percentCPU="50.0"/>
<linkstats portNum="0" portType="out" recProcessed=1024"/>
</component>
</response>

Summary Requests and Responses
You issue a summary request to obtain aggregate statistics on all instances of an 
operator. 

A summary request must be made after the finished state of a job. The Job 
Monitor retains summary information for 10 minutes after the completion of a 
job. After that period, all information on the job is deleted. 

The summary request syntax is:
<request type="summary" jobId="[PID]">
<component ident="[jobmon_ident]"/>*
</request>
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The Job Monitor summary request syntax is:
<response type="summary" jobId="[PID]" pid="[playerPID]">
<component ident="[jobmon_ident]”>

<componentstats startTime="[APT_Timestamp::toString()]”
stopTime="[APT_Timestamp:toString()]" percentCPU="[number]"/>

<linkstats portNum="[0-9]"+ portType="[in|out]" 
recProcessed="[number]"/>+

</component>+
</response>

A sample summary request and response is:
<request type="summary" jobId="147">
<component ident="generator"/>
</request>

<response type="summary" jobId="147">
<component ident="generator">

<componentstats startTime="2002-05-10 19:07:59”
stopTime="2002-05-10 19:08:06" percentCPU="95.5"/>

<linkstats portNum="0" portType="out" 
recProcessed="1000000"/>

</component>
</response>

Error Syntax
The following table contains the error code numbers and error descriptions 
generated by the Job Monitor.

Note The transform operator provides six built-in functions for obtaining custom 
report and summary information about the transform operator. See the 
transform Operator chapter in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference.

You can also obtain metadata and summary messages specific to the filter and 
switch operators. See the chapters for these operators in the Orchestrate 7.0 
Operators Reference.

See the Orchestrate 7.0 Developer Guide for information on customizing Job 
Monitoring messages.

Table 21 Job Monitor Error Messages

Error Code Error Description
0001 Monitor data is not yet available.

0002 Only summary and metadata is available for finished jobs.
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The syntax for an error-message response is:
<response type="error" jobID="[PID]">
<errorinfo code="[number]”>
"[Detailed error message]"
</response>

A sample error-message reponse is:
<response type="error" jobID="147">
<errorinfo code="0001”>
"Metadata information is not yet available"
</errorinfo>
</response>

Example Client Application
A client application for the Job Monitoring can be written in any language. The 
only requirement is that it communicates with the Job Monitor via the predefined 
XML interface over a designated network port.

There is a sample client application in the $APT_ORCHHOME/java directory. It is 
written in JAVA. The source code is in the ConsumerEmulatorApp.java file.

Use this command to run the application:
$APT_ORCHHOME/java/jre/bin/java -classpath 
$APT_ORCHHOME/java/JobMonApp.jre ConsumerEmulatorApp hostname port 

jobPID "idents"

Use this command to display a detailed usage message:
$APT_ORCHHOME/java/jre/bin/java -classpath 
$APT_ORCHHOME/java/JobMonApp.jre ConsumerEmulatorApp

The ConsumerEmulatorApp client requires that the Orchestrate Job Monitor is 
running. The client connects to the JobMonApp and issues requests for nformation. 
Once a response is received from the JobMonApp it is printed to stdout.

0003 Job "PID" is not recognized.

0004 Component "jobmon_ident" not recognized.

0005 A request for an invalid message. The request is dropped.

0006 A fatal Parsing Error Occurred: XML parse error.

Table 21 Job Monitor Error Messages (continued)

Error Code Error Description
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Launching the Job Monitor
There are two ways to launch the Job Monitor:

• Use the jobmoninit script in the %APT_ORCHHOME/java directory:
jobmoninit start

This starts the Job Monitori application using the ports found in the 
$APT_ORCHHOME/etc/jobmon_ports file. To stop the application, use this 
command:

jobmoninit stop

• Do the following:

– Include $APT_ORCHHOME/java/jre/bin in your PATH.

– Set CLASSPATH=$APT_ORCHHOME/java/JobMonApp.jar: 
$APT_ORCHHOME/java/xerces/xerces.jar

– java JobMonApp 1602 1702 

The 1602 and 1702 communication ports are described in “Communication 
Ports” on page 13-3.
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The Orchestrate Operator 
Builder
This chapter describes the operator builder, buildop, which lets you create 
parallel Orchestrate operators from standard C or C++ statements, without 
requiring you to know C++. 
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Many Orchestrate applications require specialized operators to perform 
application-specific data processing. You may need an operator to perform a 
simple operation such as dropping records based on the value of a field. Or, you 
may need an operator to carry out a much more complex task. 

Orchestrate supplies the operator builder, buildop, to let you create parallel 
Orchestrate operators from standard C or C++ statements, without requiring you 
to know C++. The buildop utility generates source code files and the library file 
for a parallel operator from a single source file called the definition file. Using this 
utility, you can create operators for use in Orchestrate C++ code, as well as for 
your osh commands. 
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This chapter describes how to write a definition file and how to use buildop to 
create an operator from the definition file. This chapter also includes examples of 
definition files used to create Orchestrate operators.

Using buildop to Create Operators
The Orchestrate operator builder, buildop, lets you create operators without 
extensive coding. You supply only a few lines of C or C++ code for the operator 
body, and some configuration information. The buildop utility handles the 
implementation details needed to create the operator. This section describes the 
following:

• “Operators You Can Create with buildop” on page 14-3

• “The buildop Command” on page 14-3

• “The buildop Files” on page 14-4

• “Command-Line Options to buildop” on page 14-5

• “buildop Environment Variables” on page 14-8

• “Search Paths for Files Generated by buildop” on page 14-9

Operators You Can Create with buildop
You can create a wide variety of powerful operators using the buildop utility. 
However, these operators must meet the following requirements:

1 The operator must be parallel. You cannot create sequential operators with 
buildop.

2 The operator must have at least one input data set and one output data set. 
The operator can have multiple input data sets and output data sets.

3 The code in the body of the operator must be C or C++ compatible.

4 The partitioning method of the operator is any. You can modify this method 
by setting a partitioning method on the data set used as input to the operator. 
See Chapter 8, “Partitioning in Orchestrate” for more information.

The buildop Command
To build a custom operator, you run buildop with the following command:

$ buildop options buildop_definition_file

where options specifies configuration options to buildop, and 
buildop_definition_file specifies the buildop definition file. The buildop options 
are described in “Command-Line Options to buildop” on page 14-5, and creating 
a definition file is described in detail in “Creating a Definition File” on page 14-10.
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The buildop Files
From the definition file, the buildop utility creates:

• The header file, containing the declaration of the operator.

• The source file, containing the implementation of the operator.

• The object file, containing the dynamically loadable object code for the 
operator.

The following table lists these files, along with a brief description and the file 
name extension. Note that the base file name (without the extension) of generated 
files defaults to the base file name of the definition file.

Internationalized buildop Components
Orchestrate’s National Language Support (NLS) makes it possible to process data 
in international languages using multi-byte Unicode character sets. 

Note The source and header files can contain 7-bit US-ASCII characters only.

Table 22 buildop Files

buildop 
File 

Description Extension (all systems, 
except where noted)

Definition User-created descriptor file for 
the operator, used by buildop to 
generate header, source, 
wrapper, and object files.

.opd

Header Generated header file, with the 
declaration of the derived 
operator class.

.h

Source Generated C++ source file, with 
the implementation of the 
derived operator.

.C

Object Object file, a dynamically 
loadable shared library.

.o on AIX

.so on Sun Solaris and Tru64

.sl on HP-UX
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These buildop option values accept multi-byte Unicode characters:
-o name
-BC dir
-BL linker_path
-C dir
-H dir
-O dir
-PC compiler_options
-PL library_options
-W dir

These definition-file directives accept multi-byte Unicode characters:

$argument name and flag values
$compile compiler_options
$library library_options
$input port and field names
$output port and field names

See Chapter 7, National Language Support, in this Guide for information on 
National Language Support.

Command-Line Options to buildop
The following table lists the command-line options to buildop. Note that you 
cannot combine buildop options (for example, you cannot use -bf as a synonym 
for -b -f).

Table 23 buildop Options

Option Description

-b -b

Causes buildop to output the build commands but not to generate 
any files. This switch is equivalent to specifying -v -dHCWO. It is an 
error to use this switch with either -v or -d.

-c -c

Specifies compatibility mode. Makes the code compatible with 
earlier versions of osh.
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-d -d[H][C][W][O]

Disables generation of the files specified by the letters: H for header 
file, C for source file, W for wrapper file, or O for object and static 
object files.

If you use -d to disable generation of the header or source file, and 
the object and files are still created, buildop generates the header 
and source files in /tmp and deletes them after use.

-f -f

Forces buildop to overwrite any existing output files. Without this 
option, buildop does not overwrite any existing output files and, if 
it finds an existing output file, exits with an error message.

-flag -flag

Causes the defaults and current settings to be printed.

-n -n

Causes buildop to generate the header, source, and wrapper files, 
but not to compile them into object files.

-o -o name

Specifies the base name for the generated header, source, object, and 
static object files. Defaults to the base name of the buildop 
definition file (the name of the definition file without .opd). The 
name may contain multi-byte Unicode characters.

-v Enables verbose output from buildop to display the commands 
used to compile the generated source file and to create the 
dynamically loadable object module. Any error messages are 
converted to the operating-system character set which is specified 
with the -OS_charset option or the APT_OS_CHARSET 
environment variable.

-BC -BC dir

Specifies the full path to the C++ compiler. Overrides the value of 
environment variable APT_COMPILER, if set. The dir value may 
contain multi-byte Unicode characters.

-BL -BL linker_path

Specifies the full path to the C++ linker. Defaults to value of 
APT_LINKER, if set. The linker value may contain multi-byte 
Unicode characters.

Table 23 buildop Options (continued)

Option Description
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-C -C dir
Specifies the directory into which the generated source file is 
written. Defaults to the current working directory. The dir value 
may contain multi-byte Unicode characters.

-F -F{g | O}

Specifies the compilation flags: g for debug, or (the default) O for 
optimization.

-H -H dir

Specifies the directory into which the generated header file is 
written. Defaults to the current working directory. The dir value 
may contain multi-byte Unicode characters.

-input_charset -input_charset

Specifies the character set associated with the buildop option values 
and the definition file when buildop is invoked from the osh 
command line. Its default value is UTF-8. This option takes 
predence over the osh top-level -input_charset specification.

-O -O dir

Specifies the directory into which the dynamically loadable object 
file is written. Defaults to the current working directory. The dir 
value may contain multi-byte Unicode characters

-PC -PC'compiler_options'

Specifies a space-separated list of additional options to pass to the 
compile/link phase of operator construction. Note that the 
compiler_options list must be enclosed in single quotes and must 
follow -PC without intervening space. You can use multiple -PC 
options; their compiler_options lists are concatenated. Overrides the 
value of environment variable APT_COMPILEOPT, if set. The 
compiler_options value may contain multi-byte Unicode characters.

-PL -PL'library_options'

Specifies a space-separated list of additional options to pass to the 
compile/link phase of operator construction. Note that the 
library_options list must be enclosed in single quotes and must 
follow -PL without intervening space. You can use multiple -PL 
options; their library_options lists are concatenated. Overrides the 
value of environment variable APT_LINKOPT, if set. The 
library_options value may contain multi-byte Unicode characters

Table 23 buildop Options (continued)

Option Description
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buildop Environment Variables

-W -W dir

Specifies the directory into which the generated wrapper file is 
written. Defaults to the current working directory. The dir value 
may contain multi-byte Unicode characters.

Table 23 buildop Options (continued)

Option Description

Table 24 buildop Environment Variables

Environment Variable Description

APT_COMPILER Specifies the full path to the base C++ compiler. 
This can be overridden by entering the -BC 
option on the command line

APT_COMPILEOPT Specifies the extra options to the C++ compiler. 
This can be overridden by entering the -PC 
option on the command line.

APT_LINKER Specifies the full path to the C++ linker. This can 
be overridden by entering the -BL option on the 
command line.

APT_LINKOPT Specifies the extra options to the C++ linker. 
This can be overridden by entering the -PL 
option on the command line.

APT_ORCHHOME Specifies the first directory in the Orchestrate 
installation path, install_dir, the directory where 
Orchestrate is installed.

OSH_BUILDOP_HEADER Identifies the directory into which the generated 
header file is written. Defaults to the current 
working directory. 

You can override this setting using the -H 
option to buildop.

OSH_BUILDOP_CODE Identifies the directory into which the generated 
source file and build script are written. Defaults 
to the current working directory. 

You can override this setting using the -C option 
to buildop.
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The Orchestrate 7.0 Installation and Administration Manual describes in detail how 
to use environment variables.

Search Paths for Files Generated by buildop
To use the operator created by buildop, make sure that the directory holding your 
buildop object file is specified in your library path. For the file name extension for 
object files on your operating system, see the buildop file table in “The buildop 
Files” on page 14-4.

The name of the library path environment variable depends on the operating 
system you are using, as follows:

• On AIX, the library path is LIBPATH.

• On Sun Solaris and Tru64, the library path is LD_LIBRARY_PATH.

• On HP-UX, the library path is SHLIB_PATH.

Creating and Using an Operator
This section describes how to create a definition file for a sample operator, how to 
use buildop to generate an operator from the file, and how to use the generated 
operator.

OSH_BUILDOP_OBJECT Identifies the directory into which the 
dynamically loadable object file is written. 
Defaults to the current working directory. 

You can override this setting using the -O 
option to buildop.

OSH_BUILDOP_XLC_BIN (AIX only) Specifies the directory containing the 
compiler command makeC++SharedLib_r. The 
default directory is /usr/lpp/xlC/bin.

TMPDIR Specifies the directory where compilation takes 
place. Some compilers require that the directory 
where the compilation takes place is writable. 
You may need to set TMPDIR to meet this 
requirement

Table 24 buildop Environment Variables (continued)

Environment Variable Description
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Data-Flow Diagram of a Sample Operator

Note that in this diagram, the transferred record is represented in the operator 
input interface schema as inRec:*, and in the output interface schema as 
outRec:*.

The sum operator adds two fields of an input record to create a new field. The 
operator transfers the input record to the output data set, and it adds the new 
field containing the sum to the output record.

Creating a Definition File
A definition file contains a number of directives, which are buildop keywords that 
you use to define the characteristics and code of your operator. Fully-specified 
directives in a definition file are often referred to as declarations. All buildop 
directives are described in the table in “buildop Definition File Directives” on 
page 14-12. This section introduces the basic buildop directives in the definition 
file for a sample operator, sum. 

The definition file (sum.opd) for operator sum is listed below, followed with a line-
by-line description (Line number labels are not part of the definition file).

a:int32; b:int32; inRec:*;

input data set

output data set

 sum:int32; outRec:*;

sum 

Table 25 Sample buildop Definition File

Code

1 $operator sum

2 $class Sum_Operator

3 $input auto record (a:int32; b:int32;)

4 $output auto record (sum:int32;)

5 $transfer 0 0 auto

6 $action

7 sum = a + b;

8 $end

Comments
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Using the Definition File to Generate Your Operator
You use the following buildop command to generate the sum operator:

$ buildop sum.opd

This command generates and saves the object file (sum.o, sum.so, or sum.sl). The 
extension of the object file name depends on your operating system, as described 
in the table in “The buildop Files” on page 14-4.

You can also specify that buildop save additional generated files, such as a header 
file, that buildop by default deletes after use. For details, see “Command-Line 
Options to buildop” on page 14-5.

Using the Generated Operator
In an osh command, you use the operator name sum, as specified by the $operator 
directive. Shown below is an osh command using this operator:

$ osh "sum <inDS.ds > outDS.ds"

1 $operator specifies the name of the operator as it is specified in an osh command, 
and it must be the first directive in the definition file.

2 $class specifies the name of the derived C++ class for the operator. The class name 
allows you to use the operator in an Orchestrate C++ application, as well as in an 
osh command.

3 $input specifies the input interface schema of the operator.

4 $output specifies the output interface schema of the operator.

5 $transfer specifies transfer of a record from input 0 to output 0. In “Data-Flow 
Diagram of a Sample Operator” on page 14-10, a transfer is represented by inrec:* 
going to outrec:*.

6 $action specifies the action of the operator using C or C++ statements. The code 
specified by this directive is executed once per input record. Note that you reference 
fields using the field name as defined in the input or output interface schema. 

In addition, you can specify $pre and $post sections to include any code executed 
before and/or after the $action code.

7 The body of the operator; in this example it is a single statement, but it can consist of 
any number of statements.

8 $end specifies the end of the definition file. 

Table 25 Sample buildop Definition File
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In this command, inDS.ds is required to have two fields, named a and b. If it does 
not, you can use the modify operator to make the input data set compatible. See 
the chapter on modify in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference.

To use this operator in a C++ program, you use the class name Sum_Operator, as 
specified by the $class directive in the definition file. The class name can contain 
only 7-bit US-ASCII characters.

See “Using the buildop Macros” on page 14-27 for a complete list of the directives 
that you can use in the definition file. See “Command-Line Options to buildop” 
on page 14-5 for more information on the syntax of the buildop command.

buildop Definition File Directives
This section describes the syntax of the buildop definition file. Table 26 contains 
all directives that you can include in this file.

Table 26 buildop Definition File Directives

Directive Description

$action $action C++_code 
Specifies the main body of the operator.

This directive is required and may appear anywhere in the definition 
file.

The C++_code code can contain 7-bit US-ASCII characters only. Use the 
aliased ASCII names for port and field names that contain multi-byte 
Unicode characters. See “Using the $input and $output Directives” on 
page 14-16 for information on field and port name aliases.

The code defined by $action is executed for each record of the input 
data set. After the $action code is executed, any auto transfer is 
performed, followed by any auto write of the processed record to the 
output data set. 

In the generated source file, each line of C++_code is preceded by a 
#line directive to cause any compiler errors to be reported in the 
context of the opd file.

$argument $argument name type [-flag]
Specifies arguments that the invoking osh command can pass to the 
operator. name is the operator name, and type is the operator type 
(boolean, integer, float, or a path name). The optional -flag is used on 
the osh command line to set the variable; it defaults to -name.

The name and flag values may contain multi-byte Unicode characters.
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$class $class class_name
Specifies the name of the derived C++ class for the operator. The class 
name may contain only 7-bit US-ASCII characters.

This directive is required and may appear anywhere in the definition 
file.

$compile $compile compiler_options
Specifies any additional arguments passed to the compiler. This 
directive may appear anywhere in the file but cannot span multiple 
lines. 

The compiler_options may contain multi-byte Unicode characters. 
Before the value is passed to the compiler, it is converted to the 
operating-system character set, which is specified with the -
OS_charset option or the APT_OS_CHARSET environment variable.

This directive is optional.

$define $define C++_code
Specifies any code included in the source file, after all #include 
statements and before the code of the operator. This directive allows 
you to specify header files or other information used to compile your 
code. The code cannot contain multi-byte Unicode characters.

This directive is optional.

In the generated source file, each line of C++_code is preceded by a 
#line directive to cause any compiler errors to be reported in context 
of the opd file.

By default, Orchestrate always includes the header files stdio.h, 
iostream.h, and math.h 

$end $end

Specifies the end of the definition file and must be the final directive in 
the file.

This directive is optional.

Table 26 buildop Definition File Directives (continued)

Directive Description
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$library $library options
Specifies any additional arguments passed to the linker. This directive 
may appear anywhere in the file but cannot span multiple lines.

The options may contain multi-byte Unicode characters. The value is 
converted to the operating-system character set, which is specified 
with the -OS_charset option or the APT_OS_CHARSET environment 
variable.

This directive is optional.

Note that this directive may appear anywhere in the file, but it cannot 
span multiple lines.

$input For schema declarations that contain only ASCII characters:
$input [port_name] [auto | noauto] 

record(fieldname:type; ...)
For schema declarations that have port and/or field names that 
contain multi-byte Unicode characters.

$input  [ unicode_port_name as ascii_port_name]
[ auto | noauto ]
record(unicode_fieldname as ascii_fieldname:type; ...)

Specifies the input interface schema of the operator. 

The record_schema cannot contain subrecords, tagged aggregates, or 
import/export properties. See “Using the $input and $output 
Directives” on page 14-16 for more information.

The port_name is optional; see “Using Explicitly Named Ports” on 
page 14-18 for information on default and specified input port names. 
The auto/noauto setting defaults to auto, for automatic record-
reading.

This directive, specifying the schema, is required and may appear 
anywhere in the definition file.

$operator $operator op_name
Specifies the name of the operator as used in an osh command line. 
The name must contain only 7-bit US-ASCII characters.

This directive is required and must appear first in the description file.

Table 26 buildop Definition File Directives (continued)

Directive Description
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$output For schema declarations that contain only 7-bit US-ASCII characters:
$output [port_name] [auto | noauto] 

record(fieldname:type; ...)
For schema declarations that have port and/or field names that 
contain multi-byte Unicode characters.

$output [ unicode_port_name as ascii_port_name]
[ auto | noauto ]
record(unicode_fieldname as ascii_fieldname:type; ...)

Specifies the output interface schema of the operator. The 
record_schema cannot contain subrecords, tagged aggregates, or 
import/export properties. See “Using the $input and $output 
Directives” on page 14-16 for more information.

The port_name is optional; see “Using Explicitly Named Ports” on 
page 14-18 for information on default and specified output port 
names. The auto/noauto setting defaults to auto, for automatic 
record-writing.

This directive is required and may appear anywhere in the definition 
file.

$post $post C++_code
Specifies optional code executed after the main code specified by the 
$action directive.

The C++_code code can contain 7-bit US-ASCII characters only. Use the 
aliased ASCII name for port and field names that contain multi-byte 
Unicode characters. See “Using the $input and $output Directives” on 
page 14-16 for information on field and port name aliases.

This directive is optional. 

$pre $pre C++_code
Specifies optional code executed before the main code specified by the 
$action directive.

The C++_code code can contain 7-bit US-ASCII characters only. Use 
the aliased ASCII name for port and field names that contain multi-
byte Unicode characters. See “Using the $input and $output 
Directives” on page 14-16 for information on field and port name 
aliases.

This directive is optional.

Table 26 buildop Definition File Directives (continued)

Directive Description
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Using the $input and $output Directives
For every input and output for the operator, you must use an $input or $output 
directive to specify a schema and other properties for the input or output. The 
$input and $output directives can appear anywhere in the definition file. The 
buildop utility prints the line number of any error encountered when parsing a 
schema definition.

The port and field names of the $input and $output directives may contain multi-
byte Unicode characters. However, most C++ compilers currently process only 7-
bit US-ASCII characters. To overcome this restriction, Orchestrate provides 
alternative syntax for the directives that contain multi-byte Unicode data. 

The ASCII-only forms of these two directives have the following syntax:
$input [ port_name ] [ auto | noauto ] record(fieldname:type; ...)
$output [ port_name ] [ auto | noauto ] record(fieldname:type; ...)

For example:
$output noauto record(field:string;)

The multi-byte Unicode forms of these two directives alias the multi-byte 
Unicode names with ASCII names. They have this syntax:

$input  [ unicode_port_name as ascii_port_name] [ auto | noauto ]
record(unicode_fieldname as ascii_fieldname:type; ...)

$output [ unicode_port_name as ascii_port_name] [ auto | noauto ]
record(unicode_fieldname as ascii_fieldname:type; ...)

For example:
$input côte as inputport1 record(état as field1:ustring)

$transfer $transfer input output [auto | noauto] [separate | 
combined]

Specifies a transfer (total copy) from input (input port index 0-n, or 
port name) to output (output port index 0-n, or port name). 

The optional auto/noauto setting defaults to auto, for automatic 
transfer. The optional combined/separate setting defaults to 
combined, for combined transfers to the same outputs.

The input and output port names can contain 7-bit US-ASCII 
characters only.

This directive is optional, and you can use multiple $transfer 
declarations in the definition file. See “Using the $transfer Directive” 
on page 14-20 for more information.

Table 26 buildop Definition File Directives (continued)

Directive Description
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The following examples show how vector fields are correctly aliased:
record(états[24] as field1:ustring)
record(états[24] as field2[24]:ustring)
record(états[] as field3:ustring)
record(états[] as field4[]:ustring)

It is an error to declare an aliased field name a vector when the Unicode name is 
not a vector:

record(état as field5[24]:ustring)

The port name is an optional variable name for the input or output. This is useful 
when you need to distinguish between two input fields that have the same name 
but arrive at different ports.

The auto option directs Orchestrate to automatically read records from an input, 
or automatically write them to an output. The auto option is the default setting for 
record handling.

The noauto option directs Orchestrate not to automatically read or write records. 
With this setting, you must code your operator to explicitly read or write records, 
using macros.

Note that fields of an input interface schema are read-only, and fields of an output 
interface schema are read/write.

The buildop utility allows you to specify multiple $input and $output directives. 
For each $input or $output, you can specify an optional variable name that may 
be used to access the input or output data set. You can also specify whether 
records are automatically read or written for each input or output. 

The following are examples of input and output directives:
$input côte as inputport1 record(état as field1:ustring)
$input mydata auto record(field:int32;)
$output noauto record(field:string;)

Using Default Port Names
By default, Orchestrate names the input ports of your operator input interface 
in0...innum_ins-1, and it names the output ports of the operator output 
interface out0...outnum_outs-1. You can also refer to input 0 as in and to output 
0 as out.

Note The port and field names that appear in the $pre, $post, and $action directives 
must be in their aliased ASCII-only form.

Important Inputs and outputs are implicitly numbered from 0 to n-1, in the order in which 
they are specified. You must use this implicit indexing when you code your 
operator to reference inputs or outputs by number.
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You can also give inputs and outputs non-default names, as described below. If 
you do, the default names are still available.

Using Explicitly Named Ports
The name assigned to an input or output must be the following:

• A legal identifier (that is, alphanumeric plus underscore, starting with a letter)

The port name may contain multi-byte Unicode characters.

• Unique among all inputs (for input names), or unique among all outputs (for 
output names)

You can give the same name to an input and an output port. In that case, 
Orchestrate appends _in to the input name and _out to the output name.

If you specify a port name for an input or output, you can use that port name in 
place of the corresponding in or out variable (see the preceding section on default 
port names). For example, suppose your definition file contains the following 
declarations:

For declarations with only ASCII characters:
$input myin auto record(a:int32;)
$output myout auto record(a:int32;)

For declarations with port and/or field names with multi-byte Unicode 
characters:

$input côte as myin record(état as a:ustring)
$output gâteau as myout record(état as a:ustring)

You can then reference the two a fields using qualified record names, as in the 
following statement:

myout.a = myin.a;

In the statement above, myout.a means the field a in the output record at port 
myout, and myin.a means the field a in the output record at port myin. The 
statement copies the contents of myin.a to myout.a.

Each named input or output has a corresponding variable, portid_, that contains 
its numeric index, as shown in the following sample declaration and usage:

$input x record(a:int32;)
$input y record(a:int32;)
$input z record(a:int32;)

$output p record(a:int32;)
$output q record(a:int32;)

x.portid_ => 0
y.portid_ => 1
z.portid_ => 2
p.portid_ => 0
q.portid_ => 1
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You can pass these numeric indexes to flow-control macros that require the index 
of an input or output as an argument (See “Flow-Control Macros” on page 14-28.)

Field Names and Default Values for Interface Schemas
Each input or output schema must be a legal schema, with the following 
restrictions:

• No subrecord or tagged aggregate elements are allowed.

• Either the input schema and output schema have no schema variables, or each 
has one schema variable.

• No import/export properties are allowed.

• A field name cannot be a C++ keyword. The list of C++ keywords varies by 
compiler, but the following list (in alphabetical order) is typical:
auto break case catch char class const continue default delete div do 
double else enum extern float for friend goto if int long mutable new 
operator private protected public register return short signed sizeof 
static struct switch template this throw typedef union unsigned 
virtual void volatile while

• A field name cannot be a predefined input or output name (predefined names 
are in0...inn, out0...outn, and in and out.

The records of an output data set have read/write access, so that you can write to 
and read from the output record, in order to use it to hold temporary values. The 
default value for an output record field is based on the field’s data type and 
nullability. For a complete list of default values, see the section on defaults for 
fields in output data sets in the “Orchestrate Data Sets” on page 4-1.

Referencing Record Fields
In the $action, $pre, and $post section of the definition file, you refer to schema 
components with the field name, as defined in the input or output interface 
schema. For field names that contain multi-byte Unicode characters, you must use 
their aliased ASCII-character field names. See “Using the $input and $output 
Directives” on page 14-16 for more information.

If the field name is not unique among all interfaces, both input and output, for the 
operator, you must reference it with port_name.field_name. The port_name is either 
the name you have given the port (See “Using Explicitly Named Ports” on 
page 14-18.) or, for a port that you have not named, the default name (See “Using 
Default Port Names” on page 14-17.) For example, for a field price in the input 
schema for the third input port (index 2), which you have not explicitly named, 
you use the reference in2.price.
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Using the $transfer Directive
Syntax
A transfer copies all fields from an input to an output without specifying the 
fields by name. Any enumerated fields defined for the output appear first in 
output records, followed by the transferred fields. If multiple transfers put a field 
with the same name onto the same output, the first transfer with that name is 
made, other transfers for this field name are dropped, and Orchestrate issues a 
warning regarding the conflict.

The optional $transfer directive lets you specify one or more transfers between 
inputs and outputs. The syntax of this directive is as follows:

$transfer input output { auto | noauto } { separate | combined }

where:

• input is the input index (0-n or the port name).

• output is the output index (0-n or the port name).

• auto species that the transfer is performed automatically. auto is the 
default setting.

• noauto specifies that the transfer must be explicitly requested.

• separate means that transfers to the same output are not combined (see 
the next section).

• combined specifies that transfers to the same output are combined (see 
the next section). combined is the default setting.

The combined/separate Transfer Property
The combined and separate keywords control whether multiple transfers to the 
same output are combined or are performed separately. Transfers declared 
combined must have compatible input schemas; their fields overwrite the current 
values in the record. A combined transfer is useful when you need to transfer 
similar records from a group of inputs; for example, when you want to merge two 
or more input streams into a single output stream.

Transfers declared separate need not have compatible input schemas. Orchestrate 
concatenates the transferred fields in the order in which the transfers are declared. 
If two or more transfers have fields with the same name, Orchestrate keeps only 
the first instance of each field and drops the others with a warning, where order is 
determined by the order of the transfer declarations. A separate transfer is useful 

Important Like inputs and outputs, transfers are implicitly numbered from 0 to n-1 in the 
order in which they are specified. You must use this indexing when you 
reference transfers in your code.
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when you need to transfer records from a group of dissimilar inputs, 
concatenating their fields into a single long output record.

The following are examples of $transfer statements:
$ transfer 1 0 #transfer 0, from input 1 to output 0
$ transfer 2 2 noauto #transfer 1, from input 2 to output 2
$ transfer 3 2 combined #transfer 2, from input 3 to output 2
$ transfer myin myout noauto separate # transfer 3, from myin to myout

The following section presents an example operator using the separate option. 
For an example operator using the combined option, see “Example Operator: 
transfer_combined” on page 14-37.

Example Operator: transfer_separate
This example illustrates the separate option to the $transfer directive. You can 
find files for this example in install_dir/examples/CustomOps/BuildOp. It shows 
how the separate option causes the operator to merge two outputs with any 
duplicates dropped. The result is that the field z in input 0 is dropped because 
there is already a z in input 1 and it is transferred first.

The opd file contains the following:
$operator transfer_separate
$class transfer_separate
$input record (a:int32; z:int32)
$input record (b:int32; z:int32)
$output record ()
$transfer 0 0 separate
$transfer 1 0 separate

$action
    ;

$end

Note You can mix combined and separate transfers to the same output. A combined 
transfer must be compatible with the immediately preceding transfer 
declaration for the same output. A separate transfer does not have this 
restriction.
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The example is run with the following osh code:
generator
  -schema 'record( a: int16 {cycle={init=0, incr=0}};
                   z: int16 {cycle={init=1, incr=0}};
                   q: int16 {cycle={init=1, incr=0}})'
  -records 3
  > a.v;

generator

  -schema 'record( b: int16 {cycle={init=2, incr=0}};
                   z: int16 {cycle={init=3, incr=0}})'
  -records 3
  > b.v;

transfer_separate < a.v < b.v

|

peek
-name

Since the opd file specifies the transfer in the order:
$transfer 0 0 separate

$transfer 1 0 separate

the output looks like this:
INFO:TOPK 15:29:35(000) <peek,0>   a:0 z:1 q:1 b:2

INFO:TOPK 15:29:35(001) <peek,0>   a:0 z:1 q:1 b:2

INFO:TOPK 15:29:35(002) <peek,0>   a:0 z:1 q:1 b:2

This is because the record from input 0 is written to output 0, and then the record 
from input 1 is appended. The schema for input 0 declares the fields in the order 
a, z, q. When input 1 is appended, any duplicate fields it defines are dropped. This 
causes its z to be dropped, but the field b is kept. So fields a, z, and q come from 
input 0 and field b is from input 1.

If the opd file specified the transfers in the order:
$transfer 1 0 separate

$transfer 0 0 separate

the output would look like this:
INFO:TOPK 15:33:47(000) <peek,0>   b:2 z:3 a:0 q:1

INFO:TOPK 15:33:47(001) <peek,0>   b:2 z:3 a:0 q:1

INFO:TOPK 15:33:47(002) <peek,0>   b:2 z:3 a:0 q:1

The explanation of this output is that the record from input 1 (fields b and z) is 
written to output 0, and then the record from input 0 is appended. Since both 
inputs have a field z, only the first one (from input 1) is kept and the duplicate z 
field is dropped. Only the fields a and q are actually appended.
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Using the $argument Directive
Syntax
You can use the optional $argument directive to specify command line options 
that the operator accepts, as follows:

$argument name type [-flag]

where:

• name is the variable name for the argument; you can use this variable 
name to reference the argument in your operator code sections.

• type is the argument type, which is one of the following: boolean, integer, 
float, string, ustring, or pathname.

• -flag is a parameter that the invoking command uses to assign the 
argument. If $argument does not specify it, -flag defaults to -name.

To specify an argument on the osh command line, you use the -flag followed by a 
value that is assigned to the variable name (except for boolean arguments, for 
which no value follows the flag). You can use the argument’s variable name to 
reference it from any of your operator’s code sections ($pre, $action, and $post).

For example, suppose the definition file for an operator burger contains the 
following argument declarations:

$argument pickles    integer -p
$argument mayonnaise float   -mayo
$argument cheese boolean

After using buildop to generate the operator, you could invoke burger in an osh 
command, as shown below:

osh " ... | burger -p 3 -mayo 12.5 -cheese | ... "

The following operator example uses the $argument directive, as well as the 
$transfer directive (see “Using the $transfer Directive” on page 14-20).

Example Operator: simple
This operator takes two data inputs, and it takes an argument, limit, declared 
with the argument directive. It declares two transfers, one from input 0 to output 
0 and the other from input 1 to output 0. Note that the second transfer is declared 
as separate. For a description of the doTransfersTo() macros, see “Transfer 
Macros” on page 14-30. For a description of the writeRecord() macro, see “Input 
and Output Macros” on page 14-28. You can find files for this example in 
install_dir/examples/CustomOps/BuildOp.

Note The name and flag values may contain multi-byte Unicode characters.
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This operator copies values from both input records to the output, if and only if 
the value of a is less that the limit value specified by the argument to the operator.

$operator simple
$class Simple_Operator
$input auto record(a:int32;)
$input auto record(b:int32;)
$output noauto record(a:int32; b:int32;)
$transfer 0 0 noauto
$transfer 1 0 noauto separate
$argument limit integer

$action
if ( in0.a < limit ) {

out.a = in0.a;
out.b = in1.b;
doTransfersTo(0);
writeRecord(0);

}

$end

Using Nullable Fields
Syntax
Orchestrate supports a null value representation for all field types. In order to 
define a field as nullable in an input or output interface schema, you use the 
nullable keyword, as shown in the following examples:

$input record (a:nullable int32; b:nullable int32; c: int8;)

$output record (d:nullable int32; e:int16;)

You individually specify the nullability setting for each field in the schema. In this 
example, fields a, b, and d are nullable, and fields c and e are (by default) not 
nullable. All fields defined as nullable in the output interface schema are 
initialized to null in each output record. See “Orchestrate Data Sets” on page 4-1 
for more information on null values and nullable fields.

An expression using a nullable source field generates an error if the source field 
contains a null. For example, the following expression uses fields a, b, and d:

d = a / b;

In this case, the source fields (a and b) must not be null. If either field is null, the 
expression causes an error condition that terminates your application. Field d may 
contain a null, as it is the destination. The result of the expression is written to 
field d, replacing the null. 

Orchestrate provides the following functions for you to use with any nullable 
field, represented by the placeholder fieldName:

• fieldName_null() returns the boolean value of true if fieldName contains a 
null and false if not. 
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• fieldName_setnull() sets an output field to null (input fields are read-only). 

• fieldName_clearnull() sets an output field to non-null (input fields are read-
only).

The following example shows how you can rewrite the preceding expression 
(d=a/b) to avoid an error caused by a nullable field, by using function 
fieldName_null():

if (!a_null() && !b_null() )
d = a / b;

Example Operator: nulls
The following example operator, nulls, shows how you can use the macros 
fieldName_setnull() and fieldName_clearNull(). You can find files for this 
example in install_dir/examples/CustomOps/BuildOp.

$operator nulls
$class Nulls_Operator
$input auto record(a:nullable int32; b:nullable int32;)
$output auto record(q:nullable int32; r:nullable int32;)
$transfer 0 0 auto

$action
if (a_null() || b_null() || b == 0) {

q_setnull();
r_setnull();

}
else {

q_clearnull();
r_clearnull();
q = a / b;
r = a % b;}

$end

Using Vector Fields
Syntax
Orchestrate schemas allow you to define vector fields (one-dimensional arrays). 
Shown below is an example interface schema with vector fields:

$input record (a[10]:int8;)

$output record (total:int32;)

In this example, field a is a 10-element vector.

Orchestrate provides the following functions for you to use with any vector field, 
represented by the placeholder fieldName:

• fieldName[index] accesses the vector element at the specified index (indexing 
starts at 0). Vector elements in an input record are read-only, and vector 
elements in an output record are read/write.
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• fieldName.vectorLength() returns an integer containing the number of 
elements in the vector. 

• fieldName.setVectorLength(length) sets the length of a variable-length vector 
field in an output record (input fields are read-only). You must set the length 
of a variable-length vector before using it.

• fieldName_null(index) returns the boolean value true if the vector element at 
the specified index is null and false if not.

• fieldName_setnull(index) sets the vector element in an output record at the 
specified index to null (input fields are read-only).

• fieldName_clearnull(index) sets the vector element in an output record at the 
specified index to non-null (input fields are read-only). You must call this 
function before using fieldName[index] on a nullable field.

Example Operator: vector
The following example sums all the elements in the input vector a and stores the 
result in the output field total. It uses several of the vector-handling functions. 
You can find files for this example in install_dir/examples/CustomOps/BuildOp.
Figure 52 shows the data flow for the example.

$operator vector
$class Vector_Operator
$input  auto  record(a[]:nullable int8; c:string[];)
$output auto  record(total:int32;)
$output auto  record(b[]:nullable int8; c:string[];)
$transfer 0 0 auto

$pre
int i = 0;

$action
int vlen = a.vectorLength();
// Count and total non-null values.

Figure 52 vector Operator Data Flow

record (
a[]:nullable int8;
c:string[];)

record (
total:int32
a[]:nullable int8;
c:string[];)

record (
b[]:nullable int8;
c:string[];)

vector
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total = 0;
for (i=0; i<vlen; i++) {

if (! a_null(i)) {
total += a[i];

}
}

// Copy vector to output.
b.setVectorLength(vlen);
for (i=0; i<vlen; i++) {

if (! a_null(i)) {
b_clearnull(i);
b[i] = a[i];

}
else {

b_setnull(i);
}

}

// Copy string field to output.
out1.c = in.c;

$end

Using the buildop Macros
Orchestrate provides a number of macros for you to use in the $pre, $post, and 
$action code for the operator you create with buildop. This section describes 
these macros, which are grouped into the following four categories:

• “Informational Macros” on page 14-27

• “Flow-Control Macros” on page 14-28

• “Input and Output Macros” on page 14-28

• “Transfer Macros” on page 14-30

Informational Macros
You can use the informational macros in your operator code, to determine the 
number of inputs, outputs, and transfers, as follows:

Table 27 buildop Informational Macros

Macro Return Value

inputs() Returns number of declared inputs.

outputs() Returns number of declared outputs.

transfers() Returns number of declared transfers.
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Flow-Control Macros
Flow-control macros let you override the default behavior of the input and 
processing loop in your operator’s action section. Modifying the loop makes your 
operator code more complex and more difficult to debug. Before coding with 
these macros, be sure to carefully read “How buildop Executes Generated Code” 
on page 14-31 and “Designing Operators with Multiple Inputs” on page 14-32.

For an example of using endLoop() in an $action section, see “Using Both auto 
and noauto Inputs” on page 14-34.

Input and Output Macros
Description
The input and output macros let you control read, write, and transfer of 
individual records.

Each of the input and output macros listed below takes an argument, as follows:

• An input argument is the index (0-n) of the declared input, and an output 
argument is the index (0-n) of the declared output. If you have defined a port 
name for an input or output, you can use portname.portid_ in place of the 
index.

• An index argument is the index (0-n) of the declared transfer.

Table 28 buildop Flow-Control Macros

Macro Return Value

endLoop() Causes operator to stop looping, following completion of the 
current loop and after writing any auto outputs for this loop.

nextLoop() Causes operator to immediately skip to start of next loop, 
without writing any outputs.

failStep() Causes operator to terminate the step and return a failed 
status.

Table 29 buildop Input and Output Macros

Macro Return Value

readRecord(input) Immediately reads the next record from input, if there is one. If 
there is no record, the next call to inputDone() will return 
false.
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For examples of using input and output macros, see the following:

• readRecord() in “Example Operator: noauto” on page 14-35

• writeRecord() in several examples, including “Example Operator: 
reject_record” on page 14-31 and “Example Operator: noauto” on page 14-35

• inputDone() in “Example Operator: noauto” on page 14-35

• discardRecord() and discardTransfer() in the example below

Example Operator: divide
The following example, divide, calculates the quotient of two input fields. The 
operator checks to see if the divisor is zero. If it is, divide calls discardTransfer() 
so that the record is not transferred, and then calls discardRecord(), which drops 
the record (does not write it to the output data set). You can find files for divide in 
install_dir/examples/CustomOps/BuildOp. The opd file follows:

$operator divide
$class Divide_Operator
$input auto record(a:int32; b:int32;)
$output auto record(quotient:int32; remainder:int32;)
$transfer 0 0 auto

$action
if (b == 0) {

discardTransfer(0); // Don't perform transfer.
discardRecord(0);   // Don't write output record.

writeRecord(output) Immediately writes a record to output.

inputDone(input) Returns true if the last call to readRecord() for the specified 
input failed to read a new record, because the input has no 
more records. This macro can only be called after a call to 
readRecord().

holdRecord(input) Causes auto input to be suspended for the current record, so 
that the operator does not automatically read a new record at 
the start of the next loop. If auto is not set for the input, 
holdRecord() has no effect.

discardRecord(output) Causes auto output to be suspended for the current record, so 
that the operator does not output the record at the end of the 
current loop. If auto is not set for the output, discardRecord() 
has no effect.

discardTransfer(index) Causes auto transfer to be suspended, so that the operator does 
not perform the transfer at the end of the current loop. If auto is 
not set for the transfer, discardTransfer() has no effect.

Table 29 buildop Input and Output Macros (continued)
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}
else {

quotient  = a / b;
remainder = a % b;

}

$end

Transfer Macros
Description
This section describes how to use the buildop transfer macros. Each transfer 
macro listed in Table 30 takes an argument determined by the following rules:

• An input argument is the index (0-n) of the declared input, and an output 
argument is the index (0-n) of the declared output. Transfers are numbered by 
the order they are declared. If you have defined a port name for an input or 
output, you can use portname.portid_ in place of the index.

• An index argument is the index (0-n) of the declared transfer.

A transfer copies the input record to the output buffer. If your definition file 
specifies auto transfer (the default setting), immediately after execution of the 
$action code, the operator transfers the input record to the output record.

For an example of using doTransfer(), see “Example Operator: score” on page 14-
34.

The code example below shows how you can use doTransfersTo() and 
transferAndWriteRecord() in a sample operator, reject_record. An example using 
reject in an osh command follows the code.

Table 30 buildop Transfer Macros

Macro Return Value

doTransfer(index) Performs the transfer specified by index.

doTransfersFrom(input) Performs all transfers from input. 

doTransfersTo(output) Performs all transfers to output.

transferAndWriteRecord(output) Performs all transfers and writes a record for the 
specified output. Calling this macro is equivalent to 
calling the macros doTransfersTo(output) and 
writeRecord(output);
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Example Operator: reject_record
This example operator, reject_record, has one auto input. It has two noauto 
outputs. It declares two noauto transfers, the first to output 0 and the second to 
output 1.

The input record holds a dividend in field a and a divisor in field b. The operator 
checks the divisor, and if it is zero, calls transferAndWriteRecord(1) to perform a 
transfer to output 1 and write the record to output 1. If the divisor is not zero, the 
operator calls doTransfersTo(0) to perform the transfer to output 0, then assign 
the division results to enumerated fields quotient and remainder, and finally to call 
writeRecord(0) to write the record to output 0. You can find files for this example 
in install_dir/examples/CustomOps/BuildOp. The opd file follows:

$operator reject_record
$class Reject_Operator
$input auto record(a:int32; b:int32;)
$output noauto record(quotient:int32; remainder:int32;)
$output noauto record()
$transfer 0 0 noauto
$transfer 0 1 noauto

$action
if (b == 0) {

// Send record to reject output
transferAndWriteRecord(1);

} else {
// Copy record to normal output

doTransfersTo(0);
// Set additional data fields.

quotient  = a / b;
remainder = a % b;

// Write the record.
writeRecord(0);

}

$end

Using Operator reject_record in an osh Command
When you use the example operator reject_record in an osh command, the first 
output data set (output data set 0) contains the accepted records, and the second 
output data set (output data set 1) is the set of rejected records. Your osh 
command must direct output from divide to both output data sets, as shown 
below:

$ osh "reject_record <inDS.ds > outResults.ds > outReject.ds"

How buildop Executes Generated Code
This section describes how the code generated by buildop is executed. If you are 
writing simple operators and your code uses only the default, automatic I/O 
handling, you do not need to be concerned with the details of this section. If you 
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are writing more complex operators with non-default I/O handling, you need to 
familiarize yourself with the details.

Orchestrate executes your buildop-generated custom operator code, as follows:

1 Handles $define declarations, if any.

2 Executes the $pre code section, if present.

3 Loops repeatedly until either all inputs have run out of records, or the $action 
code has explicitly invoked endLoop(). In the loop, perform the following 
steps:

a Reads one record for each input, except where any of the following is true:

• The input has no more records left.

• The input has been declared noauto.

• The holdRecord() macro was called for the input last time around the 
loop.

b Executes the $action code, which can explicitly read and write records, 
perform transfers, and invoke loop-control macros such as endLoop().

c Performs each specified transfer, except where any of the following is true:

• The input of the transfer has no more records.

• The transfer has been declared noauto.

• The discardTransfer() macro was called for the transfer during the 
current loop iteration.

d Writes one record for each output, except where any of the following is 
true:

• The output was declared noauto.

• The discardRecord() macro was called for the output during the 
current loop iteration.

4 Executes code in the $post section, if present.

5 Returns a status value, which is one of the following:

APT_StatusOk (value 0). The default.

APT_StatusFailed (value 1). Returned only if your code invoked failStep().

Designing Operators with Multiple Inputs
Orchestrate supports creation of operators that perform complex data handling, 
through use of multiple inputs and outputs, flow control, and transfers. This 
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section describes some suggested approaches for designing operators that 
successfully handle the challenge of using multiple inputs.

Requirements for Coding for Multiple Inputs
To use multiple inputs effectively, your operator code needs to meet the following 
two requirements:

• Perform a read of a record’s fields only when the record is available on the 
specified input.

Make sure that your operator code will not attempt to read a field from an 
input with no more records. It also must not attempt to use a field on a noauto 
input before it has called readRecord() on that input. Failure to prevent either 
of these situations causes the operator to fail with an error message similar to 
the following:

isUsable() false on accessor interfacing to field "fieldname"

• Terminate the reading of records from each input immediately after (but not 
before) all needed records have been read from it.

If you declare any inputs as noauto, your operator must determine when all 
needed records have been read from all inputs, and at that point to terminate the 
operator by calling the endLoop() macro. Remember that the operator continues 
to loop as long as there are records remaining on any of its inputs.

Strategies for Using Multiple Inputs and Outputs
In general, the best approach to coding for multiple inputs is the simplest, using 
the automated features as much as possible. Below are three simple strategies for 
designing an operator with multiple inputs:

Using Automatic Read for All Inputs
In this approach to multiple inputs, your definition file declares all inputs auto, so 
all record reads are handled automatically. You code your operator so that each 
time it accesses a field on any input, it first invokes the inputDone() macro to 
determine whether there are any more records on the input.

Note that this strategy is appropriate only if you want your operator to read a 
record from every input, every time around the loop.

Note Whenever possible, use the standard, auto read, write, and record transfer 
features described in this chapter. In using noauto inputs, outputs, or record 
transfers in your operator definition, you introduce complexity and a greater 
possibility of programming errors.
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Example Operator: score

This example operator, score, uses two auto inputs. It also uses noauto outputs 
and record transfers, so that it writes a record only when the operator code has 
determined that its score field has the highest value among all records of that 
type.

$operator score
$class Score_Operator
$input auto record (type:int32; score:int32;)
$output noauto record ()
$transfer 0 0 noauto

$pre

int current_type  = -1;
int current_score = -1;

$action

// Operator score uses the output record as a buffer for
// the highest-scoring record of each type processed.

// Assumptions about input:
// The input data is hash-partitioned on the type field.
// All records are guaranteed to have a score value not equal to -1.

// If the input has passed the final record of a type,
// output the buffered high-scoring record for that type,
// and reset the score.

if (type != current_type && current_type != -1) {
// write highest scored record from previous group.
writeRecord(0);
// start tracking new type
current_type  = type;
current_score = -1;

}

// If current record beats previous score, transfer it
// to the output buffer, but don't write it yet.
if (score > current_score) {

doTransfersTo(0);
current_score = score;
current_type  = type;

}

$post

// If there’s a remaining record, write it to output.
if (current_type != -1) {

writeRecord(0);
}

$end

Using Both auto and noauto Inputs
Your definition file declares one or more inputs as auto, and the remaining inputs 
as noauto. You should code your operator to let the processing of records from 
the auto input drive the handling of the other inputs. Each time around the loop, 
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your operator calls inputDone() on the auto input. When the auto input has no 
more records, your code calls exitLoop() to complete the operator action.

For an example of an operator that uses this coding strategy, see “Example 
Operator: transfer_complex” on page 14-39.

Using Explicit (noauto) Read for All Inputs
Your definition file declares all inputs as noauto, so your code must perform all 
record reads. You declare a $precode section, which you code to call readRecord() 
once for each input. You code the $action section to invoke inputDone() for every 
input, on every iteration of the loop, to determine whether the operator obtained 
a record on the most recent readRecord(). If it did, process the record, and then 
call readRecord() on that input. When all inputs are exhausted, the operator 
automatically exits the action section.

Example Operator: noauto

The following example operator, noauto, illustrates this strategy for reading 
multiple inputs. This example uses noauto inputs, outputs, and transfers, so that 
the operator code performs all reading and writing explicitly. This operator takes 
three inputs, with similar schemas, and merges them into a single output. It also 
has a separate output for records that have been rejected.

Unlike the Orchestrate merge operator, this operator filters and modifies some of 
the input. This operator modifies the id field to reflect the input source (0, 1, or 2). 
It also filters records from inputs 1 and 2, according to the values of fields a and b.

$operator noauto
$class NoAuto_Operator
$input  noauto record (id:int32;)
$input  noauto record (id:int32; a:int32;)
$input  noauto record (id:int32; a:int32; b:int32;)
$output noauto record (id:int32;)
$output noauto record ()
$transfer 0 0 noauto combined
$transfer 1 0 noauto combined
$transfer 2 0 noauto combined
$transfer 0 1 noauto combined
$transfer 1 1 noauto combined
$transfer 2 1 noauto combined

$pre

// Before looping, call readRecord() once for each input,
// either to get the first record or to detect that input is empty.

int i;
for (i=0; i<inputs(); i++) {

readRecord(i);
}

$action

// Each time around the loop, look for any input that is 
// not done, i.e. has a record, and process that input.
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for (i=0; i<inputs(); i++) {
if (! inputDone(i)) {

// Process current record for this input
switch (i) {
case 0:

// Input 0 needs no processing, so just copy to output.
out0.id = in0.id;
doTransfer(0); // from input 0 to output 0
writeRecord(0);
break;

case 1:
// Input 1 needs some filtering/rejection of records.
if (in1.a > 50) {

// Reject the record.
doTransfer(4); // from input 1 to output 1
writeRecord(1);

}
else {

// Modify the id, and copy record to output 0.
out0.id = in1.id + 10000;
doTransfer(1); // from input 1 to output 0
writeRecord(0);

}
break;

case 2:
// Input 2 needs different filtering/rejection.
if (in2.a > 50 || in2.b > 50) {

// reject the record
doTransfer(5); // from input 2 to output 1
writeRecord(1);

}
else {
// Modify the id appropriately.

if (in2.a > in2.b)
out0.id = in2.id + 20000;

else
out0.id = in2.id + 30000;

// Copy the record to output 0.
doTransfer(2); // from input 2 to output 0
writeRecord(0);

}
break;

}

// Get next record for this input (or detect end of input).
readRecord(i);

}
}

// When all inputs are exhausted, operator automatically terminates.

$end
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Example Operator: transfer_combined
The transfer_combined buildop illustrates the combined option to $transfer. You 
can find files for this example in install_dir/examples/CustomOps/BuildOp.

This example creates a limited version of the Orchestrate funnel operator. A 
major difference between funnel and transfer_combined is that buildops like 
transfer_combined have a fixed number of inputs, while funnel can have a 
variable number of inputs.

Two inputs with identical schemas flow into the operator and one output (with 
the same schema) flows out. The operator chooses between the two based on the 
order of the inputs in round robin fashion.

The transfer_combined buildop is more complex than some because is handles the 
writing of data to its output. This is done so that each input record can be written 
individually, and not have the data on one input replace the data from the other.

It also uses noauto transfers. This is done because doing an auto combined 
transfer makes little sense logically. A combined transfer causes all the previous 
data to be replaced with the new data. Therefore the output of the transfer is as if 
the previous transfer never happened.

The opd file contains the following:
$operator transfer_combined
$class transfer_combined
$input record()
$input record()
$output noauto record()
$transfer 0 0 noauto separate
$transfer 1 0 noauto separate

$pre
    int i;

$action
if (!inputDone(0))
{

doTransfersFrom(0);
writeRecord(0);

}
if (!inputDone(1))
{

        doTransfersFrom(1);
        writeRecord(0);
    }

$end

The example is run with the following osh code:
generator
  -schema 'record( a: int16 {cycle={init=0, incr=1}};
                   b: int16 {cycle={init=1, incr=0}})'
  -records 3
  > a.v;
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generator
  -schema 'record( a: int16 {cycle={init=2, incr=0}};
                   b: int16 {cycle={init=3, incr=0}})'
  -records 3
  > b.v;

transfer_combined < a.v < b.v
|
peek
    -name

The output of the operator is:
INFO:TOPK 16:21:20(000) <peek,0>   a:0 b:1

INFO:TOPK 16:21:20(001) <peek,0>   a:2 b:3

INFO:TOPK 16:21:20(002) <peek,0>   a:1 b:1

INFO:TOPK 16:21:20(003) <peek,0>   a:2 b:3

INFO:TOPK 16:21:20(004) <peek,0>   a:2 b:1

INFO:TOPK 16:21:20(005) <peek,0>   a:2 b:3

If this buildop used separate instead of combined, the output would be:
INFO:TOPK 16:36:32(000) <peek,0>   a:0 b:1

INFO:TOPK 16:36:32(001) <peek,0>   a:0 b:0

INFO:TOPK 16:36:32(002) <peek,0>   a:1 b:1

INFO:TOPK 16:36:32(003) <peek,0>   a:0 b:0

INFO:TOPK 16:36:32(004) <peek,0>   a:2 b:1

INFO:TOPK 16:36:32(005) <peek,0>   a:0 b:0

The following discussion explains the different results for the combined and 
separate transfers.

The transfer_combined buildop does a combined transfer, so data from the 
multiple inputs is not kept separate but instead replaces the previous transfer. 
When the record is built for output, it is built with one a field and one b field, 
symbolically:

(ab)

The following steps show what happens for the first pass through the $action 
loop. Input 0 has the record (a=0, b=1) and input 1 has the record (a=2, b=3).

1 The record is created for output 0 and is initialized with default values. This 
produces the record:

(a=0, b=0)

2 The operator checks input 0 and finds data, so it transfers that record and 
writes it out. This produces this record:

(a=0, b=1)

3 The operator finds data on input 1, so it transfers that and writes it out. This 
produces the record:

(a=2, b=3)
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When transfers are separate, space is made in the record for each transfer side-by-
side. Suppose the osh code above called a separate transfer rather than a 
combined transfer. Then when a record is built for output, it is built with two 
copies of the a and b fields, symbolically:

(ab)(ab)

The first two fields (a and b) come from the transfer from input 0, the second two 
fields (a and b) come from the transfer from input 1. The following numbered 
steps indicate what happens take place during the first pass through the action 
loop of the separate transfer operator.

For the first pass, the record (a=0, b=1) is on input 0 and the record (a=2, b=3) is on 
input 1.

1 A record is created for output 0 and is initialized with the default values. Since 
all the fields are integers, they are all set to 0. This produces the record:

(a=0, b=0)(a=0, b=0)

2 The operator checks input 0 and find data, so it transfers that record to the 
output. Now the output is:

(a=0, b=1)(a=0, b=0)

3 This record is written. When writing data with multiple files with the same 
name, the leftmost field is retained and the rest are dropped. Therefore this 
record becomes:

(a=0, b=1)

4 Input 1 is checked and data is found. So transfer 1 is called, an it produces a 
record:

(a=0, b=0)(a=2, b=3)

5 This record is written. The same logic applies to this record as the last one, and 
all duplicate fields but the first instances are removed. This produces a record:

(a=0, b=0)

The data from input 1 which was transferred is lost.

Example Operator: transfer_complex
The transfer_complex operator shows the use of separate and combined transfers 
along with noauto inputs and outputs. It takes three inputs and has one output. 
By examining input 0, the operator chooses which of the remaining inputs to add 
to the output record. Finally, the operator writes the record. You can find files for 
this example in install_dir/examples/CustomOps/BuildOp.

The line
$transfer 1 0 noauto separate

causes the data on input 1 to be transferred separately from the data on input 0, 
and therefore both appear in the output separately.
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The line
$transfer 2 0 noauto combined

causes the transfer from input 2 to be combined with the previous transfer, which 
is for input 1. The result is that the record on input 2 is combined with the record 
on input 1 so either the record on input 1 or the record on input 2 will exist in the 
output, but not both.

Since all the inputs and outputs are auto, you do not need to call writeRecord().

The opd file contains the following:
$operator transfer_complex
$class transfer_complex
$input record (a:int32)
$input record ()
$input record ()
$output record ()
$transfer 0 0 separate
$transfer 1 0 noauto separate
$transfer 2 0 noauto combined

$action

    if (!inputDone(0))
    {
        if (a == 0)
        {
            doTransfersFrom(1);
        } else {
            doTransfersFrom(2);
        }
    } else {
        endLoop();
    }
$end

The example is run with the following osh code:
generator
  -schema 'record( a: int16 {cycle={init=0, incr=1, limit=1}};
                   q: int16 {cycle={init=1, incr=0}})'
  -records 4
  > a.v;

generator
  -schema 'record( b: int16 {cycle={init=2, incr=0}};
                   z: int16 {cycle={init=3, incr=0}})'
  -records 4
  > b.v;

generator
  -schema 'record( b: int16 {cycle={init=4, incr=0}};
                   z: int16 {cycle={init=5, incr=0}})'
  -records 4
  > c.v;

transfer_complex < a.v < b.v < c.v
|
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peek
-name

The output of this operator, as used in the sample osh script above, is:
INFO:TOPK 17:53:14(000) <peek,0>   a:0 q:1 b:2 z:3

INFO:TOPK 17:53:14(001) <peek,0>   a:1 q:1 b:4 z:5

INFO:TOPK 17:53:14(002) <peek,0>   a:0 q:1 b:2 z:3

INFO:TOPK 17:53:14(003) <peek,0>   a:1 q:1 b:4 z:5

Whenever the a field has a value of 0, input 1 is transferred to the output. If it has 
any other value, the data on input 2 is transferred to the output.
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Putting It All Together
This chapter shows you how to solve typical business problems with Orchestrate 
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The earlier chapters of this book have presented the tools needed to write 
Orchestrate applications. This chapter brings these ideas together by showing you 
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how to develop applications to solve business problems. It presents several 
application scenarios representing typical ways of develop Orchestrate solutions.

While it is unlikely that your problem will be the same as one of the scenarios, 
you should find good ideas and helpful suggestions for designing a data flow to 
solve your specific problem.

To understand this chapter you need to be familiar with the ideas expressed in the 
earlier chapters of this book. Also, you may need to refer to the Orchestrate 7.0 
Operators Reference for information about specific operators.

Each application scenario contains the following information:

• A description of the problem to be solved, along with any special constraints 
that might affect the solution

• A list of operators whose use is illustrated by the data flow

• A list of other operators used in the data flow

• A discussion of the approach used

• The osh code for the data flow

• Sample inputs and output, where appropriate

• Location of files where these examples are located

Star Schemas for Decision Support
The first two scenarios typify the way data is used for decision-support purposes. 
Some terminology from the theory of decision-support databases is briefly 
explained in the next few paragraphs.

Data in decision-support databases is frequently represented by a star schema, 
which consists of a central fact table and auxiliary dimension tables. The central 
fact table contains facts about a business, which might be records of individual 
transactions or low-level summaries of transactions. The central fact table will 
usually not be readily understandable to human readers. For example, a record in 
the central fact table may identify a customer solely by a customer identification 
number. The matching of the customer identification number with the customer 
name and address and other customer data would be made through a customer 
dimension table. Similarly, the matching of a product identification number with 
the product name, description, and price would be made through a product 
dimension table. The next figure, Figure 53, is a schematic representation of the 
star schema.
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To produce a human-readable report, you need to “expand” the central fact table 
by merging the data from the dimension tables into the central fact table. This 
type of merging is called a star join.

In using data for decision support, you often need to aggregate the data; that is, to 
replace several records by a single summary record. Such a summary record is 
called a roll up.

Galactic Industries
Galactic Industries has billions of customers, trillions of orders, and needs to get 
reports generated quickly.

Galactic Industries stores certain customer data in one database table and orders 
received for a given month in another table.

The customer table contains one entry per customer, indicating the location of the 
customer, how long they have been a customer, customer contact, and other 
customer data. Each customer in the table is also assigned a unique identifier, 
cust_id. However, the customer table contains no information concerning what 
the customer has ordered.

The order table contains details about orders placed by customers; for each 
product ordered, the table lists the product name, amount, price per unit, and 
other product information. The order table can contain many entries for a given 

Figure 53 Star Schema

Central Fact Table

Dimension Table 1 Dimension Table 5

Dimension Table 2 Dimension Table 3 Dimension Table 4
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customer. However, the only information about customers in the order table is 
the customer identification field, indicated by a cust_id field which matches an 
entry in the customer table.

Each month Galactic Industries needs to merge the customer information with the 
order information to produce reports, such as how many of a given product were 
order by customers in a given region. Because the reports are reviewed by human 
eyes, they also need to perform a lookup operation which ties a description of 
each product to a product_id. Galactic Industries performs this merge and lookup 
operation using Orchestrate.

Operators Used
The operators highlighted in this example are:

• merge

• lookup

• hash

• entire

These other operators are also used:

• import

• tsort

• peek
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Data Flow
The next figure, Figure 54, shows a slightly simplified view of the data flow. To 
reduce the complexity of the diagram, the peek operators have been omitted, and 
the schemas are not shown.

Discussion
One problem you often face in designing an Orchestrate solution is how to decide 
which of several similar operators to use. The next few sections describe the 
reasons for choosing the most important operators in the solution.

Why the merge Operator Is Used
The merge operator is not the only component in the Orchestrate library capable 
of merging the customer and order tables. An identical merged output dataset 
could be produced with either the lookup or innerjoin operator. Furthermore, if 

Figure 54 Galactic Industries Data Flow
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-dropBadMasters behavior is not needed, merging can also be performed using 
the leftouterjoin operator.

Galactic Industries' needs make the merge operator the best choice. If the lookup 
operator were used the customer table would be used as the lookup table. Since 
Galactic Industries has billions of customers and only a few Gigabytes of RAM on 
its SMP the data would have to spill over onto paging space, resulting in a 
dramatic decrease in processing speed. Because Galactic Industries is interested in 
identifying entries in the order table that do not have a corresponding entry in the 
customer table, the merge operator is a better choice than the innerjoin or 
leftouterjoin operator, because the merge operator allows for the capture of bad 
update records in a reject dataset (orders_without_customers.ds in the script 
below).

Why the lookup Operator Is Used
Similar functionality can be obtained from merge, lookup, or one of the join 
operators. For the task of appending a descriptions of product field to each record 
the lookup operator is most suitable in this case for the following reasons.

• Since there are around 500 different products and the length of each 
description is approximately 50 bytes, a lookup table consists of only about 25 
Kilobytes of data. The size of the data makes the implementation of a lookup 
table in memory feasible, and means that the scan of the lookup table based on 
the key field will be a relatively fast operation.

• Use of either the merge or one of the join operators would necessitate a 
repartition and resort of the data based on the lookup key. In other words, 
having partitioned and sorted the data by cust_id to accomplish the merge of 
customer and order tables, Galactic industries would then have to perform a 
second partitioning and sorting operation based on product_id in order to 
accomplish the lookup of the product description using either merge or 
innerjoin. Given the small size of the lookup table and the huge size of the 
merged customer/order table, the lookup operator is clearly the more 
efficient choice.

Why the hash Operator is Used
The merge operator requires that both master (customer) and update (order) 
datasets be partitioned and sorted by the key fields used to merge the two sets of 
records. Hash partitioning is an easy choice. Other partitioning methods fail or 
introduce unneeded complexity. For example

• Modulus partitioning requires a numeric key field but the cust_id field is a 
string.

• Range partitioning requires the additional step of making a range map as a 
preprocessing step and could lead to skewed partition sizes depending on 
how Galactic Industries assigns the cust_id.
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Why the entire Operator is Used
In the solution below, the lookup virtual dataset lookup_product_id.v is entire 
partitioned. The entire partitioner copies all records in the lookup table to all 
partitions ensuring that all values are available to all records for which lookup 
entries are sought. The entire partitioner is only required in MPP environments, 
due to the fact that memory is not shared between nodes of an MPP. In an SMP 
environment, a single copy of the lookup table is stored in memory that can be 
accessed by all nodes of the SMP. Using the entire partitioner in the flow makes 
this example portable to MPP environments, and due to the small size of the 
lookup table is not particularly wasteful of resources.

Debugging with peek
You should not use the peek operator in a production script, because it would 
hurt performance. However, it is used here for debugging.

The Script
The script for the solution follows.
#!/bin/ksh

#ENV VARS
export APT_DUMP_SCORE=1

#IMPORT SCHEMAS (LOCAL VARIABLES)

CUSTOMER_SCHEMA="record { delim='|', final_delim=end } (
cust_id : string[max=8]   {                };
customer_contact : nullable string[max=30] { null_field=''  };
cust_type : nullable string[max=3] { null_field=''  };
location : nullable string[max=30] { null_field=''  };
register_date : nullable string[max=11] { null_field=''  };
annual_orders : nullable int32 { null_field='0' };
)"

ORDER_SCHEMA="record { delim='|', final_delim=end }(
cust_id :          string[max=8]   {                };
order_item :          int32           {                };
product_id :          int32           {                };
quantity :          int32           {                };
price_cents : nullable int32           { null_field='0' };
warehouse_locater : nullable int32           { null_field='0' };
)"

LOOKUP_SCHEMA="record { delim='|', final_delim=end } (
product_id :          int32           {                };
description :          string[max=256] {                };
)"

#OSH script

osh -echo "
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# import the customer file; hash and sort; store as a virtual dataset.

import
-schema $CUSTOMER_SCHEMA
-file customers.txt
-readers 4 

|
hash -key cust_id 
|
tsort -key cust_id 
|
peek -name -nrecs 1 >customers.v;

# import the order file; hash and sort; store as a virtual dataset.

import
-schema $ORDER_SCHEMA
-file orders.txt
-readers 4 

|
hash -key cust_id 
|
tsort -key cust_id 
|
peek -name -nrecs 1 >orders.v; # peek used for debugging

# import the product lookup table; store as a virtual dataset.

import
-schema $LOOKUP_SCHEMA
-file lookup_product_id.txt 

|
entire # entire partitioning only necessary in MPP environments
|
peek -name -nrecs 1 >lookup_product_id.v; # peek used for debugging

# merge customer data with order data; lookup product descriptions;
# store as a persistent dataset.

merge 
-key cust_id 
-dropBadMasters # customer did not place an order this period
< customers.v 
< orders.v 
1>| orders_without_customers.ds # if not empty, we have a problem

|

lookup
-key product_id
-ifNotFound continue # allow products that don't have a description
< lookup_product_id.v

>| customer_orders.txt"

Location of the Files
The sample input and output used for this example are quite lengthy, about 35 
Kilobytes total. If you would like the see them, locate them in the 
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examples/doc/galactic subdirectory of the Orchestrate installation directory, 
along with the osh script. The files may be read with any ascii text editor.

Acme Brands
The management of ACME BRANDS would like to know the quantity sold and 
total revenue from its products, based on region. The marketing division would 
like to know what effect its promotion codes are having. The branding division 
would like to see product category information.

Your task is to prepare the records to support these types of queries.

The Solution
You need to import source data, aggregate the data, perform a star join, and load 
the results into a database. You decide to implement an Orchestrate solution 
consisting of the following steps:

1 Import the transactional data supplied by Acme’s retail outlets.

2 Separate the header, body, and trailer records and aggregate the body records 
to produce roll up results.

3 Star join the roll up results with various dimension data.

4 Load the output into a database.

Operators Used
Use two operators to perform the star join:

• Use the lookup operator to join in all the dimension data except for SKU 
(Stockkeeping Unit product identifier). The lookup operator keeps the 
dimension data in memory, so the operator is very fast.

• For SKU data you should use the leftouterjoin operator. The lookup operator 
is inappropriate because the SKU data is large and will probably exceed 
available runtime memory. Moreover, the data may be expected to grow over 
time.

You also need to:

• Use the import operator to import the various data sets.

Note To make the sample code self-contained and RDBMS vendor-independent, the 
given sample code exports the output to a text file rather than a database. 
However, we also give the modifications necessary to load the output into an 
Oracle database.
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• Use the filter operator to remove header and trailer records.

• Use the field_import operator to apply the appropriate schema to records.

• Use the hash partitioner and tsort sorting operator to “shuffle” the records 
together prior to performing the join.

• Use the modify operator to rename fields. This is necessary because key 
values need to have equivalent schema definitions.

• Use the group operator to aggregate data. The records are divided into 
groups, where within each group each record has the same 
STORE_REGION_CODE, SKU, and PROMOTION_CODE. Within each 
group, the operator looks at the PRICE (price per unit) of each record and 
computes

– TOTAL_COUNT, the number of non-missing PRICE fields (which should 
be the same as the number of items purchased)

– TOTAL_PRICE, the sum of the PRICE fields
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Data Flow

The Script
#!/bin/ksh

#ENV VARS
export APT_DUMP_SCORE=1

#IMPORT SCHEMAS (LOCAL VARIABLES)

SCHEMA="record {}
(

Figure 55 Acme Brands Data Flow

import
input source

import
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import
product category

import
store region

filter
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group

lookup

lookup
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acme_rollup.txt
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RECORD_TYPE: int32;
RECORD:string;

)"
INPUT_SOURCE_SCHEMA="record {delim = '|', final_delim=none} 
(

REGISTER_ID: int32;
STORE_REGION_CODE: int8;
PROMOTION_CODE: string[4];
SKU: int32;
PRICE: decimal[10,2];
TRANS_TIME: timestamp;

)"
STORE_REGION_SCHEMA="record {}
(

STORE_REGION_CODE: int8;
US_REGION: string;

)"
PROMOTION_CODE_SCHEMA="record {}
(

PROMOTION_CODE: string[4];
PRIORITY_CODE: int8;
PROMO_CODE_DESC: string;

)"
PRODUCT_CATEGORY_SCHEMA="record {}
(

PROD_SKU: string;
PRODUCT_CATEGORY: string;

)"

#OSH script

osh -echo "

# Import source data and handle header/body/trailer tags
# Perform aggregation on PPU (Price Per Unit) by 
# STORE_REGION_CODE, PROMOTION_CODE, and SKU (Stockkeeping Unit)
# Buffer output to virtual dataset for pipelining into star join

import 
-schema $SCHEMA
-file input_source.txt 

|
filter 
-where 'RECORD_TYPE=1'
-target 0
-where 'RECORD_TYPE=2' 
-target 2
-where 'RECORD_TYPE=3'
-target 1 

>| input_source_header.txt
>| input_source_trailer.txt 
|
field_import 

-field RECORD
-schema $INPUT_SOURCE_SCHEMA 

|
hash 
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-key STORE_REGION_CODE
-key SKU
-key PROMOTION_CODE 

|
group

-method hash
-key STORE_REGION_CODE
-key SKU
-key PROMOTION_CODE
-reduce PRICE
-count TOTAL_COUNT
-sum TOTAL_PRICE

> input_source.v;

# Import store region dimension

import
-schema $STORE_REGION_SCHEMA
-file store_region.txt

> store_region.v;

# Import promotion code dimension

import
-schema $PROMOTION_CODE_SCHEMA
-file promotion_code.txt

> promotion_code.v;

# Import product category dimension
# hash and sort it because we use a join instead of lookup, because
# we expect that table to grow beyond available runtime memory

import
-schema $PRODUCT_CATEGORY_SCHEMA
-file product_category.txt

|
modify

'SKU:int32=PROD_SKU'
|

hash
-key SKU 

|
tsort

-key SKU
> product_category.v;

# Perform star join on fact input w/ dimension inputs

lookup
-key STORE_REGION_CODE
-ifNotFound reject

1>| reconcile_store_region_code.ds
< input_source.v
< store_region.v 
|
modify

'drop STORE_REGION_CODE' 
|
lookup
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-key PROMOTION_CODE
< promotion_code.v 
|
hash

-key SKU 
|
tsort

-key SKU 
|
leftouterjoin

-key SKU
< product_category.v 
>| acme_rollup.txt"

echo FINISHED

Loading Output to an Oracle Database
To load the final output into an Oracle database rather than outputting it to a text 
file, you must have an instance of Oracle running.

In the #ENV VARS section of the script, add a line:

export ORALOGIN_INFO="{'user = username, password = pswd'}"

where you choose an appropriate username and pswd for your Oracle installation.

Replace the line near the end of the script
>| acme_rollup.txt”

by the lines
|
orawrite

-mode truncate
-table acme_rollup
-dboptions $ORALOGIN_INFO”

Sample Files
Table 31 shows the files used for a small initial test of the Orchestrate solution. 
The output is the contents of the acme_rollup table in an Oracle database. These 
files are located in the examples/doc/acme subdirectory of the Orchestrate 
installation directory, along with the osh script. The files may be read with any 
ascii text editor.
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Table 31 Support Files for ACME BRANDS Test

File and Description Content

input_source.txt

Test input

1 Input Source from the ACME BRANDS Registers

2 1000|0|aaaa|14253|324.95|2000-01-03 09:24:32

2 1042|3|bbbb|25364|4352.59|2000-01-03 10:03:01

2 1027|2|cccc|5231|24355.22|2000-01-06 14:58:21

2 2022|4|dddd|11252|99.99|2000-01-06 09:07:44

2 2022|4|dddd|11252|100|2000-01-07 10:22:24

3 the end

3

input_source_header.txt

Header of input data

1 Input Source from the ACME BRANDS Registers

input_source_trailer.txt

Trailer of input data

3 the end

3 

product_category.txt

Product category dimension table

14253 cat1

25364 cat2

5231 cat3

11252 cat4

11252 cat5

promotion_code.txt

Promotion code dimension table

aaaa 1 coupon

bbbb 2 online coupon

cccc 3 sunday coupon

dddd 4 flyer coupon

store_region.txt

Store region dimension table

0 NORTH

1 SOUTH

2 WEST

3 EAST

4 ALASKA

5 HAWAII

6 US TERRITORIES
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Two Ways of Command Wrapping
Orchestrate lets you run UNIX commands and utilities, without modification, 
from the osh commands in your application. There are two ways that you can run 
a UNIX command using osh: 

• By invoking the UNIX command by name, as you invoke an Orchestrate 
operator. 

When you use this convenient method, Orchestrate autowraps the command, 
automatically and transparently handling the invocation and the I/O. To to be 
invoked as an autowrapped command from osh, a UNIX command can take 
only a single input stream from standard input and can write only a single 
output stream to standard output.

• By explicitly creating a wrapper for the UNIX command and invoking the 
wrapper from your osh command. 

When you explicitly wrap a UNIX command, you can define the wrapper 
interface to allow multiple inputs to and outputs from the UNIX command, 
and how these translate to the UNIX command inputs and outputs. You also 
have the option of specifying a partitioning or collection method for the 
inputs to the command.

Automatically Wrapped UNIX Commands
Any UNIX command can be executed automatically by osh, provided that the 
UNIX command takes its input from standard input and/or writes its output to 
standard output. 

For example, the following Orchestrate step automatically wraps and executes the 
grep command:

$ osh "grep MA < /users/data | op1 | op2 > outData.ds"

Note that because this command does not specify the osh argument [par], grep 
executes sequentially. 

In the sample command above, Orchestrate automatically wraps the UNIX 
command in an Orchestrate operator and incorporates the operator into the step. 
The next figure, Figure 56, shows the data-flow model for this example:
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Figure 56 shows that Orchestrate automatically wraps and executes the grep 
command. Orchestrate takes the data stream that grep writes to standard output, 
and implicitly imports it into an Orchestrate data set, which then is used as input 
by operator op1.

Executing Automatically Wrapped UNIX Command in Parallel
An important feature of Orchestrate is its ability to execute automatically 
wrapped UNIX commands and applications in parallel, on multiple nodes of your 
system. For example, you can execute the grep and sed commands in parallel, 
with the following osh command:

$ osh "grep MA [par] < users.dat | 
sed -e's/1996/1997/g' [par] > usersMA.dat"

The [par] option specifies that the grep and sed commands execute in parallel. To 
execute commands in parallel, you must also specify the Orchestrate processing 
nodes in your Orchestrate configuration file, introduced in “The Orchestrate 
Configuration File” on page 1-5.

You can mix parallel and sequential UNIX commands on a single command line. 
For example, the following osh command executes grep in parallel and sed 
sequentially:

Figure 56 Data Flow with grep Automatically Wrapped

step

(automatically 
wrapped)

op2

outData.ds

virtual data set

virtual data set

grep

/users/data

op1

Note You can only execute in parallel those UNIX commands, such as grep and sed, 
that handle each record separately. For example, you cannot execute the UNIX 
sort command in parallel. To sort records in parallel you can use the 
Orchestrate tsort operator.
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$ osh "grep MA [par] < users.dat | sed -e's/1996/1997/g'
> usersMA.dat"

Using automatically wrapped UNIX commands is described in detail in “How to 
Autowrap UNIX Commands” on page 16-4.

Explicitly Wrapped UNIX Commands
In explicit wrapping, you create an Orchestrate wrapper file for the UNIX 
command, thereby creating a UNIX command operator. The wrapper is an 
executable file that returns information to osh.

In explicitly creating a wrapper, you have the ability to give your UNIX command 
operator the advantages of an Orchestrate operator. You can define your UNIX 
command operator to run in parallel, by default. A UNIX command operator can 
run a UNIX command or utility that does not use standard input or standard 
output, and it can have multiple inputs or outputs. When you define a UNIX 
command operator, you can define a partitioning or collection method for each 
input to the command.

Using automatically wrapped UNIX commands is described in detail in “How to 
Explicitly Wrap UNIX Commands” on page 16-9.

How to Autowrap UNIX Commands
Autowrapping allows you to execute a UNIX command or utility as part of an 
Orchestrate step. This section describes:

• osh syntax for autowrapping 

• How to specify inputs to and outputs from autowrapped commands

• How Orchestrate executes autowrapped commands

Autowrapping Syntax
Autowrapped UNIX commands have the following syntax:

$ osh " ... UNIX_command UNIX_command_options [par] ... "

where:

• UNIX_command is the name of a UNIX command.

• UNIX_command_options specifies options to the UNIX command.

• “[par]” optionally specifies parallel execution. By default, autowrapped 
commands are executed sequentially on a single node. The “[par]” 
directive must appear after the command options and before any osh pipe 
or redirection symbol.
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Examples of Using Autowrapped Commands
The following sample osh command invokes the UNIX command awk as an 
autowrapped command:

$ osh "awk -F: '{print \$1,\$2,\$3}' [par] < /etc/passwd"

In this example, the awk command is run in parallel, as specified by the osh 
directive [par]. 

This osh command calls the autowrapped UNIX command awk, passing it the awk 
option -F:, to make it read colons as field separators. The osh command passes an 
argument to the awk command (in single quotes) to print the first three fields of 
the input file /etc/passwd, the UNIX password file.

The Orchestrate directive [par] causes Orchestrate to run awk in parallel. Note 
that the [par] directive occurs before the file redirection (with <) on the command 
line.

As another example, the following osh command performs a parallel grep 
operation:

$ osh "grep MA [par] < user.data"

The osh command passes the argument MA to the grep autowrapped command, 
and it specifies the Orchestrate directive [par] to run grep in parallel.

You can also use any osh command-line directive (such as node constraints) with 
autowrapped commands, and you can also use partitioners and collectors with 
them. The following sample command uses a node constraint to configure osh to 
execute the awk command only on those processing nodes in the node pool 
compute_1:

$ osh "grep MA [par; nodepool (compute_1)] < user.data "

See Chapter 10, “Constraints” for more information on node constraints. 

Displaying Information about Autowrapped 
Commands

To display information about execution of the autowrapped command, you also 
can use the -echo and -explain options to the osh command. The -echo option 
causes osh to echo the expanded command line to the screen. For example, using 
-echo on the following command:

$ osh -echo "awk -F: '{print \$1,\$2,\$3}' [par] < /etc/passwd"   

results in this display:

Important To specify parallel execution, you must type the brackets ([])around par. 
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ORCHESTRATE Application Framework
Copyright (C) 1995 - 2002 Ascential Software
All Rights Reserved

ORCHESTRATE V6.1

awk -F: '{print $1,$2,$3}' [par] < /etc/passwd

16:47:44 00 APT configuration file: ./config.apt
...
16:47:48 00 Step execution finished with status = OK.

The sample output shows the expanded command that is executed by osh.

The -explain option also causes osh to display information about the step, 
including the autowrapped UNIX command. Shown below is the sample 
command above with the addition of -explain:

$ osh -explain "awk -F: '{print \$1,\$2,\$3}' [par] < /etc/passwd"

The result of running this command is the following display:
ORCHESTRATE Application Framework
Copyright (C) 1995 - 2001 Ascential Software
All Rights Reserved

ORCHESTRATE V6.1 

Step has 2 operators.
Operator "awk" (parallel Unix command "awk -F: '{print 

$1,$2,$3}'") 
input port 0 bound to data entity "autoimport(0)[o0].v"

Operator "autoimport(0)" 
output port 0 bound to data entity "autoimport(0)[o0].v"

Step has 1 data entity.
Data "autoimport(0)[o0].v" (an Orchestrate data set)
written by operator "autoimport(0)"
read by operator "awk"

16:50:06 00 APT configuration file: ./config.apt
...
16:50:18 00 Step execution finished with status = OK.

The -echo and -explain options can be useful in debugging an osh command that 
invokes an autowrapped UNIX command that takes a large number of arguments 
or arguments that include single or double quoted strings, escape characters, or 
shell variables.

Configuring Input and Output for an Autowrapped 
Command

An autowrapped command must take its input from standard input and write its 
output to standard output. For example, the following osh command executes the 
autowrapped UNIX command grep:

$ osh "... | grep options ... "
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By default, grep takes its input from standard input and writes its results to 
standard output, as required by osh of an autowrapped command.

You can redirect the input of a UNIX command from the standard input of osh, or 
redirect a command’s output to the standard output of osh. The following 
command redirects the input of grep: 

$ ... | osh " grep options < - ... "

This osh command uses the < - option to redirect the standard input of osh to the 
standard input of grep, and grep pipes its output to the standard output of osh.

Correspondingly, the next example uses > - to cause grep to write its results to 
the standard output of osh:

$ osh " grep options > - ... " > outputFile

In this example, the output of the grep command is written to outputFile. 

Note that within a single osh command specification, only one UNIX command 
can redirect from the standard input of osh and one UNIX command can redirect 
to the standard output of osh.

If a UNIX command writes to its standard output but you do not redirect the 
output to another command or file, Orchestrate redirects its output to the 
standard error output of osh. For example, the following command causes grep to 
write its output to the standard error of osh:

$ osh " grep options " 

The standard error output of osh is the screen on the workstation that invoked the 
osh command. You can redirect the standard error output of osh to a file using a 
command of the following form:

$ osh " grep options " 2> errorfile

In this example, the option 2> redirects the standard error of osh to the file 
errorfile.

Orchestrate always redirects the standard error output of a command to the 
standard output of osh.

How Orchestrate Executes an Autowrapped 
Command

To execute an autowrapped UNIX command, Orchestrate uses a special 
Orchestrate operator, called a subprocess operator. 

For example, the following osh command uses the Orchestrate pcompress 
operator to decompress a compressed data set, then pipes the decompressed data 
to grep, and finally pipes the output of grep to the pcompress operator in order to 
compress it:
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$ osh "pcompress -expand < inDS.ds | 
grep MA [par] | 
pcompress > outDS.ds"

The left side of the figure below shows the data-flow model for this step, 
including the subprocess operator that wraps grep. The right side of the figure 
shows an expanded representation of the subprocess operator.

 

The subprocess operator uses export to convert the input data set to the standard 
input required by grep and uses import to convert the output of grep to the record 
format of the data set. The grep command operates normally, processing data 
received on standard input and writing its output to standard output.

To execute a UNIX command in parallel, the subprocess operator must perform 
an import and export, because the data must be distributed to all nodes executing 
the command. However, a UNIX command that runs sequentially and that 
directly reads a file does not require an export, and a sequentially run command 
that directly writes to a file does not require an import. For example, the following 
osh command also executes grep:

$ osh "grep MA < users.data | pcompress > outDS.ds"

In this example, grep runs sequentially as the first command in the step. 
Therefore, the export is unnecessary, and grep receives its input directly from the 
file.

import 

UNIX command

export

stdout

stdin

(grep)

pcompress

Step

outData.ds

pcompress

inData.ds

mode = expand

mode = compress

subprocess operator 
for grep

UNIX pipe

UNIX pipe
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How to Explicitly Wrap UNIX Commands
An explicitly wrapped UNIX command consists of the UNIX command and an 
Orchestrate wrapper file, which is an executable binary file or shell script that you 
create. Explicitly wrapped UNIX commands have many of the features of a 
predefined Orchestrate operator, including:

• Multiple inputs and outputs (flat files or data sets)

• Partitioners for parallel execution or collectors for sequential execution

• An input and output interface schema

The wrapper file returns information to osh about the command. For example, the 
following osh command line invokes an explicitly wrapped awk command, 
orch_awk:

$ osh "orch_awk -F: '{print \$1,\$2,\$3}' < /etc/passwd "

When to Wrap a UNIX Command
You need to explicitly wrap a UNIX command if you have any of the following 
requirements:

• You cannot use standard input and standard output with the UNIX 
command.

• You need to give the UNIX command multiple inputs or multiple outputs.

• You need to use an input partitioner (for parallel execution) or an input 
collector (for sequential execution).

• You need to define an interface schema for the UNIX command.

• You must hide implementation details (such as interfaces and partitioners) 
from users.

The rest of this section describes how to create an explicitly wrapped UNIX 
command operator, in the following subsections:

• “Wrapper File Characteristics” on page 16-9

• “Creating an Explicitly Wrapped UNIX Command” on page 16-16

• “How Orchestrate Executes a Wrapped Command” on page 16-20

Wrapper File Characteristics
This section describes the basic characteristics of wrapper files, including the 
parameters it returns to osh, rules on the wrapper file name, wrapper file location, 
and how arguments to a wrapper file are passed to the UNIX command it wraps.
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Example of a Wrapper File
A wrapper is an executable file that returns information to the osh command in 
order for osh to use a UNIX command as an operator. A wrapper can be an 
executable binary file, but is more often a shell script. The main requirement of a 
wrapper is that it must write to its standard output, so that osh can read its 
output. 

A wrapper implemented as a shell script can be very simple. A wrapper for a 
command that takes no arguments can be a shell script of one or two lines. 
However, a wrapper for a complex command that takes many arguments will be 
much longer. 

For example, the script below defines the command a_parallel_command for use 
on an osh command line. This script is contained in the wrapper file 
a_parallel_command.op:

#!/bin/ksh
echo "{

wrapped, 
kind = parallel, 
command = 'command -file /home/user/data -key Name -sort -stats',
usage = 'a_parallel_command'
}"

In this example, the wrapper returns a string to osh on standard output using the 
UNIX echo command. This string contains the key word wrapped, to signify a 
wrapped UNIX command, as well as settings for the following parameters:

• kind: Specifies the default execution mode of the command: either parallel or 
sequential.

• command: Specifies the invocation line for the UNIX command.

• usage: Specifies a string describing how to enter the command in an osh 
command line. (A user displays this information with osh -usage.)

Every wrapper for a UNIX command must return settings for these parameters, 
enclosed in curly braces {}. For descriptions of these and additional optional 
parameters, see “Wrapper Return Parameters” on page 16-11.

Naming a Wrapped UNIX Command and Its Wrapper File
Orchestrate identifies an explicitly wrapped command by its wrapper file. You 
can give the wrapped command the same name as the original UNIX command. 
However, for Orchestrate to find a wrapped command rather than the UNIX 
command with the same name, it must find the wrapped command first on your 
PATH (see the next section). Therefore, it is advisable to give your wrapped 
command a name different from, but similar to, the UNIX command it wraps. 
Using a different name also helps you distinguish the wrapped command from 
the UNIX command, when you insert it into an osh command.
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The wrapper file name without the extension must be the command name as it is 
entered on the osh command line, and the wrapper file name extension must be
.op.

Wrapper File Location
The wrapper file must be in a directory specified by the PATH environment 
variable. The base name of a wrapper file is the name of the command (used in an 
osh command), and the wrapper file extension is .op. For example, to create a 
command with the osh command name parallel_grep, you name its wrapper file 
parallel_grep.op. 

For example, the following osh command line contains two operators:
$ osh "parallel_grep MA < inDS.ds | parallel_awk options > outDS.ds" 

When it parses an osh command line, Orchestrate searches the directories defined 
by the PATH environment variable for an operator wrapper file. To execute the 
wrapped commands in the command above, for example, Orchestrate would 
search for wrapper files named parallel_grep.op and parallel_awk.op. 

If it finds a wrapper file, osh uses the wrapper file to run the command. If it does 
not find a wrapper file, osh searches for a UNIX command named parallel_grep. 
If it does not find a wrapper or a UNIX command, Orchestrate issues an error 
message.

Wrapper Return Parameters
A wrapper, either a binary file or a shell script, must write its output to standard 
output in order for osh to read it. The following table lists and describes the 
parameters that a wrapper can output: 

Table 32 UNIX Wrapper Return Parameters

Return Parameter Description

wrapped  Required. Specifies that this is a wrapped UNIX command. 

command command = command_line

Required. A quoted string containing the command lines 
invoked in a subshell by the wrapper. The command line is 
executed using /bin/sh.

kind kind = execution_mode

Required. Specifies the execution mode of the wrapped 
command as either parallel or sequential.
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The table of wrapper return parameters above includes status = {options}, where 
options consists of one or more of the following values, separated by commas:
• default_good

Causes all exit codes to be treated as normal, except for codes explicitly 
designated as errors using bad.

• good = exit_code

Specifies an exit code treated as normal. All codes not specified as good are 
considered errors, unless default_good is specified.

nodepool nodepool = poolname

Specifies a node pool constraint for the operator. See 
Chapter 10, “Constraints” for more information.

resourcepool resourcepool = {kind = resource_kind, name = 
resource_name}

Specifies a resource constraint for the operator. See 
Chapter 10, “Constraints” for more information.

usage usage = usage_string

Required. A string containing information about the osh 
command-line syntax. If you specify the -usage option to 
the osh command, osh displays usage_string.

setenv setenv = "env_var_name = value"

Exports an environment variable with the specified name 
and value. The wrapper can return more than one setenv, as 
needed.

status status = {options}

Specifies how the exit code of the UNIX command is treated. 
The status value applies only to normal exit codes; all 
terminations due to signals are treated as errors. The options 
lists is one or more options, separated by commas. The 
options are listed with examples below.

port port = {properties}

Defines an input or output of the UNIX command. A port 
can be either an open file descriptor (such as standard input 
or standard output) or a named pipe. The properties list is one 
or more properties, separated by commas. port properties 
are listed below. The wrapper can return more than one 
port, as needed.

Table 32 UNIX Wrapper Return Parameters (continued)

Return Parameter Description
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• bad = exit_code

Specifies an exit code treated as an error. bad is ignored unless default_good is 
specified.

If your wrapper does not return status, the default setting is status={good=0}. 

Common settings for options include the following:

• status = {good = 0, good = 1} 

This status specifies that exit codes 0 and 1 are normal, and all other codes are 
errors.

• status = {default_good}

This setting specifies that all exit codes are to be treated as normal.
• status = {default_good, bad = 1}

This setting specifies that all exit codes other than 1 are treated as normal and 
that exit code 1 is an error. 

The following table describes the possible properties for the port = {options} 
wrapper return parameter (see “Wrapper Return Parameters” on page 16-11). See 
“Configuring Inputs and Outputs” on page 16-17 for examples that use these 
properties:

Table 33 Properties for the port Return Parameter

port Property Description

collectorAdapter collectorAdapter = adapterSpecification

Specifies a modify adapter for the collector defined for the port. 
The syntax for adapterSpecification is the same as for a modify 
adapter on the osh command line, but without the keyword 
input and the enclosing parentheses. See the discussion of the 
modify operator in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference.

fd fd = number

Specifies the file descriptor used by the command to read from 
an input data set or write to an output data set. 

File descriptor 0 is the command’s standard input. Descriptor 1 
is standard output, descriptor 2 is standard error output, and 
descriptors greater than 3 are available for other uses.

This option is mutually exclusive with filevar.
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filename filename = namedpipe

Specifies the explicit name of the named pipe used by a port. 

You can use this property along with filevar. By default, 
when using filevar, the name of the named pipe is generated 
at run time. 

filevar filevar = varname

Specifies that the command uses a named pipe to read from an 
input data set or write to an output data set. The real name of 
the pipe is created at run time; you use varname to reference the 
pipe in the wrapper. 

This option is mutually exclusive with fd.

collector collector = collspec

Specifies the collector for the input data set associated with 
port. The default is any. You can specify collector only if you 
specify input.

kind = sequential must be specified. 

The specification is a property list from a wrapped collector.

input input = number

Specifies the input data set number for this input port of the 
command, where the first input data set is data set 0, the second 
is data set 1, and so forth. 

This option is mutually exclusive with source. 

If you specify input, you must specify schema. The 
partitioner and collector properties are optionally 
accepted.

output output = number

Specifies the output data set number to be associated with this 
output port of the command. 

If you specify output, you must specify schema. The pp 
parameter is optional.

Table 33 Properties for the port Return Parameter (continued)

port Property Description
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partitionAdapter partitionAdapter = adapterSpecification

Specifies a modify adapter for the partitioner defined for the 
port. The syntax for adapterSpecification is the same as for 
specifying an input adapter on the osh command line, but 
without the keyword input and the enclosing parentheses. See 
the discussion of modify operator in the Orchestrate 7.0 
Operators Reference.

partitioner partitioner = partspec

Specifies how the input data set associated with port is to be 
partitioned. The default is any. You can use this option only if 
you specify input.

kind = parallel must be specified. 

The specification is a property list from a wrapped partitioner.

pp pp = pp_value

Specifies the setting of the preserve-partitioning flag of the 
output data set associated with this port. You can specify pp 
only if you specify output.

Valid settings for pp_value are set and clear.

By default, Orchestrate uses the normal rules. See Chapter 8, 
“Partitioning in Orchestrate” for more information.

schema schema = "record(...)"

Specifies the input or output interface schema of the port, as 
well as any additional properties used to export the data on 
input, or import the data on output. To specify schema, you 
have to specify input or output.

For more information, see the chapters on the import/export 
utility in the Orchestrate 7.0 Operators Reference..

source source = source_text

A text string passed as input to the command, rather than an 
input data set. 

This option is mutually exclusive with input.

If you specify source, you cannot specify schema, 
partitioner, or collector.

Table 33 Properties for the port Return Parameter (continued)

port Property Description
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Arguments to the Wrapper File and the UNIX Command
When osh calls a wrapper, it passes the wrapper any options passed in the 
command specification, minus input and output redirections and pipes. For 
example, the following is a command line that invokes the operator parallel_awk:

$ osh "parallel_awk -F: '{print \$1 \$2 \$3}' < /etc/passwd" 

In this example, osh calls the wrapper file parallel_awk.op and passes to the 
wrapper the following arguments:

-F: '{print \$1 \$2 \$3}'

If you implement the wrapper as a shell script, you can reference the arguments 
to the UNIX command with shell variables, which are named $1...$n. The table 
below shows the values of the shell variables for the example above, as well as 
other shell variables you can use in your script.

Using these arguments causes parallel_awk.op to return settings for the 
parameters listed in “Wrapper Return Parameters” on page 16-11. 

Creating an Explicitly Wrapped UNIX Command
This section describes how to create an explicitly wrapped UNIX command, 
through the following topics:

• Configuring command inputs and outputs

• Specifying a partitioner or collector on an input data set

Table 34 Shell Variables in a Shell Script Wrapper

Shell Variable Argument

$0 Wrapper file name
Example: parallel_awk.op

$1 First argument
Example: -F:

$2 Second argument
Example: {print $1 $2 $3}

$# Number of arguments passed to the script, including $0
Example: 3

$* All arguments as a single string
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Configuring Inputs and Outputs
An advantage of explicit wrapping is that the UNIX command can have multiple 
inputs and multiple outputs. When you create the wrapper file, you define the 
following characteristics of each input and each output of the command:

• The interface schema, including properties for importing or exporting a data 
set.

• Connections between input and output data sets and command inputs and 
outputs. 

• Association with a file descriptor number or a named UNIX pipe. Usually, file 
descriptor 0 is standard input, descriptor 1 is standard output, descriptor 2 is 
standard error output, and descriptors greater than 3 are available for other 
uses.

• For an input, a partitioner for parallel execution mode, or a collector for 
sequential execution mode.

The inputs to and outputs from a command are numbered, starting with 0. In 
most cases, input 0 is the command’s standard input, and output 0 is the 
command’s standard output.

In your wrapper, you use the port option to configure each input to and output 
from a command. For example, the following port definition specifies that a 
command has a single input data set read from standard input and a single 
output data set written to the command’s standard output.

#!/bin/ksh
echo "{

wrapped, 
kind = parallel, 
command = \"awk '{print \$1,\$2,\$3}' \",
usage = \"parallel_awk \",

port = {
fd = 0, 
input = 0, 

schema = \"record {delim_string = ws}
(a:int32; b:int16; c:string[10];)\"

},

port = {
fd = 1, 
output = 0,

schema = \"record {delim_string = ws}
(a:int32; b:int16; c:string[10];)\"

}
}"

The input port definition specifies that the command uses standard input, fd = 0, 
to read its input from data set 0. The schema of input data set 0 defines three fields 
and the properties used to export the data set. By default, the exporter inserts a 
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newline character at the end of each record; the delim_string property specifies to 
insert a space after each field. 

The output port definition specifies that the command’s output is written to 
output data set 0 using the command’s standard output, fd = 1. The output port 
specification includes the schema for the import operator to convert the 
command output to an Orchestrate data set.

The next example, in the file p_command.op, wraps a command that takes two 
input data sets and writes to a single output data set:

#!/bin/ksh
echo "{

wrapped, 
kind = parallel, 
command = \"a_command -file \$INPUT_0 -file \$INPUT_1\",
usage = \"p_command <input_file0> <input_file1>\",

port = {
filevar = INPUT_0, 
input = 0, 

schema = \"record {delim_string = ws}
(a:int32; b:int16; c:string[10];)\"

},

port = {
filevar = INPUT_1, 
input = 1, 

schema = \"record {delim_string = ws}
(a:int32; b:int16; c:string[10];)\"

},

port = {
fd = 1, 
output = 0, 

schema = \"record {delim_string = ws}
( a:int32; b:int16; c:string[10];)\"

}
}"

The example above uses named pipes to connect input data set 0 and 1 to the 
input of the command. The output is written to the command’s standard output. 
The script references the named pipes in the wrapper file as INPUT_0 and INPUT_1. 
At run time, Orchestrate assigns a pipe name to each of these variables.

The following command line executes this wrapper:
$ osh "p_command < inFile0 < inFile1 ... "

where inFilen specifies an input file to the command.

A command’s input does not have to come from a data set. You can use the 
source option to specify a text string passed as input to the command, as shown 
below:
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#!/bin/ksh

# COMPUTED_OPTIONS = a function of input arguments

echo "{
wrapped, 

kind = parallel, 
command = \"awk \$PRINT_OPTIONS \",
usage = \"parallel_awk\",

port = {
fd = 0, 
input = 0, 

schema = \"record {delim_string = ws
(a:int32; b:int16; c:string[10];)\"

},

port = {
filevar = PRINT_OPTIONS, 
source = $COMPUTED_OPTIONS
},

port = {
...
}

}"

This script uses source to specify that one input to the command is a text string, 
the content of which is determined by another part of your script (not shown). 
This text string can be a function of the arguments passed to the script, or it can be 
a predefined string. 

Specifying a Partitioner or Collector
You can specify a partitioner for any input data set to a wrapped UNIX command 
executed in parallel, and a collector to any input data set to a wrapped command 
executed sequentially.

Orchestrate provides two methods for specifying a partitioner or collector to an 
operator:

• Specify the partitioner or collector to a data set input to the operator.

• Specify arguments to the operator, and allow the operator to create the 
partitioner or collector.

For example, the following osh statement specifies that the input data set to op2 
uses the same partitioning method:

$ orchstep "... op1 | [part (same)] op2 ... "

See Chapter 8, “Partitioning in Orchestrate” for more information.

You can also build your wrapper to set a specific partitioner on any one of the 
inputs. This approach can be useful when you want to control the partitioning of 
the inputs to the wrapped command. 
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The wrapper returns information using the partitioner option to cause osh to 
create and configure the appropriate partitioner, as shown below:

Determining the Number of Partitions
You can access the environment variable APT_PARTITION_COUNT from your 
wrapper, to determine the number of partitions of the operator. Orchestrate sets 
this environment variable for each subprocess operator, according to the 
configuration file and any constraints applied to the operator.

How Orchestrate Executes a Wrapped Command
To execute a wrapped UNIX command, Orchestrate uses a subprocess operator, 
as shown in the following figure: 

Table 35 Wrapper Example Using the partitioner Option

Code

#!/bin/ksh

echo "{

wrapped,

kind = parallel,

command = \"unix_Command\",

usage = \"parallel_command \",

port = {

fd = 0,

input = 0,

schema = \"record {delim_string = ' '}

(a:int32; b:int16; c:string[10];)\",

11 partitioner =`hash.op -key a int32`

},

port = {

...

}

}"

Comments

11 Calls the hash partitioner’s wrapper file, hash.op, specifying a hashing key of a, and 
returns the partitioning information to osh for this input port.
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The inputs to and outputs from the wrapped command are numbered starting 
with 0. Each input is connected to an export operator, which converts an input 
data set for use by the UNIX command. Each output from the command is 
connected to an import operator, which converts the command’s output to the 
record format of the Orchestrate data set.

stdout

 UNIX pipes

 UNIX pipes
stdin

subprocess operator for explicitly wrapped command

input port 0

input schema

export
input port 1

input schema

export
input port n

input schema

export

output schema

output port 0

import
output schema

output port 1

import
output schema

output port n

import

UNIX command

...

...

Note It is important to drain the pipes that feed your wrapped UNIX command 
before exiting the command. This avoids incurring a broken pipe error due to 
records remaining in the input pipes when closing files and exiting. 

One way to avoid a broken pipe error is to drain the pipes by calling
getc(FILE *) until it returns EOF. For example:

while (fgetc(FILE *ptr) != EOF) {}
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Data Set Buffering
In some circumstances, Orchestrate inserts buffering in your data-flow to prevent 
deadlock. This appendix describes buffering and the ways you can control it.

Data Set Buffering A 2
Deadlock A 2
Persistent Data Sets A 4
Buffering Assumptions A 4
Operators with Special Buffering Requirements A 5

Configuring Your System for Buffering A 5

Controlling Buffering A 7
APT_BUFFERING_POLICY A 7
Overriding Default Buffering Behavior A 7
Ways of Setting Buffering Specifications A 9

Use an osh Script A 9
Use the API A 10
Use Environment Variables A 11

When Not to Change Buffering Specifications A 11

Orchestrate inserts buffering in your data-flow model when needed to prevent 
deadlock, a situation which occurs when one operator is unable to read its input 
because a previous operator in the step is blocked from writing to its output. This 
appendix describes buffering and the programmatic means you can use to control 
it.
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Data Set Buffering

Deadlock
Orchestrate automatically performs data set buffering for any step that contains a 
fork-join. In a fork join, an operator produces two output data sets (a fork) whose 
data paths are joined together later in the step. Orchestrate performs buffering to 
prevent deadlock from occurring when an operator cannot read an input because 
a previous operator cannot write its output.

Figure 57 shows what can happen in a fork-join if the system does not use 
buffering.

In this example, Operator 1 creates two output data sets. These data sets are used 
as input to Operators 2 and 3.

Operator 2 performs a summation to calculate a single record based on all its 
input records. Operator 2 then outputs its summation, as a record, to Operator 3.

Caution Change buffering specifications only if you are certain that these changes will 
benefit your application. Changing the default Orchestrate buffering 
specifications can cause your application to deadlock, or can substantially 
impact performance.

Figure 57 How Deadlock Occurs
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Operator 3 is a two-input operator that requires the summation record output 
from Operator 2 to begin processing records from Operator 1.

However, input data to an operator can become blocked. In this example, 
Operator 3 does not read any records from Operator 1 until it receives a record 
from Operator 2. Since Operator 3 is not consuming its input from Operator 1, 
Operator 1 cannot write to its output. Eventually this condition will cause 
deadlock. In deadlock, no operator is able to read its input because no operator is 
writing to its output.

A deadlock condition is not the same as an application failure. No error or 
warning message is output for deadlock; your application will simply be in a state 
where it will wait forever for an input.

Figure 58 shows how the default Orchestrate buffering mechanism avoids 
deadlock.

The buffers temporarily hold the data from the writing operators so that if a 
reading operator is waiting for data on one input, the writing operator can 
continue to write its output to the buffer. When the reading operator begins to 
read its input, the data comes from the buffer rather than from the writing 
operator.

If the size of the buffer is large enough to hold all the data in a partition, the 
writing operator will never block. The default Orchestrate buffering mechanism 
stores a small amount of data in memory and then, if more capacity is required, 
writes data to disk in the space defined by the scratch disk resource or the buffer 
disk pool, up to the limit available on disk.

Figure 58 How Orchestrate Avoids Deadlock
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Persistent Data Sets
Persistent data sets are data sets stored to disk, meaning you can consider the data 
to be already buffered. Therefore, an operator will never experience deadlock if it 
is reading only from persistent data sets.

Buffering Assumptions
Orchestrate operators have been designed to use buffering as needed, and should 
not require you to adjust buffering specifications. This section describes 
Orchestrate buffering in more detail, and in particular the design assumptions 
underlying its default behavior.

Buffering in Orchestrate is designed around the following assumptions:

• Buffering is primarily intended to remove the potential for deadlock in flows 
with fork-join structure. This is handled in the simplest, most conservative 
manner possible: wherever there is a fork/join in a flow, all inputs of the 
joining operator are buffered.

• Throughput is preferable to overhead. The goal of Orchestrate's buffering 
mechanism is to keep the flow moving with as little memory and disk usage 
as possible. Ideally, data should simply stream through the data flow and 
rarely land to disk. Upstream operators should tend to wait for downstream 
operators to consume their input before producing new data records.

• Operators in general are typically designed so that on each link between 
operators data is being read and written whenever possible. While buffering 
is designed to tolerate occasional backlog on specific links due to one operator 
getting ahead of another, it is assumed that operators are at least occasionally 
attempting to read and write data on each link.

Buffering is implemented by the automatic insertion of a hidden buffer operator 
on links between operators. The buffer operator attempts to match the rates of its 
input and output. When no data is being read from the buffer operator by the 
downstream operator, the buffer operator tries to throttle back incoming data 
from the upstream operator to avoid letting the buffer grow so large that it must 
be written out to disk.

The goal is to avoid situations where data will be have to be moved to and from 
disk needlessly, especially in situations where the consumer cannot process data 
at the same rate as the producer (for example, due to a more complex calculation). 
Because the buffer operator wants to keep the flow moving with low overhead, it 
is assumed in general that it is better to cause the producing operator to wait 
before writing new records, rather than allow the buffer operator to consume 
resources.
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Operators with Special Buffering Requirements
If you have built a custom operator that is designed to not consume one of its 
inputs, for example to buffer all records before proceeding, the default behavior 
of the buffer operator can end up being a performance bottleneck, slowing down 
the application. This section describes how to fix this problem.

Although the buffer operator is not designed for buffering an entire data set, it is 
capable of doing so assuming sufficient memory and/or disk space is available to 
buffer the data. The buffer operator has a number of user-settable properties that 
determine how it handles buffered data; you need to adjust these appropriately, 
based on your application. See “Controlling Buffering” for a full discussion of 
these properties.

You may be able to solve your problem by modifying one buffering property, the 
bufferFreeRun setting. This is described in more detail in “Overriding Default 
Buffering Behavior” on page 7, but in short it controls the amount of 
memory/disk space that the buffer operator is allowed to consume before it 
begins to push back on the upstream operator. 

The default setting for bufferFreeRun is 0.5, which means that half of the internal 
memory buffer can be consumed before pushback occurs. This biases the buffer 
operator to avoid allowing buffered data to be written to disk.

If your operator needs to buffer large data sets, we recommend that you initially 
set bufferFreeRun to a very large value such as 1000, and then adjust according to 
the needs of your application. This will allow the buffer operator to freely use 
both memory and disk space in order to accept incoming data without pushback.

Ascential Software recommends that you set the bufferFreeRun property only for 
those links between operators that require a non-default value. You can set the 
property using either osh or the C++ API, as described in “Ways of Setting 
Buffering Specifications” on page 9.

Configuring Your System for Buffering
Orchestrate uses both virtual memory and disk storage to buffer data. The 
amount of virtual memory defaults to 3 MBytes per buffer per processing node. 
You can override this default to set your own virtual memory size.

The amount of disk space for each processing node defaults to the amount of 
available disk space specified for the scratchdisk setting in the Orchestrate 
configuration file for the node. If you define a buffer scratchdisk pool for a node 
in the configuration file, Orchestrate uses that disk pool rather than the 
scratchdisk for buffering.

While the theoretical maximum amount of data buffered on a processing node for 
any step is equal to the sum of the sizes of all buffered data set partitions, 
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Orchestrate’s buffering algorithm minimizes the amount of disk space required 
for buffering. The recommended amount of scratchdisk space per processing 
node is 500 MBytes.

Shown below is an example configuration file defining two scratchdisks per 
processing node:

{
node node1 {
fastname "node1_css"
pool "" "node1" "node1_css"
resource disk "/orch/s0" {}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch0" {}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch1" {}
}

node node2 {
fastname "node2_css"
pool "" "node2" "node2_css"
resource disk "/orch/s0" {}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch0" {}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch1" {}
}

}

Orchestrate uses the scratchdisk for temporary storage other than buffering. You 
can, however, reserve disk space solely for buffering by creating a buffer 
scratchdisk pool for any node in your configuration file. Orchestrate 
automatically uses the buffer pool on a node, if it is defined. Shown below is an 
example configuration file that defines a buffer disk pool:

{
node node1 {
fastname "node1_css"
pool "" "node1" "node1_css"
resource disk "/orch/s0" {}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch0" {pool "buffer"}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch1" {}
}

node node2 {
fastname "node2_css"
pool "" "node2" "node2_css"
resource disk "/orch/s0" {}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch0" {pool "buffer"}
resource scratchdisk "/scratch1" {}
}

}

In this example, each processing node has a single scratchdisk resource in the 
buffer pool that Orchestrate uses for buffering.
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Controlling Buffering
Because of the nature of your application, you may want to alter the default 
buffering mechanism for a single data set or for all data sets within an Orchestrate 
step. Orchestrate provides controls that allow you to specify how a data set is 
buffered and to modify the size and other characteristics of the buffer.

APT_BUFFERING_POLICY
The APT_BUFFERING_POLICY environment variable controls Orchestrate’s 
overall buffering behavior. (The Orchestrate 7.0 Installation and Administration 
Manual lists and describes environment variables.) This environment variable has 
the following possible values:

• AUTOMATIC_BUFFERING

Buffer a data set only if necessary to prevent a dataflow deadlock. This setting 
is the default if you do not define the environment variable.

• FORCE_BUFFERING

Unconditionally buffer all virtual data sets.

• NO_BUFFERING

Do not buffer data sets. This setting can cause deadlock if used 
inappropriately.

Shown below is an example setting APT_BUFFERING_POLICY for Korn and 
Bourne shells. You can include this in your .kshrc (Korn) or .profile (Bourne).

APT_BUFFERING_POLICY=FORCE_BUFFERING
export APT_BUFFERING_POLICY

Overriding Default Buffering Behavior
Since the default value of APT_BUFFERING_POLICY is 
AUTOMATIC_BUFFERING, the default action of Orchestrate is to buffer a data 
set only if required to avoid deadlock. You can, however, override the default 
buffering operation in your Orchestrate application.

For example, some operators read an entire input data set before outputting a 
single record. Examples of this type of operator are the Orchestrate sorting 
operators tsort, psort, and smartsort. Before one of these operators can output a 

Caution Change the buffering specifications only if you are certain that these changes 
will benefit your application. Changing the default Orchestrate buffering 
specifications can cause your application to deadlock or substantially reduce 
performance.
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single record, it must read all input to determine the first output record. 
Therefore, these operators internally buffer the entire output data set, eliminating 
the need of the default buffering mechanism. For this reason, Orchestrate never 
inserts a buffer on the output of a sort.

You may also develop an operator that does not require its output to be buffered, 
or you may want to change the size parameters of the Orchestrate buffering 
mechanism. In this case, you can set the following buffering parameters:

• maximumMemoryBufferSize = size

Specifies the maximum amount of virtual memory, in bytes, used per buffer 
where the default size is 3145728 (3 MBytes). If your step requires 10 buffers, 
each processing node would use a maximum of 30 MBytes of virtual memory 
for buffering. If Orchestrate has to buffer more data than 
maximumMemoryBufferSize, the data is written to disk.

• bufferFreeRun = percentage

Specifies how much of the available in-memory buffer to consume before the 
buffer offers resistance to any new data being written to it, as a percentage of 
maximumMemoryBufferSize.

When the amount of buffered data is less than the bufferFreeRun percentage, 
input data is accepted immediately by the buffer. After that point, the buffer 
does not immediately accept incoming data; it offers resistance to the 
incoming data by first trying to output data already in the buffer before 
accepting any new input. In this way, the buffering mechanism avoids 
buffering excessive amounts of data and can also avoid unnecessary disk I/O.

The default percentage is 0.5 (50% of maximumMemoryBufferSize or by 
default 1.5 MBytes). You must set bufferFreeRun greater than 0.0. Typical 
values are between 0.0 and 1.0.

You can set bufferFreeRun to a value greater than 1.0. In this case, the buffer 
continues to store data up to the indicated multiple of 
maximumMemoryBufferSize before writing data to disk.

• queueUpperBound = size

Specifies the maximum amount of data buffered at any time using both 
memory and disk. The default value is zero, meaning the buffer size is limited 
only by the available disk space in the resource scratch disk or the buffer disk 
pool. If you set queueUpperBound to a nonzero value, the amount of data 
stored by the buffer will not exceed queueUpperBound plus one block, where 
the data contained in a block cannot exceed 32768 (32 KBytes). 

If you set queueUpperBound to a value equal to or slightly less than 
maximumMemoryBufferSize, and set bufferFreeRun to 1.0, you will create a 
finite capacity buffer that will not write to disk. However, the size of the 
buffer is limited by the virtual memory of your system and you can create 
deadlock if the buffer becomes full.
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• diskWriteIncrement = size

This property sets the size, in bytes, of blocks of data being moved to/from 
disk by the buffering operator. The default is 1048576 (1 MByte.)

Adjusting this value trades amount of disk access against throughput for 
small amounts of data. Increasing the block size reduces disk access, but may 
decrease performance when data is being read/written in smaller units. 
Decreasing the block size increases throughput, but may increase the amount 
of disk access.

Ways of Setting Buffering Specifications
You can change the values of the buffering specifications described in the last 
section in three ways, described in the next three sections:

• “Use an osh Script” on page 9

• “Use the API” on page 10

• “Use Environment Variables” on page 11

Use an osh Script
You can set buffering specifications explicitly for a link in an osh script with the 
following notations:

• autobuffer(params)

Buffer the data set only if necessary to prevent a data-flow deadlock with the 
specified buffering parameters.

• buffer(params)

Unconditionally buffer the data set with the specified buffering parameters.
• nobuffer

Never buffer the data set. This setting can cause deadlock if used 
inappropriately.

In the above descriptions (params) is a comma-separated list of buffering 
parameters enclosed in parenthesis.

To apply these specifications to a link, include the autobutter, buffer, or nobuffer 
argument immediately following the pipe or redirection symbol.

Note that setting these specifications for a virtual data set has no affect on any 
other virtual data sets within the step.

The following example sets buffering variables to their default values, for the 
output of operator1 only:
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osh "...
operator1
| [ buffer (maximumMemoryBufferSize=3145728,

diskWriteIncrement=1048576,
bufferFreeRun=0.5) ]

operator2
..."

You can also specify buffering on a link specified as a virtual data set, for 
example:

operator1 > [ buffer (bufferFreeRun=0.75) ] output.v

As this example shows, you are not required to specify values for all three 
buffering properties. The property values can appear in any order.

You can also specify any of the buffering specifications at the beginning of an osh 
command. Buffering specifications set at the beginning of an osh command 
control buffering for all virtual data sets within the step, although you can 
override the step-level buffering controls by including specific controls for an 
individual virtual data set.

An example of step-level buffering is given by the following osh command:
$ osh "

[buffer (maximumMemoryBufferSize=4194304, bufferFreeRun=0.66)]
op1 | op2 | ... "

Using step-level buffering is generally not recommended. It is better to override 
buffering defaults for only those links where an override is required.

Use the API
You can set buffering properties explicitly for a virtual data set in C++ API code, 
as part of the subflow defined by an APT_CompositeOperator.

The following example shows how to specify buffering properties on a data flow 
link using the C++ API.

APT_Operator *operator1 = new APT_RemdupOperator;
APT_Operator *operator2 = new APT_TsortOperator;

APT_DataSet  *link = new APT_DataSet;

operator1 -> attachOutput(link, 0);
operator2 -> attachInput(link, 0);

APT_String paramstring;
paramstring.append("{ maximumMemoryBufferSize=3145728,");
paramstring.append("  diskWriteIncrement=1048576,");
paramstring.append("  bufferFreeRun=0.5");
paramstring.append("}");
APT_PropertyList *params = new APT_PropertyList(paramstring);
link -> setBufferingParameters(*params);

As in the osh case, you do not have to provide values for all three buffering 
properties, and the properties can appear in any order.
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You can also set buffering properties at the top level of a data flow (in an 
APT_Step object). However, using step-level buffering is generally not 
recommended. It is better to override buffering defaults for only those links 
where an override is required.

Use Environment Variables
If you use environment variables, you set the properties of all buffer operators. 
This approach is usually not recommended, for reasons explained in “When Not 
to Change Buffering Specifications.”

The environment variables you can set are

• APT_BUFFER_MAXIMUM_MEMORY, which sets the default value of 
maximumMemoryBufferSize

• APT_BUFFER_DISK_WRITE_INCREMENT, which sets the default value of 
diskWriteIncrement

• APT_BUFFER_FREE_RUN, which sets the default value of bufferFreeRun

For example, to set the environment variables to their default values you could 
insert the following lines into your .profile (Bourne shell) or .ksh (Korn shell):

APT_BUFFER_MAXIMUM_MEMORY=3145728
export APT_BUFFER_MAXIMUM_MEMORY

APT_BUFFER_DISK_WRITE_INCREMENT=1048576
export APT_BUFFER_DISK_WRITE_INCREMENT

APT_BUFFER_FREE_RUN=0.5
export APT_BUFFER_FREE_RUN

You cannot adjust queueUpperBound using an environment variable.

When Not to Change Buffering Specifications
You can alter the buffer operator’s behavior for all links in a flow by using 
environment variables, or by setting the values at the top level of a data flow. This 
is not recommended, as could have adverse affects on parts of the flow where 
buffering should be slowing down producing operators to match the rates of 
consuming operators in order to buffer data with the minimum of CPU/disk 
overhead, or where it could lead to deadlock.

Hence, setting buffering properties explicitly is not recommended except where 
your application specifically requires buffering behavior other than the default 
and then you should modify the buffering specifications only for the links in your 
flow that require it.

In summary, it is in general best to use the default setting unless you know that a 
specific input of an operator needs special handing, and in that case you can use 
the osh or C++ API methods, applied to the input.
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The Performance Monitor
The performance monitor, orchview, provides a three-dimensional representation 
of an executing Orchestrate step and provides statistics which can aid you in 
performance tuning. This chapter describes how to use orchview.

The Performance Monitor Window B 2
How the Performance Monitor Represents Your Program Steps B 4

How the Performance Monitor Determines Grid Dimensions B 4
How the Performance Monitor Represents Data Flows B 5

Configuring the Performance Monitor B 5
Invoking the Performance Monitor B 6

Controlling the Performance Monitor Display B 7
General Display Control B 8
Operator Display Control B 8
Data Set Display Control B 9
Generating a Results Spreadsheet B 11
Creating Movie Files B 13

The Orchestrate performance monitor (also called orchview) produces a graphical, 
3-D representation of an Orchestrate step as it executes. The monitor allows you 
to track the execution of an Orchestrate step and display statistical information 
about Orchestrate operators during and after step execution. 

Orchestrate also provides the Job Monitor, which is an XML interface for access to 
status information on your running jobs. This facility is described in Chapter 13, 
“Orchestrate Job Monitoring” on page 13-1.
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This chapter describes the performance monitor, including the monitor’s 
graphical user interface. This chapter also describes how to configure your system 
to use the performance monitor and how to run the performance monitor. 

The Performance Monitor Window
The performance monitor shows the execution of a step in a 3-D format that 
allows you to view the operators and the data flow among the operators that 
make up the step. You can use the monitor to display a step as it executes, or you 
can record the step and play it back later.

The performance monitor allows you to zoom the display, and rotate the display 
horizontally and vertically, to examine individual operators or operator 
connections. You can set a number of options that control how the performance 
monitor displays your program execution. For example, you can set the frequency 
at which the entire display is updated. You can also customize the display style 
for data flows, and the volume or rate cutoff at which the performance monitor 
shows a change in the data flow.

The performance monitor lets you display statistical information about the 
operators and the data sets in your program. For example, you can display a 
snapshot of the current record read and write rates. The performance monitor 
also has a feature that lets you create a spreadsheet from your program statistics.

Note Your system must have X Windows support in order to run the Orchestrate 
performance monitor.
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Shown below is the performance monitor window with a run-time display of a 
sample application:

message panel

control panel
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How the Performance Monitor Represents Your 
Program Steps

The symbols the performance monitor uses to represent operators and data sets 
are similar to those used in data-flow diagrams, as shown below:

As shown in the figure above, the performance monitor displays operators as 
square grids. Each used cell in an operator grid represents an instance of the 
operator on an Orchestrate processing node. The performance monitor also 
displays persistent data sets as square grids. Each used cell in the grid represents an 
Orchestrate processing node.

An operator grid may also contain cells that are never used, as explained below.

How the Performance Monitor Determines Grid Dimensions
All operator and persistent data contain a square number of cells (4, 9, 16, 25, and 
so forth), arranged as a square. All the operator and persistent data set grids in a 
step have the same number of cells: the largest number of Orchestrate processing 
nodes used by the step, rounded up to the nearest square number.

For example, if the largest number of processing nodes used by the step is 16, then 
all operator and data-set grids have 16 cells (4 rows by 4 columns). In another 
example, if the largest number of processing nodes used is 22, the number of cells 
is rounded up to the nearest square number, 25, and every grid in the step has 5x5 
cells.

In performance monitor In data-flow diagram

virtual data set

persistent data set

OpNameoperator

data flow

Note Any cells in a grid that do not represent processing nodes, which the 
performance monitor has added to make the grid a square, are never used and 
therefore never show activity. Do not confuse these never-used cells with 
temporarily inactive cells, which represent Orchestrate nodes but show no 
activity in the current display.
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The cells in grids for operators and persistent data sets are identified by row-
column coordinates, with each row and column indexed 0 through n-1.

How the Performance Monitor Represents Data Flows
Flows of data (including virtual data sets), among operators and data sets in the 
step, are represented by solid or dashed lines (arcs). The performance monitor 
treats any data connection with no flow of data within a sampling interval as 
currently inactive, and by default does not display it. You set the sampling interval 
when you configure the performance monitor (see “Configuring the Performance 
Monitor” on page 5).

During the step’s processing, the performance monitor first represents a data flow 
as a dashed line. After a minimum number of records (by default, 100,000) have 
been written to one processing node in the virtual data set, the performance 
monitor changes the virtual data set representation to a solid line. As explained 
on “Data Set Display Control” on page 9, you can use the Options dialog box to 
enable or suppress the display of inactive data flows. You can also use this dialog 
box to change the minimum number of records at which the performance monitor 
represents the flow with a solid line.

Configuring the Performance Monitor
To use the performance monitor, you must include $APT_ORCHHOME/bin in your 
PATH. You must also include $APT_ORCHHOME/lib in your library path, which on 
AIX is LIBPATH; on Sun Solaris and Tru64 is LD_LIBRARY_PATH; and on HP-UX is 
SHLIB_PATH.

Additionally, you must set five environment variables to configure your system 
for the performance monitor, as described in the following table:

Table 36 Performance Monitor Environment Variables

Environment Variable Use

APT_EVENT_MONITOR_HOST host_name host_name specifies the name of 
the node running orchview.
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Shown below are example settings for these environment variables:
setenv APT_EVENT_MONITOR_HOST node0 
setenv APT_EVENT_MONITOR_PORT 22222
setenv APT_SAVE_SCORE /home/user1/working_dir/myscorefile 
setenv APT_EVENT_MONITOR_INTERVAL 10 
setenv APT_DM_REPORT_TRAFFIC 1 

Invoking the Performance Monitor
After you have X Windows running on the node designated to run the 
performance monitor, you can start the performance monitor and then start your 
application.

APT_EVENT_MONITOR_PORT port_num port_num specifies the logical 
port number used to communicate 
information from your application 
to orchview.

port_num must be unique among 
all orchview processes, and also 
among all applications that 
allocate specific port numbers. 

Many standard applications use 
port numbers in the range 0-1000. 
Recommended values for 
port_num are between 10,000 and 
60,000.

APT_SAVE_SCORE score_file Specifies the name and path of the 
file used by orchview to hold data. 
orchview creates this file if it does 
not already exist.

APT_EVENT_MONITOR_INTERVAL interval Sets the sampling interval for 
orchview in one second 
increments. 

Increasing the number reduces the 
network bandwidth uses by the 
monitor. Decreasing the number 
creates a finer granularity of 
viewing the step. 

APT_DM_REPORT_TRAFFIC 1 Setting this variable to 1 enables 
orchview.

Table 36 Performance Monitor Environment Variables (continued)

Environment Variable Use
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To start the performance monitor, issue the following command on any node in 
your system:

$ orchview options &

The options are described below. The ampersand & configures orchview to run as a 
background task, allowing you to use other shell commands while the 
performance monitor is running.

When the performance monitor is running, you can start your application. Upon 
completion of your application, the performance monitor stays active. If you then 
start another application, the monitor will display its step(s).

To exit the performance monitor, select Exit from the File menu.

The following table lists the options that you can use with the orchview command:

Controlling the Performance Monitor Display
This section describes how you can control the display of the performance 
monitor. Included in this section is information on:

Table 37 orchview Options

Option Use

-batch -batch 

Deactivates the visual display of the performance monitor. In batch 
mode, you must specify either the -movie or -spreadsheet option or 
both.

-movie -movie filename
Saves the performance monitor display to the movie file filename. You 
can replay the movie using the performance monitor menu command 
File -> Play Movie. 

See “Creating Movie Files” on page 13 for more information on movie 
files.

-spreadsheet -spreadsheet filename

Saves the data flow rates of the step to an Excel spreadsheet stored in 
filename. The spreadsheet will be overwritten with new data every 60 
seconds. 

See “Generating a Results Spreadsheet” on page 11 for more 
information.

-usage -usage 

Displays command-line syntax information for orchview.
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• “General Display Control” on page 8

• “Operator Display Control” on page 8

• “Data Set Display Control” on page 9

• “Generating a Results Spreadsheet” on page 11

General Display Control
The performance monitor contains the following general controls:

• In the menu bar, the Options selection includes several display options, such 
as setting the background color of the display window to black or white.

• In the menu bar, the Help selection accesses online help.

• Below the graphical display area, the message panel displays output 
messages from the performance monitor. 

• The control panel lets you:

– Automatically pan and zoom the display with the Auto View button.

– Zoom in and out on the display.

– Rotate the step both horizontally and vertically, so you can focus in on a 
particular operator or connection.

– Change the width of the operator grids. Reducing the size of the grids can 
make a complex step easier to view, and it gives you the option of 
displaying only the data flow of the step.

Operator Display Control
Not all operators execute on all nodes. By observing the data connections to an 
operator’s grid, you can determine the number of nodes used to execute it. For 
example, if you have a 16-node system, each grid contains 16 cells. However, 
constraints applied to an operator or to the step can restrict an operator to 
executing on a subset of the 16 Orchestrate processing nodes. Only the cells 
corresponding to nodes actually executing the operator have a data connection. 
Cells with no connection correspond to nodes not used by the operator. 

The performance monitor provides the following controls for operator display:

• To move an operator in the window, you use the middle mouse button (or 
both buttons on a two-button mouse) to click and drag the operator grid in the 
window.

• To display a window with a snapshot of the statistics about the operator, click 
the right mouse button on the operator-grid cell that represents the operator 
instance on which you want to obtain statistics. The statistics display includes 
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the operator number and instance number of the operator cell on which you 
clicked, as shown below: 

The statistics window remains open as long as you hold down the right mouse 
button. To refresh the statistics display, release the mouse button and then click 
again to display the updated statistics.

• To display statistics about an operator for which you know the operator 
number and operator instance number, you can also use the menu to display 
the operator statistics window shown above. Choose the Data -> Operator Stats 
menu selection to open the Specify Operator dialog box. Enter the operator 
number into the Specify Operator Number field, and enter the instance 
number into the Specify Instance Number field. Then, click the stats... button 
to open the statistics window for the operator.

When opened via the menu, the window remains open until you dismiss it, and it 
is automatically updated every 5 seconds.

Data Set Display Control
The performance monitor displays virtual data sets as dashed or solid lines, and it 
displays persistent data sets as grids. The performance monitor lets you control 
some aspects of the display of data sets, and to display statistical information 
about your data. 

Not all persistent data sets are transferred using all processing nodes. From the 
performance monitor window, you can see the data connections to a data set’s 
grid and therefore determine the number of nodes used to store the a data set. For 
example, if you have a 16-node system, each data-set grid contains 16 cells, but 
constraints applied to an operator or to the step restrict an operator from 
transferring the data set on fewer than 16 nodes. Only the data-set grid cells 
corresponding to nodes actually used for the data set have a data connection. 
Cells with no connection correspond to nodes that are not used to transfer the 
data set.

instance number

operator number
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The performance monitor provides the following options for controlling the 
display of information about a data set:

• To display a snapshot of statistics about a data set, control-click the right 
mouse button on the data flow (solid or dashed line). The statistics window 
remains open as long as you hold down the right mouse button. To refresh the 
statistics display, release the mouse button and then control-click again to 
display the updated statistics.

The window includes the data-set number and the reading and writing operators, 
as shown below: 

At the bottom of the window is the information on Arc(N,M), where N is the 
instance number of the writing operator and M is the instance number of the 
reading operator. This window displays information about the partition of the 
data set connecting the output of instance 0 of the writing operator to the input of 
instance 0 of the reading operator. 

You can determine the data-set number from this window in order to open the 
statistics window for the operator, described next.

• To display statistical information about a data set and a specific arc in it, 
choose the Data -> DataSet Stats menu selection. The statistics displayed 
include the time running, total records passed, and data-flow rate. The 
performance monitor updates this window continuously.

• To show the volume of records processed, select Options from the menu to 
open the Options dialog box. In that dialog box, check the selection DS 
Spectrum Coloring Marker (No. of Records). By default, the data-flow line color is 
determined by the node number of the processing node writing the data, and 
the color remains constant throughout processing. Setting the DS Spectrum 
Coloring Marker option causes the performance monitor to indicate record 
volume by cycling through the color palette, from orange to violet, changing 
color when your specified number of records has been processed.

• To show the rate of data flow, you can use either of two selections in the 
Options dialog box:

data-set number writing operator reading operator

data-set arc information
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– DS Spectrum Coloring Marker (Records per Second). Check this option, and 
enter the number of records per second at which you want the color to 
change. The performance monitor cycles through the color palette (from 
orange to violet), changing color at the number of records you specify.

– DS Binary Rate Coloring (Records per Second). Using his option causes the 
performance monitor to display in red the data flows that transfer data 
below the cutoff rate, and to display in green the data flow arcs with a rate 
at or above the cutoff. Check the option and set the cutoff rate in the 
Records per Second field, and then press Enter.

• To set the number of records processed after which a virtual data set is 
displayed as a solid line, check the Options dialog box selection Set DS Solid 
Line Marker (No. of Records). The default number of records is 100,000.

• To cause the performance monitor to display inactive data connections, use 
the Options dialog box selection Show Data Set By Blockage (Solid Line). The 
performance monitor treats a data connection as inactive if no records have 
been transferred over it during one sampling period (approximately five 
seconds).

Generating a Results Spreadsheet
The performance monitor lets you save to a file, in a spreadsheet layout, the 
information it gathers on record flow in your data set. The information is saved as 
tab-delimited ASCII text, so that you can open the file in any ASCII text editor. 
The format is also compatible with Microsoft Excel, so you can use Excel to view 
your results spreadsheet.

Use the following procedure save your record-flow data to a spreadsheet:

1 In the performance monitor, choose the File -> Save Spread Sheet menu 
command to open a dialog box prompting you for the name of the file. 

2 Enter the name of the file.

3 Click the Save Spread Sheet button to save the current data flow information to 
the file.

This action saves the number of records transferred by every data-flow arc in 
the step at the time you click the Save Spread Sheet button. Clicking on the 
button again overwrites the contents of the file with new information. 

4 View the file using either an ASCII text editor or in Microsoft Excel.

When you read the file into Excel, Excel opens a text import dialog box allowing 
you to specify the layout of the file. Use the default value of Delimited text to read 
the file, then click on the Finish button.
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The following is an example of the contents of the saved spreadsheet:
Orchestrate Performance Spreadsheet, Copyright (C) 1995 - 2002
Ascential Software All Rights Reserved.

Sequence Number: 3
Spreadsheet Version: 1
Current Date 1997 10 28
Current Time 12:35:50
Unique Orchestrate Step ID: 60346-878059706
Step Start Date 1997 10 28
Step Start Time 12:28:26

Data Section:

data saved: detailed data set flow volumes.
begin data:

End Data
End Data Section
Sequence Number: 3

In the spreadsheet, the row labels (such as 0,0) specify the partition numbers of 
the reading and writing operators for each data-flow arc, in the form.

(writing_partition, reading_partition)

The column labels identify the data sets. To determine the data set that 
corresponds to the label for a column (such as DS0), control-click the right mouse 

DS0 DS1 DS2 DS3 DS4 DS5 DS6

(0,0) 673 673 1346 1346 1346 337 337

(0,1) 673 673 0 0 0 337 337

(0,2) 673 673 0 0 0 336 336

(0,3) 672 672 0 0 0 336 336

(1,0) 0 0 0 0 0 337 337

(1,1) 0 0 1346 1346 1346 337 337

(1,2) 0 0 0 0 0 336 336

(1,3) 0 0 0 0 0 336 336

(2,0) 0 0 0 0 0 337 337

(2,1) 0 0 0 0 0 337 337

(2,2) 0 0 1346 1346 1346 336 336

(2,3) 0 0 0 0 0 336 336
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Appendix B The Performance Monitor Controlling the Performance Monitor Display
button on the data flow arc in the performance monitor display. See “Data Set 
Display Control” on page 9 for information about data set arcs.

Each cell in the spreadsheet body corresponds to a single arc in the display of the 
performance monitor. The cell contains the number of records transferred from 
the writing operator to the reading operator for a partition of the data set.

Creating Movie Files
The performance monitor movie feature lets you record and play back the run-
time display of your program. You save one or more steps to a movie file, and you 
play it back in the performance monitor. Once the display information is saved, 
you can repeatedly play back the file.

To save a step to a movie file, choose the File -> Save Movie As menu command 
before you run the step. This command prompts you for the file name for the 
movie. 

To play a movie file back, choose the File -> Play Movie menu command, and enter 
the name of a file containing a movie.

You can also view a step’s configuration stored in a movie file, without playing 
back the entire movie. The step configuration is a snapshot of all operators and 
data sets in a step. To display the step configuration stored in a movie file, choose 
the File -> View Step menu command.
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